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Executive Summary

Purpose

different strategies for protecting workers. One strategy for setting
workplace standards is through the enactment of statutes that directly set
the terms and conditions of employment and relies on agencies and the
courts for enforcement.
Another strategy is to encourage the direct resolution of workplace
problems by the parties themselves, rather than through judicial or
regulatory recourse. The appropriate use of both of these strategies can
contribute to increased worker productivity while reducing workplace
conflict.
With the Secretaries of Labor’s and Commerce’s Commission on the
F’uture of Worker-Management Relations examining these and other
issues, the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the House
Education and Labor Committee and its Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations requested that GAO study issues related to
the framework of federal workplace regulation. Specifically, they asked
GAO to (1) identify and analyze the characteristics of the major statutes
comprising the framework and (2) describe the actual experiences of a
wide range of employer and employee representatives with workplace
regulation.
To address these issues, GAO
l

l

surveyed the literature and consulted with experts to identify and analyze
the major statutes and executive orders on workplace regulation, and
interviewed a broad range of 36 employers and union and employee
committee representatives of organizations of varying sizes and industries
and in different states to determine their actual experiences operating
under these statutes.
The requesters realized that those interviewed will not be representative of
all employers and unions, but nevertheless believe that the results will be
useful.

Background

Many federal statutes governing the workplace, for example the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), fall under a “command and
control” model; that is, the statute or regulation is the command, and
government enforcement efforts such as inspections or filing suit in the
courts are the control. Other statutes, such as the National Labor Relations
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Act (NLRA),are more process oriented, specifying the context within which
employers, workers, and unions may negotiate different concerns.
The effectiveness of command and control regulation is influenced by
many factors, including the available level of regulatory resources, the
sanctions for noncompliance, and the ease of employer compliance. In
some instances, command and control regulation can be enhanced by
increasing the involvement of employers and workers in aspects of the
regulatory process. For example, GAO has identified strengthened roles for
employers and workers as one of several main options to improve
workplace health and safety.’
The executive branch of the federal government is currently considering
alternative strategies for regulating the workplace. In March 1993, the
President asked the Secretaries of Labor and Commerce to form a
Commission on the Future of Worker-Management Relations to address
issues such as the extent to which the present legal framework and
practices of collective bargaining could change to improve productivity
and reduce conflict. Recognizing the need to make government work
better and cost less, the administration has also initiated the National
Performance Review (NPR) under the direction of the Vice President. A key
component of the NPR is an enhanced emphasis on customer service.
Consistent with this goal, the administration issued Executive Order
12862, which requires all federal agencies and departments to become
more customer driven and provide services equal to the “best in business.”

Results in Brief

The magnitude, complexity, and dynamics of workplace regulation pose a
challenge for employers of all sizes. Such regulation has expanded and
continually changed during the last 60 years, not only with the passage of
new laws but also with the consequences of judicial decisions and the
promulgation of new and revised regulations. For example, although only
7 of the 26 key statutes and one executive order on workplace
regulation-primarily
covering areas like labor-management relations,
minimum wages, and unemployment insurance-were in place by 1940
and 8 by 1960-they doubled by 1970 and reached 19 by 1980. These
complex workplace regulations, however, are but one part of broader
regulatory duties, such as environmental and tax requirements, with which
employers must comply.

‘SeeOccupationalSafety&Health: Optionsfor Improving Safetyand Health in the Workplace
(GAO/HRD-9G66BR,
Aug. 24, 1990).
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The wide variety of 36 employers and union representatives that GAO
interviewed generally supported the need for workplace regulations. They
frequently voiced concerns, however, with the operation of the overall
regulatory process of many agencies and about whether the agencies’
regulatory goals were being achieved. For example, while most of the
employers said that they could comply with workplace-related paperwork
requirements without undue burden, many said that certain paperwork
requirements had questionable value in meeting the law’s objectives. Many
of the employers GAO interviewed believe that the current regulatory
approach used by many agencies is largely adversarial, characterized by
poor communication, unfair and inconsistent enforcement, and vague laws
and regulations that increase the potential for lawsuits. Most unions GAO
talked to agreed with this assessment, although they also believed that
many agencies were often not vigorous enough in enforcing existing
regulatory protections.
The employer and union representatives that GAO interviewed generally
called for changing agencies’approaches toward regulation. They urged
agencies to develop a more service-oriented approach to workplace
regulation: improving information access and educational assistance to
employers, workers, and unions, and permitting more input into agency
standard setting and enforcement efforts. Many of the employers-both
large and small-remarked that they were rarely confident that they knew
all the laws and regulations for compliance and often could not get
accurate information on the applicable statutes or on how to comply. They
suggested making accurate information about employer and employee
rights and compliance responsibilities more accessible. Employers that
GAO interviewed generally also urged that agencies abandon what they saw
as a “gotcha” approach to enforcement and recognize good faith
compliance efforts. Overall, they advised that agencies collaborate more
closely with them during the regulatory process. Unions suggested that
their role be expanded during agencies’enforcement procedures such as
greater participation in Fair Labor Standards Act backwage settlements.

Principal Findings
Federal Workplace
Regulation Is Complex and
Constantly Changing

Employers face an extensive network of workplace requirements that
specify a wide variety of employee protections. Congress has amended
laws resulting in new workplace requirements. Numerous implementing
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regulations-the actual rules that affect employers in their employment
relations-are constantly changing. In addition, some federal agencies
issue administrative decisions that may modify workplace requirements.
For example, tie National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), an independent
agency that enforces the NLRA, derives most regulatory requirements from
administrative case law. The amount of federal workplace regulation
facing a particular employer varies, however, depending on the employer’s
number of employees and industry and whether it is a federal contractor.
Of the 26 statutes and one executive order, 16 apply to employers across
all industries, with the remainder applying only to employers who are
federal contractors or only operating in particular industries.
Yet most of the employers GAO interviewed said that federal workplace
regulation was an important concern but often not the most important
regulatory area they faced. They often indicated that state, nonworkplace,
or industry-specific regulations equaled or overshadowed federal
workplace regulation. Smaller employers often mentioned a primary
concern with nonfederal regulations, such as state licensing laws or
workers’ compensation programs, Larger employers were somewhat more
likely to focus on federal workplace regulation but also mentioned a
concern with environmental, tax, and other regulatory areas. As an official
from a large auto manufacturer explained:
“In terms of compliance burdens, workplace regulation is not as significant
taxes, trade, and environmental issues loom far larger.”

Employers Report a
Variety of Compliance
Strategies

as other issues:

Employers that GAO talked to typically had different compliance strategies,
depending on their size. Smaller employers that GAO interviewed more
generally relied on outside legal staff, contracted out their health, pension,
and other benefits administration, and often relied on contractors for
payroll processing. Larger employers reported that they generally
maintained in-house human resource departments, health and safety units,
and legal staffs to comply with many workplace requirements. However,
some pension benefit requirements were considered so complex that even
many larger companies contracted out for some compliance duties. An
official from a large hotel management company asserted:
“The only thing ERISA[the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 19741 has done is to
enrich consulting companies. They [the regulations] are so confusing that [consulting]
companies must be hired to ensure compliance.”
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Employers Expressed
Uncertainty About Their
Level of Regulatory
Compliance

Although smaller employers that GAO interviewed appeared to be the least
aware of workplace requirements, even larger employers felt unsure of all
the rules that applied to their operations. An official from a hospital
complained:
“The sheer volume and nitty-gritty

of regulations make compliance difficult.”

This lack of confidence and awareness has contributed to a widespread
employer fear of noncompliance among the employers we interviewed. As
an official from a small software company explained:
“We always use common sense but because of our lack of knowledge we are never sure of
our compliance.”

Some employers expressed a concern that statutes and regulations had
vaguely stated or ambiguous requirements which they believed increased
the potential for lawsuits. Several employers, for instance, thought that
various definitions under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) were
ambiguous, leaving them confused about their responsibilities. For
example, officials of a large electronics manufacturer said:
“We have concerns about the definition of mental disability under the ADA...We don’t know
how the courts will interpret this concept and believe that it may create future legal
problems and litigation.”

Union representatives that GAO talked to also discussed the difficulty of
getting accurate information fi-om some government agencies. They
believed that this contributed to many workers’ lack of awareness of their
workplace rights. For example, officials of a local union representing
health care workers described problems getting accurate information from
the local Wage and Hour Division office:
“When we contacted the local office we got confusing information, and different and
contradictory answers on subsequent phone calls. This happened in the middle of an
organizing effort and the union’s credibility was questioned because of the information
had gotten from DOL [the Department of Labor].”

Employers and Unions
Report Concern W ith
Implementation of
Workplace Laws

we

found that employer and union representatives interviewed generally
supported the legislative goals of federal workplace regulation. For
example, most employers supported OSHA’goal
S of ensuring each
employee a safe and healthful workplace. Many had serious concerns,
GAO
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however, with how some agencies carried out their regulatory missions.
For example, employers that GAO interviewed thought that some agencies
enforced regulations inconsistently across regions and that some agencies
had a petty attitude toward regulatory enforcement, focusing on minor
infractions, and failed to consider good faith compliance efforts. For
example, an official at a large paper manufacturer with facilities in several
states said:
“The interpretation of standards by [federal OSHA]inspectors will vary from region to
region; some are stricter than others. Inspectors can interpret the standards differently
from state to state. We have been cited for a violation in one state that was acceptable in
another state.”

In addition, officials from the company stated that some agencies lacked
the resources to process complaints in a timely and effective manner and
had ill-trained staff.
Most union representatives that GAO spoke to agreed with this assessment,
although they also believed that many agencies were not vigorous enough
in enforcing regulatory protections. For example, officials of an
international union believed:
“Enforcement of FISA IFair Labor Standards Act] by the Wage and Hour Division is a low
priority at DOL.DOLneeds to be more aggressive with respect to enforcing FISA."

Employers and Unions
SuggestMore
Service-Oriented Approach
by Agencies

Most employers and union representatives urged agencies to adopt a more
service-oriented approach to regulation. They viewed such an approach as
fostering a more collaborative relationship between employers, unions,
and workers that could ultimately ease compliance and help to achieve
legislative goals. Proposed elements include
making information more accessible to employers, workers, and unions;
providing more technical and education assistance to employers, workers,
and unions; and
. permitting more input from employers and unions into agencies’
standard-setting and enforcement procedures,

l
l

Some employers and unions that GAO spoke to also identified various
forms of alternative dispute resolution, including arbitration and
mediation, as potentially useful vehicles to reduce workplace conflict.
Employers and union representatives that GAO interviewed suggested ways
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to improve service orientation, including the use of toll-free information
hotlines and the expanded use of new information technologies. For
example, an official from a small software company suggested:
“What is needed from the federal government is a fool’s guide to regulation.”

Recommendations
Agency Comments

interviews conducted are not Renerahzable to either the employer or
employee representative con&unities as a whole. Thus, care should be
exercised in drawing conclusions from them. Nevertheless, Labor took
these interview comments very seriously and found the essential
substance of the report to be entirely consistent with Labor’s recent
initiatives to enhance its operations.
GAO emphasizes that its findings are based on a small number of cases.
However, while not general&able, GAO believes that the detailed,

qualitative information collected provides important insights into
employers’ and unions’ experiences concerning federal workplace
regulation. The case studies include a widely varied group: large, medium,
and small size employers from over 20 different industries and 16 states;
local and international unions; and nonunion labor-management
workplace committees. Labor points out that many of GAO’S findings are
consistent with initiatives Labor has underway and some previous GAO
studies.2 Additionally, GAO’Sfindings resonate with the experiences of
many members of the labor-management advisory committee that assisted
the study.
Labor also had numerous technical comments as did NLRB and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Co mmission who reviewed relevant sections of
the report. The comments were incorporated where appropriate.

2SeeOccupationalSafety& Health:OSHAAction Neededto Improve ComplianceWith Hazard
CommunicationStank (GAO/HRD-92-8,
Nov. 26,1Q91),and OccupationalSafety& Health:
Employers’Experiencesin ComplyingWith the HazardCommunicationStandard(GAOMRD-92-63BR,
May 8, 1992).
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Introduction

Like many industrialized nations, the United States employs several
different strategies for protecting employees in the workplace. One
strategy to set workplace standards is through the enactment of statutes
that directly set the terms and conditions of employment and relies on
agencies and the courts to enforce these standards. Another strategy is to
encourage the direct resolution of workplace problems by the parties
themselves, rather than to seek resolution through judicial or regulatory
recourse. The appropriate use of both of these strategies can contribute to
increased worker productivity while reducing workplace conflict. In
March 1993, the Secretaries of Labor and Commerce established the
Commission on the Future of Worker-Management Relations. The
Commission is investigating the condition of U.S. labor-management
relations, and seeking to identify changes that can be made in existing
laws to facilitate the regulatory process. In recognition of the importance
of these issues, the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the House
Education and Labor Committee and its Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations requested that we study issues related to the
framework of federal workplace regulation.

Background

Many federal statutes, such as those covering the environment, consumer
protection, and other areas, fall into what has been defined as a “command
and control” model of regulation. In this model, a government agency
attempts to control or shape the behavior of a regulated community
through the enforcement of certain rules or commands which embrace the
objectives of the legislation. Many federal workplace statutes also
correspond to this model including the Occupational Safety and Health
Act (OSHA),~the Fair Labor Standards Act (WA), and the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA).Each of these laws has associated regulations
requiring employer compliance and, although the method of enforcement
may vary, each of the laws is enforced through compliance inspections,
administrative adjudication, or the courts.
The effectiveness of command and control regulation is influenced by
many factors, such as the level of available regulatory resources and
sanctions for noncompliance. Agencies may need large numbers of
compliance officers to police the regulated community, especially if
The administeringagencyof OSHA,the OccupationalSafetyand WealthAdministrationin the U.S.
Departmentof Labor, issues,after full public participation,occupationalsafetyand health standards
specifyingthe particular actions that must be taken by coveredemployersto protect the safetyand
health of workers. The OccupationalSafetyand HealthAdministration then conductsworkplace
inspectionsto determinecompliancewith thesestandards,and whereviolations are discovered,civil
and in some casescriminal sanctionsmay be imposed.Administrativeand court review of agency
enforcementactionsis availableunder the enablingstatute.
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sanctions for noncompliance are small. For example, the penalties for
OSHAviolations have historically been small-the average penalty for a
serious violation was $750 in fiscal year 1993-criminal sanctions are
infrequent and a conviction is rare. Yet federal OSHAand the state-operated
safety and health programs have approximately 2,000 compliance officers
to enforce standards in over 6.5 million workplaces. To conduct health and
safety inspections at each workplace even on a biennial basis would
require far more than the number of officers currently available.
Regulatory compliance is also influenced by the employers’ awareness of
regulatory requirements. For example, in a randomly selected mail survey
to almost 2,000 employers concerning their experience with OSHA’SHazard
Communication Standard, we found that 58 percent of all small
employers-those with 10 or fewer employees-were out of compliance
with the standard. However, over half of all small employers also reported
little or no awareness of the standard or were not knowledgeable about its
key requirements.4
In some instances, agencies may enhance the effectiveness of command
and control regulation in the workplace by increasing the involvement of
employers and workers. For example, we have identified strengthened
roles of employers and workers as one of several options that could
improve workplace health and safety. Such strengthened roles could be
achieved through the expanded use of worksite health and safety
programs, joint labor-management health and safety committees and
various proposals that increase employee participation in the OSHA
inspection process.6
The executive branch of the federal government is also considering
alternative strategies for regulating the workplace. In March 1993, the
President asked the Secretaries of Labor and Commerce to form a
Commission on the Future of Worker-Management Relations. The
Commission includes former Secretaries of Labor, and representatives
from business, labor, and academia. The Commission is investigating
labor-management relations in the United States and will report back to
the Secretaries regarding the following issues:
40ccupationalSafety(BHealth:OSHAAction Neededto Improve ComplianceWith Hazard
CommunicationStandard(GAO/HRD-92-8,
Nov. 26,1991).
These proposalsinclude involving workers in actual OSHAinspections,verifying the abatementof
workplace hazards,and increasingworkers’participation in negotiationsinvolving the settlementof
OSHAviolations, SeeOccupationalSafety& Health:Optionsfor Improving Safetyand Health in the
Workplace(GAOLHRD-90-66BR,
Aug. 24,199O)and OccupationalSafety& Health:Worksite Safetyand
Health ProgramsShow Promise (GAO/HRD-92-68,
May 19,1992).
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. the extent to which new methods or institutions should be encouraged or

l

l

revised to enhance workplace productivity through labor-management
cooperation and employee participation;
the extent to which changes should be made in the present legal
framework and practices of collective bargaining to enhance cooperative
behavior, improve productivity, and reduce conflict and delay; and
the extent to which action should be taken to encourage workplace
problems to be directly resolved by the parties themselves, rather than
through recourse to state and federal courts and government regulatory
bodies.
The Commission delivered its preliminary findings to the Secretaries of
Labor and Commerce in May 1994,6and will present its final report in
December 1994. The requesters also asked that we share our findings with
the Commission to assist it in completing its report.
Recognizing the need to improve government operations, the
administration initiated the National Performance Review (NPR) under the
direction of the Vice President. The NPR was a major management reform
effort with the goal of identifying ways to make government work better,
regulate more effectively, and lower costs. The report’s recommendations
were organized by four key principles: cutting red tape, putting customers
first, empowering employees to get results, and cutting back to basics7
A key component of the NPR is an enhanced emphasis on customer service.
Consistent with this goal, the administration issued Executive Order
12862, which requires all federal agencies and departments to become
more customer driven and provide services equal to the “best in business.”
All executive agencies and departments that provide significant services
directly to the public were directed to take steps to improve their service.
These actions should include

. surveying customers to determine the kinds and quality of services they
want and their level of satisfaction with existing services;
. providing customers with choices in both the sources of service and the
means of delivery;
making information, services, and complaint systems easily accessible;
and

l

%ct-Finding Report:Commissionon the Future of Worker ManagementRelations,May 1994,U.S.
Departmentsof Labor and Commerce.
‘From RedTapeto Results:Creatinga GovernmentThat Works Better and CostsLess,Reportof the
National PerformanceReview,Vice PresidentAl Gore (Sept.7, 1993).
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. providing the means for addressing customer complaints.

In response to Executive Order 12862,individual departments and
agencies have also initiated efforts to foster continuous improvements in
agency efforts. For example, the President has begun to develop
performance agreements with agency heads that concentrate on the
agencies’desired outcomes; such agreements can help agencies focus on
achieving programmatic goals and objectives. The Department of Labor
has an agreement that focuses on improving customer service and
implementing various “reinvention” initiatives that concentrate on
enhancing the Department’s operations and fulfilling its regulatory
mission.

Objectives

Future of Worker-Management Relations examining issues of improving
worker protections, resolving workplace conflict and enhancing
workplace productivity, the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of
the House Education and Labor Committee and its Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations requested that we study issues related to the
framework of federal workplace regulation. Specifically, they asked us to
identify, describe, and analyze the major statutes that comprise the
framework of federal workplace regulation, including
. the statutory definition of employers and employees,
the statutory coverage by industry type or employer size,
the characteristics of the enforcement mechanism,
. recordkeeping and disclosure requirements, and
the nature and extent of federal statutory preemption.

l
l

l

We also were asked to study the experiences of a broad range of
employers and employee representatives operating within this framework.
In response, we conducted in-depth interviews of employers’ and
employees’ experiences and obtained their views on a range of related
issues, including their concerns about the frameworks operation and their
suggestions for improvement.
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Methodology:
Identification of the Major
Federal Statutes
Comprising the
Framework of Federal
Workplace Regulation

We reviewed various federal statutes to identify those we believed to be
the major statutes and executive orders comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation, focusing primarily on those overseeing the
relationship between employers and workers in private sector workplaces.
Working with an expert legal consultant, Labor’s Office of the Solicitor
and an advisory group consisting of employer and labor union
representatives, we defined the general framework of federal workplace
regulation as consisting of 26 laws and one executive order. (See appendix
I.) We classified these statutes and executive orders as listed below.

Labor Standards

. Fair Labor Standards Act
. Davis-Bacon Act
Service Contract Act
4 Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act
Contract Workhours and Safety Standards Act, and
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act
l

l
l

Benefits

Employee Retirement and Income Security Act
Group health plan continuation coverage provisions under The
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
. Unemployment Compensation provisions of the Social Security Act,8 and
. Family and Medical Leave Act
l

l

Civil Rights

4 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
Equal Pay Act (which amended the Fair Labor Standards Act)
. Executive Order 11246
. Age Discrimination in Employment Act
Americans with Disabilities Act
9 Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act, and
Anti-retaliatory provision of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act
l

l

l

Occupational Health and
Safety

l
l

l

Labor Relations

Occupational Safety and Health Act,
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act, and
Drug Free Workplace Act

. National Labor Relations Act,
*In this report, theseprovisions will be referred to as the UnemploymentCompensationprogram.
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. Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, and
s Railway Labor Act

Employment Decisions:
Hiring and Separations

Employee Polygraph Protection Act,
Veterans Reemployment Rights law as enacted by the Selective Training
and Service Act and subsequent amendments,g
. Employment provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act as
amended by the Immigration Reform and Control Act, and
Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act

l
l

l

For each of these statutes and the executive order we analyzed and
described key aspects of its provisions regarding
the extent to which it preempted state law,
. the definition of employer and employee for coverage purposes and other
coverage limitations,
. civil and criminal sanctions for violations,
. employer and employee recourse to agency enforcement actions, and
reporting and disclosure requirements.

l

l

We reviewed this information with outside experts and legal staff from the
agencies charged with carrying out each statute and executive order. We
present summary information on these characteristics in chapter 2. See
volume II of this report for the detailed characteristics of each statute and
executive order.

Methodology: Employer
and Employee Experiences
Operating Within the
Framework of Federal
Workplace Regulation

We used a case study approach to collect information on actual employer
and employee representatives’ experiences with workplace regulation. We
selected our 36 sites according to requester interests, advisory group
suggestions, and to ensure a broad mix of industries, employer sizes, and
geographic location. Although our results are not generalizable to either
the employer or employee communities as a whole, they provide detailed,
qualitative information on strategies and efforts to comply with current
federal workplace regulation from a broad range of perspectives.
We selected 24 employers for our case study sites based on severaI
criteria, including their industry, number of employers, geographic
dispersion, the presence of a collective bargaining agreement covering at
least one of their facilities (see figure 1.l) and their participation in some
throughout this report, we will refer to this act as the Veterans’ReemploymentRightslaw.
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form of alternative resolution procedure regarding workplace disputes.”
To obtain views of employees, we conducted site visits with officials from
10 international unions and local unions, many of whom represented
workers either at the employers we visited or in the same industries.
We also visited worker representatives of two iabormanagement
workplace committees in facilities not covered by a collective bargaining
agreement. (See figure 1.2.) We used our advisory group to help identify
prospective employers and unions for interviews. Because of the manner
in which we selected our sites, the information we collected is not
representative of the views of all employers or unions, regardless of their
size or industry.

%xamples of theseproceduresinclude the use of internal companyor industrywidebinding
arbitration procedures.
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Figure 1 .l: Characteristics

of Employers GAO Visited

1

Worker representation

Employer size’

aTotal number of employees in the firm.
bThose employers that have operations in more than one state.
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CEmployers who have at least some employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement.
dEmployers who had some form of joint labor-management committee in at least some of their
facilities. These committees could be concerned with a variety of workplace &sues (for example
heafth and safety to productivity) and exist in both union and nonunion environments.
BAlthough the parent employer had multi-state operations, this case study was conducted at an
individual branch facility.
‘Although the parent employers had multi-state operations, this case study was of a joint venture
at a single construction project.

Figure 1.2: Characterlstlcs

of Unions and Labor-Management

Commlttees GAO VIsited

Vepresents at least some employees of one or more of the employers we visited
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We defined smaller employers as those with fewer than 75 employees,
medium-size employers as those with 75 to 500, and larger employers as
those with over 500 employees. Six of the employer sites were smaller
employers, 6 were medium-size employers, and 12 were larger employers.
About one-half of aJl employers we visited were in service-related
industries (ll), about one-third were in manufacturing industries (8), and
we visited three employers in construction and one employer each in the
transportation and agricultural packing industries. All but one of our
employers (23 out of 24) had some form of employer-financed pension
plan, health plan, or both. Seven of the 8 manufacturing employers had
some form of worksite labor-management committef+-most involving
health and safety issues-while only 3 of the nonmanufacturing sites had
committees of any type.
Five of the 7 local unions represented employees at facilities operated by
the employers we visited. The other three local unions and the two
international unions we visited represented workers in industries where
we visited employers. Of the worker representatives of the
labor-management committees we spoke with, one committee dealt
primarily with occupational health and safety issues, while the other
addressed general issues concerning working conditions.
During our visits to each employer, we asked about their experiences and
strategies in complying with workplace regulation. During our visits to
employers and employee representatives, we inquired about their
experiences, if any, with the enforcement of workplace regulation, their
concerns about and perceived benefits of workplace regulation, and
suggestions they might have on solving those problems or improving
regulation. Except where noted, the information we collected from
employers and unions is based on their actual experiences with particular
regulations and enforcement agencies.ll We have included some
background information about the characteristics of employers’ and
unions’ experiences with particular regulatory agencies in appendix I.
We developed separate “employer” and “employee representative”
interview protocols that we used to conduct our interviews and pretested
them to ensure that all questions were fair, relevant, and easy to
understand and answer. We extensively interviewed those persons at each
site whom the employer or union believed to be most knowledgeable
about workplace regulation and regulation in general. Where necessary,
“lf the intervieweesat a particular site reportedno experiencewith the agencyor agenciesenforcinga
particular statute,the interviewersmoved on to other areasof inquiry.
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we followed up our initial extensive interviews with telephone interviews
to clarify information or obtain additional data.
To encourage interviewee candor and openness, we obtained a pledge
from our congressional requestors guaranteeing that interviewee identities
and the identities of their business or organization would be kept
confidential and not be disclosed. We did not attempt to independently
verify the accuracy of the information they provided to us or substantiate
their examples of particular regulatory difficulties. We conducted our
review from August 1993 to April 1994 in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.
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Employers Face an Extensive Network of
Workplace Regulation
“The requirements are like an octopus: the regulations are extremely complex and the
company needs outside expertise to remain in compliance.“-An
official from a large retail
company describing Employment Retirement Income Security Act and COBRA
“Knowing about all the changes that occur in the laws is also diKmult....No one really has
the time to read comprehensively the laws and changes to them.“-An
official from a
medium-size textile manufacturer
“Although workplace regulations are serious, time-consuming and expensive, in the
scheme of things, federal workplace regulation is not the worst thing.“-An
official from a
large hospital

Federal workplace regulation has greatly expanded over the last 60 years,
generally imposing new obligations on employers in order to protect
workers. The continued growth and frequency of regulation leaves today’s
employers facing an extensive network of workplace rules. Workplace
regulation undergoes frequent change from many sources, including
actions by the Congress, the relevant agencies and review commissions,
and the courts. The number of federal workplace-related requirements
that affect a particular employer varies primarily by the employer’s
number of employees, its industry, and whether it enters into federal
contracts. However, the employers we interviewed said that, in general,
while workplace regulation was an important concern to their companies,
nonlabor-related regulation equaled or overshadowed workplace
regulation.

Federal Workplace
Regulation Has
Grown to Cover a
Wide Variety of
Workplace Activities

Relying largely on its constitutional authority to regulate interstate
commerce, the Congress has passed many laws regulating the workplace
of employers engaged in, or whose business activities affect interstate
commerce. These laws, which change to meet the ever-expanding and
increasingly complicated conditions of commerce, cover a wide variety of
activities ranging from labor-management relations to pensions, family
leave, and the setting of prevailing and minimum wages. (See table 2.1.)
In addition to workplace regulation imposed by the enactment of statutes
or the issuance of executive orders, employers and workers face
obligations and protections established by regulation and case law.
Federal agencies issue regulations clarifying and expanding upon the laws,
and courts make decisions interpreting the laws. Most federal workplace
regulatory requirements are enforced by agencies within the Department
of Labor (Labor), but the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
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and the National Labor Relations Board
work-place regulations.
(EEOC)

(NLRB)

also

enforce

Table 2.1: Descrlptlon of Major Statutes and ExecutiveOrders Governing Workplace Regulation.
Principal
enforcement

Statute
Labor Standards
FLSA
Davis-Bacon Act

agency

DescrlAon

Establishes minimum wage, overtime pay and child tabor standards
Provides for payment of prevailing local wages and fringe benefits to laborers and mechanics
emoloved bv contractors and subcontractors on federal contracts for construction, alteration,
rep’&r,‘painting or decorating of public buildings or public works
Service Contract Act Provides for payment of prevailing local wages and fringe benefits and safety and health
standards for employees of contractors and subcontractors providing services under federal
contracts
Walsh-Healey Act
Provides for labor standards, including wage and hour, for employees working on federal
contracts for the manufacturing or furnishing of materials, supplies, articles or equipment
Establishes standards for hours, overtime compensation, and safety for employees working on
CWHSSA
federal and federally financed contracts and subcontracts
Protects migrant and seasonal agricultural workers in their dealings with farm labor contractors,
MSPA
agricultural employers, agricultural associations, and providers of migrant housing
Beneflts
Establishes uniform standards for employee pension and welfare benefit plans, including
ERlSA
minimum participation, accrual and vesting requirements, fiduciary responsibilities, reporting
and disclosure requirements
COBRA
Provides for continued health care coverage under group health plans for qualified separated
workers for up to 18 months
Unemployment
Authorizes funding for state unemployment compensation administrations and provides the
Compensation
general framework for the operation of state unemployment insurance programs
FMLA
Entitles employees to take up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave each for specified
familv and medical reasons such as the birth or adoption of a child or an illness in the familv
Clvll Rights
Title VI I
Prohibits employment or membership discrimination by employers, employment agencies, and
unions on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; prohibits discrimination in
employment against women affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condition
Equal Pay Act
Prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in the payment of wages
EO 11246
Prohibits discrimination against an employee or applicant for employment on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin by federal contractors and subcontractors, and requires
federal contractors and subcontractors to take affirmative action to ensure that employees and
applicants for employment are treated without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin
ADEA
Prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of age against persons 40 years and older
ADA
Prohibits employment discrimination against individuals with disabilities; requires employer to
make “reasonable accommodations” for disabilities unless doing so would cause undue
hardship to the employer

Labor - WHD”
Labor - WHD

Labor - WHD

Labor - WHD
Labor - WHD
Labor - WHD

Labor - PWBA,C
PBGCd, IRS”
Labor - PWBA
Treasury - IRS
Labor - ETA’
Labor - WHD

EEOCg

EEOC
Labor - OFCCPh

EEOC
EEOC

(continued)
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Description
Prohibits federal contractors and subcontractors from discriminating in employment on the
basis of disability and requires them to take affirmative action to employ, and advance in
employment, individuals with disabilities
Prohibits the discharge or other discriminatory action against an employee for filing a complaint
Anti-retaliatory
relating to a violation of a commercial motor vehicle safety rule or regulation or for refusing to
provision - STAA
operate a vehicle that is in violation of a federal rule, or because of a fear of serious injury due
to an unsafe condition
Occupational Health and Safety
Requires employers to furnish each employee with work and a workplace free from recognized
OSHA
hazards that can cause death or serious physical harm
Requires mine operators to comply with health and safety standards and requirements
MSHA
established to protect miners
Requires recipients of federal grants and contracts to take certain steps to maintain a drug free
Drug Free
Workplace Act
workplace
Labor Relations
Protects certain rights of workers including the right to organize and bargain collectively
NLRA
through representation of their own choice
Requires the reporting and disclosure of certain financial and administrative practices of labor
LMRDA
organizations and employers; establishes certain rights for members of labor organizations and
imposes other requirements on labor organizations
Railway Labor Act
Sets out the rights and responsibilities of management and workers in the rail and airline
industries and provides for negotiation and mediation procedures to settle labor-management
disputes
Employment Decisions: Hiring and Separations
Prohibits the use of lie detectors for pre-employment screening or use during the course of
Polygraph
Protection Act
employment
Veterans
Provides reemployment rights for persons returning from active duty, reserve training, or
Reemployment Act
National Guard duty
IRCA (employment
Prohibits the hiring of illegal aliens and imposes certain duties on employers: protects
provisions)
employment rights of legal aliens; authorizes but limits the use of imported temporary
agricultural workers
WARN
Requires employers to provide 60 days advance written notice of a lavoff to individual affected
employees, local governments, and other parties
Statute
Rehabilitation Act
(Section 503)

Principal
enforcement
agency
Labor - OFCCP

Labor - OSHA’

OSHA
MSHAt
OFCCP

NLRBk
Labor - OAW’

NMB”

Labor - WHD
Labor - VETS”
Labor - WHD

None0

(Table notes on next page)
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aMany statutes are complex and contain a multitude of requirements, rights, and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bWage and Hour Division.
CPension Welfare Benefit Administration.
dPension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
*Internal Revenue Service.
‘Employment and Training Administration
gEqual Employment Opportunity Commission
“Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
‘Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
‘Mine Safety and Health Administration,
kNational Labor Relations Board.
‘Office of the American Workplace.
mNational Mediation Board.
“Veterans’ Employment and Training Service.
OAlthough ETA wrote WARN’s implementing regulations, there is no principal enforcement agency
because the law is enforced privately through the courts.

Over the last 60 years, the Congress, largely relying on its constitutional
authority to regulate interstate commerce, has enacted laws expanding the
federal regulation of workplace activity to many new areas such as child
labor, pensions, labor-management relations, and occupational safety and
health.” In many of these areas federal regulation followed scattered state
efforts to regulate the workplace. For example, Massachusetts passed the
nation’s first child labor law in 1836 and the first factory inspection law to
improve occupational safety and he&h in 1877.
Most of the statutes and the executive order comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation were put in place during three periods: 1931
to 1940,1963 to 1974, and 1986 to 1993. (See figure 2.1.) Those statutes
that the Congress enacted before 1940 either set basic labor standards
regulating minimum wages, prevailing wages, or overtime pay (for
example, the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Davis-Bacon Act) or
r2The Constitution givesthe Congressthe authority to regulateinterstatecommerce.A large fraction of
the workforce is engagedin interstatecommerce.For example,Labor’sWageand Hour Division,
which, amongother laws enforcesthe Fair Labor StandardsAct (FLSA),estimatesthat the FLSA
covers about 113million workers-96 percentof the worlcforce-through its interstatecommerce
provision.
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established broad rules governing the conditions under which workers and
employers may bargain collectively (Railway Labor Act and the National
Labor Relations Act).13 While 7 statutes had been enacted by 1940, only 8
major statutes were in place as of 1960. The Congress initiated a second
wave of workplace legislation during the 1960s and early 1970s that
addressed civil rights issues, and regulated new areas such as employee
pensions. This activity increased the number of statutes and executive
orders enacted to 16 by 1970 and 19 by 1980. FinaLly, during the mid-1980s
the Congress passed a series of labor standard statutes that addressed
generally narrower workplace issues not covered during the two earlier
periods. For example, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act addresses
the use of polygraphs in the workplace and the Workers’ Adjustment
Notification and Retraining Act (WARN) addresses the issue of employee
notification of layoff in the event of a reduction in business operationsI

‘9he main difference betweenthesetwo kinds of statutesis that the agreementsreachedunder the
latter type-labor-managementstatutes-are directly protective only of employeesin unionized
workplaceswhere bargaininghas beensuccessful.Theseagreementsdo not affect nonunionized
workplacesor thosewhere,for one reasonor another,agreementsare not achieved.On the other
hand,basic labor standardsmandateminimum protection of all employees,without regardto union
Status.

“These laws provide a narrower scopeof protectionsthan the OccupationalHealth and SafetyAct
which addressesmore wide-rangingissuesof workplace safetyand health,and the NationalLabor
RelationsAct, which governscollective bargainingissuesbetweenemployersand unions.
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1960

CWHSSA
EO 11246
MSHA

1980
F+MsPA

Network

ADEA

Age Discrimination in Employment Act

ADA

Amerloans With Disabilities Act

COBRA

Conssl;ic,t&~mnibus

CWHSSA

Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Aot

DBA

Davis-Bacon Act

DFWA

Drug-Free Workplace Act

EPPA

Employee Polygraph Protection Act

ERISA

Employee Retirement Income Security Aot

EQPA

Equal Pay Act amendments to the Fair
Labor Stan Jar ds Act)

EO 11246

Executive Order 1?246

FLSA

Fair Labor Standards Act

FMLA

Family and Medical Leave Act

IRCA

fmmigration Reform and Control Act (amendments
to the Immigration and Nationality Act)

LMRDA

Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act

MSHA

Federal Mine Safety and Health Act

MSPA

Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker
Protection Act

Budget Recondliatfon

NLRA

National Labor Relations Act

OSHA

Occupational Safety and Health Act

RLA

Railway Labor Act

RA

Rehabilitation Act - Section 503

BCA

Servlca Contract Act

STAA

Surface Transportation Assistance Act
(Anti-retaliatory provision)

l-we
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VII

Title VII of the Ciil Rights Act

UC

Unemployment compensation provisions of the
Social Security Act

VRR

Veterans’reemployment ri hts provisions of the
Selective Training and % ervtce Act

WHA

Walsh-Healey Act

WARN

Workers Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
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This growth in workplace regulation occurred as federal and some state
governments increased regulation in other areas such as environmental
safety and consumer protection. For example, the Congress has increased
regulation of pharmaceuticals, consumer products, and the environment
as illustrated by the creation of the Food and Drug Administration, the
Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the Environmental Protection
Agency, among others.‘”

Workplace Regulation
Today: Complex aJnd
Varied

Employers and workers currently face an extensive network of workplace
requirements covering a wide variety of workplace activities. The
framework of federal workplace regulation provides a wide variety of
rights for employees and due process protections for employers. Many
sources of regulatory change, such as congressional, agency, and review
commission actions, and judicial interpretation can affect employers’ and
workers’ rights and responsibilities, Employers also face a combination of
federal and state laws that further increase regulatory responsibilities. The
actual number of requirements that affect a particular employer varies
primarily by its size, industry, and in some cases its clients.

Employem Face
Combination of Federal
and State Workplace
Regulation

Because federal, state, and local governments have authority to regulate
various workplace activities, employers face a complicated interaction of
workplace statutes and regulatory requirements. This complexity occurs
because of the varied nature of the federal-state relationship within each
of these areas of workplace regulation. (See figure 2.2.) The regulatory
relationships fall into three general categories: federal dominance or
preemption; dual control, in which the states exercise varying degrees of
authority depending on the activity; and a defined federal-state
“partnership.” Most workplace activities are subject to some form of dual
federal-state control.

%ate and local governmentshave also beenactive in regulatingemployersin areassuch as insurance
consumerprotection.

and
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Wany statutes are complex and contain a multitude of requirements, rights and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bSTAA does not explicitly preempt state law and various conflicting case law on the issue.
CFederal law preempts state law with regard to improprieties in the election of union officers.

The Congress has constitutional authority to preempt state regulation of
any aspect of workplace activity in interstate commerce, Federal
preemption of state regulation may be explicitly stated in a statute or may
be implied from a statute’s broad and comprehensive scope of coverage.
However, the mere enactment of federal legislation in a particular area
does not supersede state law regulation in that area.“j Federal law does
not supersede state law unless the Congress has shown a clear intention to
do so or there is an irreconcilable conflict between the federal and state
law.17ERIs.4,for example, is one of the few statutes in the area of
workplace regulation that explicitly provides for federal preemption. A
few of the statutes we reviewed have been held by the courts to preempt
state regulation because of the comprehensive nature of the statute. For
example, immigration laws, which would include the Immigration Reform
and Control Act @RCA), have been held to preempt state law because the
federal law provides for such a broad and comprehensive plan that state
law “. . .stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the
full purposes and objectives of Congress,“‘8 Similarly, the National Labor
Relations Act (NRA) has been held to preempt state regulation of activities
covered by that act, except in the area of union security provisions.lg
The Congress has allowed federal and state efforts to regulate the
workplace to coexist in different forms. Some laws, such as FISA, provide
that states may enact requirements exceeding those in the federal statute.
For example, some states such as California have child labor law
provisions that are more stringent than those specified in the FLSA for
some occupations and industries. California restricts hours of work for
minors ages 16 and 17 while the federal law allows unlimited hours of
work. Other laws, such as Title VII, provide for concurrent federal and
state jurisdiction through coordinated enforcement. Title VII requires
complaints of unlawful employment practices to first be filed at the state
or local level if state or local law prohibits the alleged practice. A
16Jonesv.Rath PackingCo.,430U.S.619,62E-26 (1977).

“Rice v. SantaFe Elevator Corp.,331U.S.218,230(1947).
‘*Hinesv. Davidowitz,312U.S.52,67 (1940).
“Gus v. Utah Labor Board,363 US. l(1967).
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complaint may also be filed with the federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. To the extent that state and local workplace
standards coincide with, or supplement federal requirements, employers
may face additional amounts of regulation.
Finally, several laws provide for a more defined federal-state partnership.
The Occupational Safety and Health Act allows the states to set safety and
health standards where the federal government approves the state
program as being at least as effective as the federal program, and provides
funds of up to 50 percent of program costs as incentives for states to run
the program. Safety and health standards of states that do not have
approved programs are preempted by federal regulation-even if the state
standards are more stringent-unless no federal standard exists for the
area. The federal Unemployment Compensation program provides for
federal-state coexistence in another similar way; it provides federal funds
to states to run their own unemployment compensation programs that
must be approved by the federal government.20

Employers and Unions
Face Many Sources of
Regulatory Change

The regulatory environment is constantly changing. A multitude of sources
affect the regulatory enviromnent: congressional action, agency issuance
of new and revised regulations, new interpretations by review
commissions of existing rules, and administrative and judicial decisions
may also alter the regulatory responsibilities of employers and the
protections afforded to workers. To keep up with new regulatory
developments, employers, unions, and workers need to monitor many of
these sources on a regular basis. These actions take place on federal, state,
and local levels.
The Congress may change laws resulting in new workplace requirements
and regulations; some laws have been amended numerous times since
their enactment. For example, the Fair Labor Standards Act has been
amended 25 times since its enactment in 1938 and the federal
Unemployment Compensation Insurance (UI) provisions have been
amended 21 times through 1987.2’In both cases, the amendments often
broadened the scope of legislative coverage, granting rights to workers
and placing new responsibilities on employers who were previously
%Xateshave considerableautonomyin setting eligibility amountsand other key provisions of their
unemploymentinsuranceprograms.SeeUnemploymentInsurance:Trust F’undReservesInadequate
(GAO/EFiRD43S&6,
Sept 26,19&X).
*ISeeUnemploymentInsurance:Trust Fund ReservesInadequate(GAO/HRD-SS-65,
Sept 28,19&3),pp.
107-108.In addition, P.L. 102318,enactedin 1992,extendedemergencyLJIbenefitsto 3.3weeks.
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exempt from coverage. The Congress has also modified regulatory
requirements by passing specific riders to appropriations bills that are
reauthorized on an annual basis. For example, the Congress has annually
passed restrictions on health and safety inspections of workplaces with 10
or fewer workers since the late 1970s and, more recently, restrictions on
the implementation of prevailing wage laws affecting construction helpers.
Federal agencies are also a major source of regulatory change-they issue
regulations that precisely define the responsibility or obligations of
employers and others under the law. The Department of Labor issues
regulations under a number of laws affecting the workplace. For example,
Labor issues regulations under OSHAthat set specilic limits on employee
exposure to hazardous substances, such as asbestos and lead, and set out
measures that employers must take to protect employees from exposure
to these hazards.
Independent review commissions, administrative tribunals, and the courts
also affect regulatory requirements by issuing decisions interpreting the
law. For example, administrative law judges in Labor issue decisions on
how various laws, such as FLSA and CWHSSA,
should be applied to findings
of fact.
Because of the frequency of administrative or judicial decisions, workers’
rights and employers’ compliance responsibilities are often changed even
when the Congress infrequently amends those statutes and few agency
regulations are issued. For example, the Congress amended the NLRA
significantly only three times since its initial enactment in 1935 and NLRE
has rarely promulgated regulations. However, cases brought before
administrative law judges may result in changes to requirements affecting
employers and employees; the body of case law developed by the NLRB in
1993 alone included more than 1,200 decisions.
For any individual statute, employers and employees must keep abreast of
new developments from many of these sources of regulatory change. For
example, employers and employees monitoring occupational safety and
health regulations must be aware of the federal regulations issued by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration or the state regulations
issued by federally approved state occupational safety and health
programs. In addition, they must review the regulatory implications of
decisions reached by the Occupational Safety and Health Review
Commission, an independent agency that adjudicates OSHAenforcement
actions, and the consequences of federal court decisions regarding OSHA’S
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regulatory authority, its regulations, enforcement procedures and other
issues.

Statutory CoverageVaries
Primarily by Employer Size
and Industry

The coverage provisions of the major statutes comprising the framework
vary by a number of different criteria, including industry, employer size, or
whether the employer is a federal contractor. (See figure 2.3.) For
example, 8 statutes restrict their coverage only to particular industries or
occupations. MSHA covers the mining industry done while the Railway
Labor Act covers airlines and rail carriers. Six statutes and 1 executive
order only cover employers who have federal contracts or contracts
financed with federal funds, and of these, 4 statutes also restrict coverage
to employers with federal contracts in specific industries or involving the
employment of particular occupations.
Of the 26 statutes and 1 executive order comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation, 16 generally cover employers regardless of
their industry or whether or not they are a federal contractor. Of these 16
statutes, there is significant variation in coverage according to an
employer’s size. All of them cover employers with 100 or more employees
and 14 statutes cover employers with 25 or more employees. However,
only 9 cover employers with fewer than 15 employees, and 1 of these 9
statutes-EmsA-only
covers employers with some form of pension or
other welfare benefit plan. (See figure 2.4.) Employers with fewer than 15
employees account for a significant proportion of all employers in the
nation. For example, in 1991,85 percent of all work establishments
employed 14 or fewer employees.22
The number of federal statutes or executive orders covering a particular
employer may vary significantly, given the restrictions in coverage of all 26
statutes and 1 executive order. For example, a federal contractor with
over 100 employees who provides taxqualified pension and health
benefits could be subject to up to 23 of the 26 statutes and 1 executive
order.23 In contrast, those employers with 14 or fewer employees who

22Establishments
are placesof work and not employers,so this figure overstatesthe number of
employerswith fewer than 16 employees.
%s assumesthat the employeris not involved in the agriculture,mining, airlines,railway, or
trucking industries,and has construction,supply or servicecontractswith the federalgovernment.
Suchan employerwould be excludedfrom MSHA,MSPA,the anti-retaliatoryprovision of STAA,and
the RailwayLabor Act but coveredby all others.
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provide no taxqutied
benefits, are not organized by a labor union, and
are not federal contractors could be covered by as few as 6 st.atutes.24

T”‘hesewould be FLSA,OFHA,the UnemploymentCompensationprogram,the EmployeePolygraph
ProtectionAct, tRCA,and the Equal PayAct The NLRA would also cover the emptoyerto the extent
that employeesengagedin concertedactivity.

;
t
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of the Major Statutes and Executive Order Comprislng Framework of

Federal contractors

Davis-Bacon Act
Service Contract Act
Walsh-Healy Act

1
1
1

CWHSSA

1

MSPA

1

4
=I=
r/
4

Individuals employed in agriculture by immedlatl
family; employees in executive, administrative,
or professional capacity, or outside salesmen
$2,000
$2,500

$10,000

VJ

Construction
Service

Employers of laborIndividuals employed by immediate family
members, labor unions, nonprofit organizations,
any custom combine, hay harvesting, or sheep
shearing operation

+

~
,..,......,..,.,..,:
............. . . .. ..

I

Contractors in materials, supplies or
equipment

ERISAb
COBRA
Unemployment
Compensation
FMLA
~~lli~~:i::~~~Ixi~
Title VII

Equal Pay Act
EO 11246
ADEA
ADAC

Religious corporations, associations, education.
al instituGons, or societies with respect to the
employment of individuals of a particular religion to perform work connected with the entity
Religiously oriented schools or universities;
Indian reservations

1
1
Trucking

20

11_1

under age 40

25

Rehabilitation Act
(Section 503)

1

Anti-retaliatory
provision-STAA

1

$10,000
Trucks carrying fewer than 10,000 pounds and
fewer than 10 Passenaers includina the driver

-t
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other federal statutes, for example, mlnlng an
MSHA

1
1

Drug Free Workplace
Act
NLRA

I

!

Railway Labor Act

Veterans’
Reemployment
IRCA
WARN

I

I

I

I

I

I

Rail and air
carriers

1

I

I

I

1

I
Polvaraph Protection
Act- -

Agricultural laborers, domestics, employees
covered by the Railway Labor Act, management
employees, confidential employees, and
supervisors

1

I

LMRDA

Mining
$25,000

J

1

I

I I I I

Rail operations in coal mines

Experts under contract to the Departments of
Defense or Energy working on atomic energy;
selected employees in security and
pharmaceutical industries

25

1
100

aMany statutes are complex and contain a multitude of requirements, rights, and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bERISA covers employers with any number of employees. However, the employer must have
provided some form of health, pension or other welfare benefit plan to their employees.
CApplies to firms of 15 or more after July 26, 1994.
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Figure 2.4: Coverage of Major Statutes
and ExecutiveOrder Comprising
Framework of Federal Workplace
Regulation, by Employer Size

Network

of

Number ot Statutes

20

Employers

I

,

Employera with
federal contracta

Employera with
federal contract
and benetltr

l-14 employees
1519employees
E-49 employees
5099 employees
100 or more employees

Note: Figure excludes four statutes that apply only to specific industries but are not federal
contractors.

Some statutes cover employers of a particular size but exclude particular
classes of employees working for those employers. For example, FWA,
which provides for the payment of minimum and overtime wages by every
employer engaged in interstate commerce, excludes professional,
administrative and executive employees from certain provisions of the act.
NLRB decisions have excluded management and confidential employees
from coverage of the NLRA,even when their employer is covered by the act.
FMLAallows employers to exclude from coverage the highest paid
10 percent of a covered employer’s staff under certain conditions.
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Variations in the statutory definition of employer and employee and
judicial interpretations of these decisions further complicate the coverage
issue. Some statutes, like WARN, exclude part-time employees when
determining the number of workers affected to satisfy the statute’s
provision on coverage. Temporary workers employed by the temporary
employment agency and not by the client employer do not count for
coverage of the client employer. In other cases, employers may classify
workers as independent contractorsz6 Independent contractors are
generally not counted to meet the minimum coverage limitations of most
statutes and dient employers do not have to withhold payroll or social
security taxes from the contractor’s pay.

Sanctions for Violations
and Employee Recourse
Vary Widely Among
Statutes

The major statutes of the framework of federal regulation include a variety
of sanctions for violation of their provisions. The most common sanctions
are civil nonmonetary remedies, such as reinstatement, hiring, promotion,
injunction, or debarment; 24 of the 26 statutes and 1 executive order
provided for either debarment or some other nonmonetary remedy, such
as an injunction, or the reinstatement, hiring or promotion of an employee.
(See figure 2.5.) Other common statutes provided for monetary sanctions.
For example, 17 statutes permitted the reimbursement of unpaid wages to
the affected employee.

%dependent contractorsare self-employedworkers who provide services.Employersmust notify the
Internal RevenueService(IRS) when they classify an employeeas an independentcontractor.The IRS
appliesa set of criteria for determiningwhether a worker is an independentcontractor. Seeglossary.
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Figure 2.5: Enforcement Sanctions and Remedies Avallable Under the Major Statutes and Executive Order Comprising
Framework of Federal Workplace Regulation*
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Statute
Equal Pay Act

; months for report violations

1100for each willful violation

EO 11246
ADEA

J

$500 for interfering with
authorized EEOC
spresentative and/or up to
I year imprisonment
or repeat interference

ADA

J

State or local criminat
lenalties may apply

Rehabilitation Act ISection 503
Anti-retaliatory provision-STAA
OSHA

$5,000 to 70,000 for each willful
violation; up to $70,000 for each
repeat violation; up to $7,000 for
serious, other-than-serious, or
Dosting violation or for each day
3f failure to abate hazard

$500,000 for a corporation
and $250,000 and/or 6
months imprisonment for an
individual for a willful violation
that results in death of
employee; 1 year if prior
conviction
$200,000 for an organization
and $100,000 and/or 6 month:
imprisonment for an individual
for false statements in a
required certified document

MSHA

;50,000 for each violation;
;5,000 per day for failure to
ibate hazard; miners may be
ined up to $250 for willful
riolation of smoking standards

$500,000 for an organization
and $250,000 and/or 1 year
imprisonment for an individual
for willful violation; 5 years for
repeat and willful violation
$500,000 for an organization,
$250,000 and/or 5 years
imprisonment for making false
statements in a required
certified document

Drug Free Workplace Act
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/

Other

clvll

sanctions

/

NLRA
LMRDA

$10,000 and/or 5 years
imprisonment for violation of
fiduciary provisions, $10,000
and/or 1 year imprisonment fo
wilfful violation of bonding
provisions

Railway Labor Act

$20,000 and/or imprisonment
of 6 months for offense and
each day of willful refusal to

Pclygraph Protection Act
Veterans’ Reemployment
IRCA

WARN

$1,000
per violation for misrepre- I
I
sentation of material fact or
failure to perform obligation(s):
$10,000 for hiring illegal aliens
$500 per day
4
17

1 Jd

I I /I
8

7

1$3,000 and/or imprisonment
of 6 months for each violation

24

aMany statutesare complex
and contain a multitude of requirements, rights, and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bLiquidated damages is a monetary estimate of actual damages, punitive damages is damages
as a form of punishment that is above the actual loss suffered.
%reach of contract provisions invoked.
dSuspension of revocation of special employment privilege.
Wimination of tax
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fEmployers may also be fined 20 percent of the amount recovered from a fiduciary violation
pursuant to a settlement agreement or court order involving the Secretary.
QSanctions targeted top noncomplying state Vi program.
hReinstatement, hiring, or promotion.
‘Restraining order or injunction
IAbatement of hazard; imminent danger situations.
kMiners can be ordered withdrawn from the mine until hazard is abated
‘There are penalties for interfering with the performance of the duties of a member of the NLRB or
its agents.

More than half (14) of the 26 statutes and 1 executive order provide for the
assessment of civil monetary penalties in the event of a violation.
Maximum penalties range from $1,000 to $70,000. However, in many cases
the average assessed penalties are far lower. For example, in 1993, the
maximum penalty permitted for a serious OSHAviolation was $7,000 and
for a child labor law vioiation it was $10,OOO+
However, the average penalty
actually assessed for a serious federal OSHAviolation was $750 and for a
FLEA child labor violation, $909. Similarly, 13 laws provided for criminal
sanctions in the event of egregious violations. However, at least in some
cases, these are rarely applied. For example, FLSA criminal sanctions for
child labor violations have never been successfully pursued and, since
1989, OSHA has referred fewer than 50 cases for criminal action, only a
small percentage of which have been pursued by the Justice Department.

Enforcement and Due
Process Provisions Include
Alternative Dispute
Resolution

The major statutes and the executive order comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation provide various means for employees and
agencies to enforce regulatory sanctions as well as corresponding
protections for employers. (See figure 2.6.) These enforcement and due
process provisions vary for employees and employers and from statute to
statute. About half of the statutes permit employees a private right of
action-the right to sue in court on their own behalf to obtain relief
outside of the enforcement agency’s action. Depending on the statute,
employers also have a variety of protections and recourse, including
informal meetings and negotiation before any adverse action,
administrative hearings, and appeals to court, In addition, some statutes
and implementing regulations provide for alternative dispute resolution
procedures such as informal conferences and mediation.
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An employee’s ability to initiate a private right of action varies by statute.
(See figure 2.6.) Some statutes give employees the unqualified right to sue
the employer. For example, more than half (17) of the 26 statutes and 1
executive order we reviewed give employees the right to sue in court on
their own behalf to obtain relief outside of the enforcement agency’s
action. However, some of these statutes qualify that right-3 of these 17
laws require the employee to exhaust administrative remedies before
instituting a lawsuit. Another 4 of these 14 statutes extinguish the
employee’s right of action if the cognizant federal agency institutes court
action on their behalf.
Although they may not permit employees to sue in court to obtain relief
outside of the agency’s action, another 8 of the statutes in the framework
give employees the right to challenge an employer’s action by filing a
compIaint with an administrative agency. The administrative agency is
empowered to conduct a hearing and issue an order ruling on the issues
raised in the complaint. Under these statutes, the employee has the right to
then appeal unsatisfactory decisions.
The major statutes and the executive order comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation provide different time periods within which
employees may file lawsuits in court. Many statutes such as the FWA,F+MLA,
and the Employee Polygraph Protection Act generally permit a private
right of action to be filed within two or three years of the employer’s
alleged violationz6 Under the FUA, section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act
and the ADA, employees may not sue until notified by the appropriate
agency that the agency will not be filing suit on their behalf, which may be
too late to fall within the period the employee is allowed to sue. A couple
of statutes, such as ERISA which allows 6 years in some cases and the
Veterans’ Reemployment Rights law, which explicitly provides that no
time limit applies, provide a longer time period to file in court.
Where a statute requires the exhaustion of administrative remedies, an
employee has a much shorter time to institute court action-generally a
significant amount of time already has been consumed in the
administrative process. These times also vary from statute to statute. For
example, under Title VII, the ADEA, and the ADA, an employee has 90 days to
act after the exhaustion of administrative remedies; under OSHA60 days;
and under MSHA 30 days.

Wnder the FTSA,section 603of the RehabilitationAct and the ADA, employeesmay not sue until
notified by the appropriateagencythat the agencywill not be filing suit on their behalf,which may be
too late to fall within the period the employeeis allowedto sue.
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Employers also have a variety of protections and recourse. Employers
have the right to an administrative or judicial appeal, or both, under some
statutes. Those statutes that authorize an agency to take action against an
employer without going to court, such as the NLRAand the Davis-Bacon
Act, either explicitly provide or have regulations that provide the employer
with the right to have a hearing. Employers (as well as employees)
generally have the right to appeal adverse agency decisions to court. The
time within which such appeals are required to be instituted varies from 10
days to 60 days, depending on the statute.
Some statutes also provide for alternative dispute resolution
procedures-informal
means of resolving problems before pursuing
traditional 1egaJavenues. A few of the statutes we reviewed require the
enforcing agency to attempt to informally settle proposed charges against
an employer before proceeding with formal action. For example, Title VII,
ADEA,and ADA require the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to
attempt to eliminate alleged unlawful employment practices by informal
methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion. Regulations under
some statutes, such as OSHAand MSHA,provide an opportunity for the
employer to request an informal conference to discuss a proposed citation
and/or penalty. Two other statutes-the NLRAand the RLA, have provisions
that encourage parties involved in labor disputes to use conciliation and
mediation to resolve disputes. 27Even when the statute or regulation does
not require such negotiation, many agencies generally are anxious to
negotiate settlements with employers.

27TitieII of the NLRA establishedan independentagency,the FederalMediationand Conciliation
Service,to settle such disputesthrough conciliation and mediation.
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Figure 2.6: Forms of Recourse Under the Major Statutes and Executive Order Comprlslng
Regulationa
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“Many statutes are complex and contain a multitude of requirements, rights, and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bPrivate right of action extinguishes if federal agency brings suit on employee’s behalf.
CPrivate right of action exists only when government has withheld insufficient amounts from
contractor to pay underpaid employees.
dPrivate right of action exists only to enforce the terms of a collective bargaining agreement
‘Private right of action is against labor organizations only.

Employers Must Comply
With Many Paperwork and
Recording Rules

Virtually all of the statutes and the executive order comprising the
framework of federal workplace protections require employers to comply
with various paperwork or recording duties. These responsibilities take
many forms: requiring that forms be completed or filed with particular
federal agencies, collecting particular business data such as payroll
records (FLSA),filing workforce profile information (Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act), or recording occupational injury data (Occupational Safety
and Health Act). (See figure 2.7.) Fourteen statutes require employers
either to post notices in the workplace informing employees of their rights
or provide written notice or information to employees when particular
events occur. For example, employers must post a notice approved by the
Secretary of Labor explaining a worker’s rights and responsibilities to take
family and medical leave under FMLA,and must issue a revised Summary
Plan Description to all plan participants whenever there is a material
change in a pension plan under the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act. In addition, every statute and executive order which requires records
to be kept requires the retention of records for at least 1 year, but more
typically for 3 years or more.
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Figure 2.7: Fteportlng and Disclosure Requirements of Major Federal Workplace Statutes and Executive Order Comprfslng
Framework of Federal Workplace Regulation0
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aMany statutes are complex and contain a multitude of requirements, rights, and remedies. The
information presented has been simplified for illustrative purposes.
bRecords of employee exposures must be retained for 30 years because of long latency periods
associated with chronic illnesses.
%ecords of mine accidents, injuries, and illnesses must be retained for 5 years.
“Posting required in certain remedies.
eAlthough WARN has no requirements for posting information, it requires the notification of aI1
affected employees and other selected parties of a reduction in operations.

Small Employers Reported
More Contracting Out as
Part of Compliance
Strategy

Employers we talked to typically had different compliance strategies
depending on their size, with smaller employers more likely to contract
out key workplace requirements than larger employers. Small employers
we interviewed more generally relied on outside legal staff; contracted out
their health, pension, and other benefits administration; and often relied
on contractors for payroll processing. Some employers of all sizes relied
on unions to administer their health and pension plans as part of their
collective bargaining agreement. In contrast, large employers reported that
they generally maintained in-house human resource departments, health
and safety units, and legal staff to comply with many workplace
requirement.s.28The larger companies were also more likely to administer
their own health and welfare plans. However, some ERISA pension benefit
requirements were considered to be so complex that even many larger
companies said they contracted out for compliance duties, such as the
filing of Form 5500.
Partly because of the complexity of the requirements, some large
employers we talked to who were federal contractors relied on outside
expertise to administer their affirmative action plans, including their
annual affirmative action reports, for compliance with the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs.

%lthough manymaintainedtheir own legal staff, some larger employersalso reportedselectively
usingoutside legal staff for certain types of litigation.
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Employers that we interviewed said that federal workplace regulation was
an important business concern but often not the most important
regulatory issue they faced. Small employers often reported primary
concern with nonfederal or nonworkplace regulations,2Qwhile larger
employers were more likely to focus on federal workplace regulation.30
Most of the employers we spoke to said that nonworkplace or
industry-specific regulations were cited as at least as important or more
important than workplace regulations. This was true regardless of
employer size, although workplace issues were generally less of a concern
for smaller employers. Employers of all sizes and union representatives we
talked to believed that federal workplace regulations were significant but
other types of regulations equaled or overshadowed their importance. A
small diner owner said that state health and county liquor regulations are
predominant concerns:
“Without a liquor license and a clean bill of health, I’d be out of business.”

Several employers were more concerned about the difficulties of
complying with environmental or tax regulations than with workplace
regulations. For example, a small homebuilder explained how state and
county environmental laws cause “the biggest headaches” for him:
“Worksites have had almost daily inspections of erosion control and solid waste...
Subcontractors and utility companies often create erosion problems at sites-then we’re
held responsible...Hazardous
chemical regulations are so strict and detailed that even
haulers must have state permits. This makes it very difficult and expensive to get rid of
waste. The Clean Air Act causes confusion because of conflicting signals. We used to burn
trash but now we don’t know what to do with it.”

And a medium-size insurance company told us:
“Workplace regulations are a fact of life that we can easily live with. They are doable and
pose very few problems. Insurance industry regulations and tax requirements are much
more complicated and take more time to administer than workplace regulations. One
employee’s time is devoted solely to calculating the amount of insurance funds that can be
built up on a policy; any miscalculation results in hefty IRS fines.”

me exemption of smaller employers from many federal workplace statutes-COBRA, WARN, FMLA,
and many civil rights laws-may contribute tn this perspective. See figure 2.4 for the statutory

coverageof the framework of federalworkplace regulation.
%ome large employers we spoke with pointed out that because we interviewed human resource
personnel, they placed great significance on workplacerelated issues. They said that their tax or legal
departments might have provided a different view.
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Unions made similar comments about employers where they represented
workers. For example, an official from an international union said:
“In most of our industries, employers would quickly give in on all of the workplace
regulation, and in other areas too, if they could get out of a lot of the environmental
they consider overly restrictive...they’d
give their right arm for this.”

rules

Large employers in labor intensive industries like hotels, retail trade, and
temporary employment said that they were more likely to identify federal
workplace regulation as the most significant set of regulations affecting
their operations, With more employees and high turnover, these employers
must process and maintain more paperwork on their staff and train more
management employees. Officials at a large retail company, for example,
described how:
“The cost of administering workplace regulations is very great when you have a large
number of stores and are spread out over many states. It is a truly monumental task for
labor-intensive firms like ours which also have high turnover; you are always training
management and employees to do new things or bringing others up to speed on items
which haven’t changed.”

High staff levels can make compliance with workplace regulations more of
a task. As officials from a large hotel employer described it:
“We must deal with many employees and all the individual behavior that comes with that.
As a result, compliance is time-consuming and expensive.”
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“I don’t believe that regulation is bad...However, unintelligent or inconsistent
regulation-r
the smallest amount of badly enforced regulation-is
wome than no
regulation at all.“--An official from a small securities company

The employer and union representatives we interviewed strongly
supported the general goals of the statutes comprising the framework of
federal workplace regulation. However, they often had concerns with how
agencies carried out these laws. Employers, in particular, believed that the
current regulatory approach is largely adversarial, characterized by poor
communication and limited access to information, unfair and inconsistent
enforcement, and vague laws and regulations that increased the potential
for lawsuits. Union representatives generally agreed with this assessment
but also thought that many agencies failed to be sufficiently vigorous in
their enforcement efforts. Some employers and unions perceived existing
regulations as not keeping pace with the implications of the growth of new
business structures, work practices, and employer-employee relationships.

Employers and
Unions Voice Support
for the Statutes and
Objectives of the
Current Framework

The employers and union representatives that we interviewed generally
supported the statutory objectives as well as the actual statutes
comprising the framework of federal workplace regulation. These
objectives address many different aspects of workplace activity, ranging
from the prohibition of employment discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin; the maintenance of a safe and
healthful workplace; to the protection of workers’ rights to organize and
bargain collectively.
Employers we interviewed generally supported most mqjor workplace
statutes. For example, many employers, both large and small, stated that
OSHAis necessary to protect workers. A human resource official from a
large retail company had a typical response:
“OSHAis a very important statute and has really contributed to the protection of employees
in the workplace...The enactment of OSHAhas really forced many corporations to change
their health and safety practices in the workplace.”

A representative of a large electronics manufacturer who was involved in
safety and health issues was:
“.+.absolutely convinced that OSHA’Srules have reduced workplace injuries and
illnesses....For the company, OSHAprovides a baseline standard with which the fkm can
judge its own program.*
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Figure 3.1 highlights employer comments supporting the objectives of
many workplace statutes.
Union officials that we interviewed also supported most workplace
statutes, believing that they have led to major improvements in the
protections enjoyed by workers and have provided a baseline of benefits
upon which workers could improve upon through collective bargaining
agreements. They believed that federal workplace regulations provide
union members with protection when bargaining agreements do not
address a particular workplace issue and that they may also provide model
language for incorporation into collective bargaining agreements.

Figure 3.1: Selected Employer
Comments Supporting the Framework
of Federal Workplace Regulation
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Inadequate
Communication With
Regulatory Agencies,
Employers and
Unions Say

Employer and union representatives that we interviewed described a
generally poor level of communication with many government agencies.
More specifically, they identified problems in getting accurate compliance
information from agencies, inadequate notification regarding proposed
agency enforcement actions, and inadequate lead times for regulatory
compliance.

Many Interviewed
Employers Unaware of
Some Workplace
Requirements

Many of the employers that we interviewed, particularly small employers,
exhibited a lack of awareness and knowledge of many workplace
requirements. Large employers, however, were also unsure of some rules
and had difficulty getting information. This lack of confidence and
difEculty in getting accurate information contributed to a general
employer fear of being sued. Several unions we talked to also mentioned
difficulty in getting accurate information from government agencies and
believed that workers were unaware of their workplace rights.
Many of the small employers we visited indicated a lack of knowledge or
awareness of many workplace regulatory requirements. For example, a
smaU software design firm commented on a number of different regulatory
areas including minimum wages and civil rights:
“We’re not sure what the various laws under this area require, especially with respect to
overtime pay. We do hire temporary college students on an hourly basis. The firm pays
these students well above rninimurn wage but does not pay time and one-half for
overtime...We are concerned about [the] uncertainty of the specific requirements under
each of the laws and that we might not be in compliance because of
ignorance...Information
from the federal government on what the requirements are and
what must be done to comply would be extremely helpful.”

In fact, the FLSA generally requires overtime pay for employees who work
over 40 hours per week, including college students. The same company
incorrectly assumed that they were not covered by NLRA:
“The company is of the opinion that the National Labor Relations Act does not apply to our
employees. Because the company is employee-owned (all but one employee owns company
stock), it is our position that the NLRAdoesn’t have any effect on the tin-u.”
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Although larger employers generally said they were aware of most
workplace requirements, no employer was confident that it knew all of the
rules that applied to its business operations. A comment typical of those
we heard came from an official at a medium-size textile fu-m regarding
civil rights compliance:
“...Although we don’t think that we have any problems in complying with the federal laws,
we are never really sure that we are in compliance...It is difficult for smaller companies
such as ours to understand all the details in the laws and to be sure that we are correctly
interpreting them.”

Some union officials also noted lack of knowledge about some regulatory
areas. For example, officials from a local union representing health care
employees described confusion they had about WARN regulations:
“We do not understand the concept of WARN,and find it very confusing...Recently we had a
nursing home close and it had around 100 employees. Because we had no access to the
home’s employment records to determine the exact number of employees, we weren’t sure
if WARNapplied or notn3’

These union officials believed that an additional problem was that workers
were unaware of their rights under these laws. As officials from a local
union representing employees in the hotel and restaurant industry
explained:
“Employees are often unwilling to IYe overtime or minimum wage violation claims...Part
the problem is that there is inadequate enforcement of these claims. However, many
employees and some employers are simply unaware of their rights and responsibilities

of

under the law.”

Some Employers
Misinformed About
Workplace Requirements

Even some employers who believed that they were fairly knowledgeable
about workplace regulations indicated a misunderstanding or had
misinformation about certain regulatory requirements. For example, an
official at a large transportation company believed that OSITArequired
employers to record every single work-related injury, even those requiring
no more than a band-aid. In fact, CM-IArequires employers to record only
% this instance,the union was unawarethat neither the WARNact nor the implementingregulations

provide any pre-layoff discoveryprocess;the only alternativeto obtain the neededinformation is to

sue.Confusionover WARNregulationsalso exists in the employercommunitr. For example,our
report, DislocatedWorkers:Worker Adjustmentand Retrair&gNotification Act Not Me&g Its GoaIs
found that one reasonfor confusionmay be the generallanguagein the provisions and lack of clear
implementingregulations.DespiteLabor’sefforts tn clarify the law, many employerssurveyedstill
found the rules for determiningthe numberof workers laid off to trigger notification unclear.See
GAO/HRD-9318(Feb. 23, 1993),pp. 3031.
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substantial mjuries, such as those resulting in death, lost workdays, or
medical treatment other than first-aid. A construction management
company believed that child labor laws did not apply to them because the
firm does not hire anyone under 17. However, provisions of the FISA
prohibit anyone under 18 from working at hazardous occupations with
tools such as power saws, which are often used in construction.

Employers, Unions
Describe Difficulty Getting
Compliance Information

Employers and union representatives we interviewed reported difficulty
getting information from regulatory agencies.32In addition, they believed
that they sometimes received incomplete or inaccurate information from
the relevant agency. This makes compliance difficult. For example, an
official from a large oil refining company had a problem getting
information from 0sHA:
“Maintaining the ir@y and illness records required by OSHAis largely not a problem. The
difficult part is determining which illnesses are oau-recordable tiesses...We feel we
cannot get a correct answer from OSHAon this: we can CalI 3 levels there and get 3 different
interpretations.”

In another case, a medium-sized fruit packaging firm eager to participate
in os~~‘s Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) told us that they could not
get OSHAto return their telephone calls about the program.33 After
interviewing a diner owner who had questions about his responsibilities
under the Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA) and FMLA,we
contacted WHD of the Department of Labor in Philadelphia to obtain this
compliance information, with little success.34Most small employers we
visited agreed with the comment of an official from a small securities
32Manyfederal agenciescurrently makesomeefforts to disseminatecomplianceinformationto the
public. For example,Labor recently beganpublishinga handtik on employer compliance
requirementsfor many of the statutesit enforces.Severalof its divisions,such as OSHAand WI-ID,
makeinformationpamphletson compliancerequirementsfor the statutesthey enforceavailableto the
public and issuefact sheet.5and pressreleasesregardingtheir programs.ln addition,manystatutes
require employersto post informationon workers’rights and responsibilities in the workplace. See
figure 2.7.

330SHA’Voluntary
s
ProtectionProgram(VPP)is designedto encourageand reward employerswho
increaseworkplacesafetyand healthon their own and promotecooperationbetweenemployers,
employeesand OSHA.In return for meetingcertain guidelinesfor self-inspectionand increased
worker educationand training, employersare not subjectto unannouncedinspectionsfrom OSHA.See
@0=-Y.
%e owner wantedto know whether he could require his employeesto take polygraphsand under
what conditionshe had to provide family leavebenefits.The WHD official saidthat althoughhis
agencyhad jurisdiction over theselaws and he was the correct personto contact,he could not provide
any informationconcerningrestrictionson the use of polygraphs.He was unableto determinewhether
EPPA permitted restaurants to require employees to take polygraph tests. He was also unable to

provide any complianceinformationabout the PMLA.
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company about their experience with workplace regulation and its
associated costs:
“For small business, there’s no access to information on federal and state regulations.
Small businesses don’t deal with regulations often enough to become familiar with them;
they don’t have the time to study every applicable law and regulation. Accessing even
minimal information is difficult and hiring a private attorney is very expensive.”

Unions36 also described difficulties obtaining information. Officials from a
local union representing hotel and restaurant workers talked about their
diff%uhies getting information from regulatory agencies:
The local has difficulty getting information from state OSEL&~regarding the OSHAviolation
and inspection record of particular employers, even though these are public records.”

A local representing health care workers had similar problems:
“We went to DOLto get information on a pension plan when we were making an organizing
effort. We fmally had to get the information under the Freedom of Information Act which
meant that it took about 6 to 9 months to get.”

That poor agency communications contribute to a more adversarial
relationship among government, employers, and unions is exemplified by
comments from officials at a large electronics manufacturing company:
“There is a need for employers to get questions answered from DOLon workplace issues
without fear of a compliance audit. For example, we can write to the state labor
commissioner in California about labor standards regulations and other laws to get
opinions on how to be in compliance. We don’t believe that we could write to federal
agencies without an inspector showing up to determine compliance.”

36Theworker representativesof the two nonunionlabor-managementworkplace committeeswe talked
to generallydid not havemuch commenton most aspectsof workplace regulation.
%Underthe OccupationalSafetyand HealthAct, statesare permitted to operatetheir own OSHA
programs.Although stats operate these programs, the Department of Labor is responsible for
approvingstate programsand monitoring states’performanceto make sure that they remain “at least
as effective”as the federalprogram.In addition,stateoperatedOSHAprogramscan receiveup to
50 percentof their funding from federal OSHA.Our recent report, OccupationalSafetyand Health:
ChangesNeededin the CombinedFederal-StateApproach,found that OSHA’soversightof these
programshas substantialweaknesses.SeeGAO/HEHS94-10(Feb. Z&1994),p. 3.
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Lack of Notification
Reported on Purpose or
Results of Agency
Investigations

Some employers and unions we visited also illustrated what they believed
to be agencies’poor communication efforts through their failure to inform
employers and provide unions clear explanations of the purpose or results
of particular investigation efforts in a timely manner. For example,
officials from a medium-size mail order catalogue company said:
“PBGCresponds quickly to mistakes, but always with form letters. When we try to contact
them, there never seems to be anyone to talk to about the problem. The form letters are not
very clear about what is wrong with the benefit plan.”

In other instances, employers we visited alleged that some agencies would
give misleading information. For example, an official from a large retailing
company said:
“Occasionally, a federal Wage and Hour Division compliance officer may visit a store to
check records and say that they are not investigating a specific complaint when they are
actually investigating one. In other cases, WHDmay enter a store and announce that they are
investigating a complaint when in fact they are not.”

OfficisJs from a local union representing health care workers related this
experience:
“The union filed a complaint that nurses were not getting paid for overtime worked...The
Wage and Hour Division Office never reported its [investigation] results to the union...Now
when the local has questions about hours, we feel we get better results by calling state
officials.”

Employers Say Inadequate
Lead Times Hinder
Regulatory Compliance

Some employers we interviewed also mentioned a probIem with
inadequate compliance lead times when an agency promulgates new
regulations. In particular, employers noted a lack of adequate time to
comply with the FMLA.It should be noted that the law itself, not DOL,
specified a statutory deadline by which DOL regulations had to be issued.
For example, benefits officials from a large hotel management company
said:
“[Implementing]
FMLA was a headache for us. Because we waited for DOL'sregulations to be
issued-it
would have meant rework if we hadn’t waited-we
had only one month to
implement the policy before it took effect. To comply by the deadline, we spent a lot of
time, pulling people off their regular jobs for assistance.”

An official from a large electronics manufacturer stated:
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“-we had only two months to prepare for the law because the interim regulations only
came out in June 1993 but we were required to be in compliance by August 1993. This short
implementation period (coupled with our operating in states with their own medical leave
laws) made it difficult for us to develop one FMLApolicy for all of our employees.”

Many Employers and
Unions Interviewed
Believe Enforcement
Could Be More Fair,
but for Different
Reasons

Employers and union representatives interviewed generally believed that
some agencies did not always enforce regulations fairly and consistently,
although they sometimes disagreed about the actual problems with
agencies’enforcement efforts. They indicated that certain agencies did not
have the resources necessary to fulfill their mission effectively, had staff
who were often poorly trained and ignorant of regulatory requirements,
and applied rules in an inconsistent manner across the country. Many
employers we interviewed believed that the agencies’adversarial
approach to regulatory enforcement was exemplified in agency staffs’
“gotcha” attitude, which often failed to consider employers’ good faith
compliance efforts. In contrast, union representatives believed that
agencies were often not vigorous enough in enforcing existing laws,
although they believed that some statutes did not have sanctions strong
enough to deter violators.

Employers and Unions
Identify Lack of Agency
Resources as Contributing
to Delays

While many employers and unions we interviewed praised individual staff
and agency offrices for their hard work and effort, they still believed that
certain regulatory agencies lacked the resources and staff to ensure
adequate or timely enforcement. They voiced the most concerns about
OSHAand EEOC. A large oil refining company applied to be an OSHA VPP site
one year ago but the paperwork is still not completed. The firm believes
that the backlog on VPP applications is due, in part, to OSHA’S
lack of
resources. Regarding EEOC, several employer and union representatives
believed that a lack of staff contributed to an overwhelming caseload and
delays in settling cases. This perception is consistent with our findings
during a 1993 study that found that EEOC’S responsibilities and workload
had generally increased over the years and questioned the agency’s ability
to meet its statutory responsibilities?7 A local union representing health
care workers was concerned about the extensive amount of time it takes
the NLRB to render decisions. Figure 3.2 illustrates employer and union
representative comments identifying exemplary agency efforts to provide
services, while figure 3.3 highlights employer and union representative
comments on the implications of inadequate resources for strong
regulatory enforcement.
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Figure 3.2: Selected Employer and
Union Comments Praising Exemplary
Regulatory Agency Performance
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Flgure I 3.3: Selected Employer and
Union Comments on Level of
Resou lrces of Regulatory Agencies

Some Employers and
Unions Interviewed Report
Need for Additional Staff
Training

Some employers and union representatives we visited also believed that
certain enforcement agency staff are not trained well and not
knowledgeable when dealing with various industries. EEOC and federal and
state OSHAwere most often mentioned. In one example, officials from a
large transporation company discussed their view of EEOC staff
“EEOCstaff are not competent,
government
states.”

professional, and are far below the standards of other
agents. There is a lot of staff turnover. This situation is consistent across

A large electronics manufacturer had two recent state health and safety
inspections of several of the company’s facilities. They describe the
company’s experience:
“In both cases, the quality of the inspection was poor. In both cases, we were cited for
fairly minor violations and upon review, the citations were dropped by the state OSHA
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program.... Although the agency is improving,
have hoped.”

they remain not as well trained as we would

A safety and health official from an international electronics union who
was generally positive about OSHA’Sregulatory efforts, still thought that
additional training could improve the agency’s effectiveness:
OSHA’Ssettlements can be fair and well thought out. One settlement, for example, includes
requirements for a labor-management committee and better standards...On the other hand,
OSHAinspectors are not knowledgeable about our industry, but we don’t expect them to be.
For example, very few inspectors in the regions know enough about ergonomics to
conduct a thorough investigation...OSHA officers need more training and education.”

Some Employers
Interviewed Report That
Agencies Lack Consistency
and Flexibility in
Enforcement

Some employers we talked to expressed frustration with both the
inconsistency of agency enforcement efforts and, conversely, the agencies’
inability to tailor enforcement of the regulations to the specific
workplace. 38They noted inconsistencies across states, across agencies, or
within a state between the federal and state regulatory agencies. The issue
of inconsistent enforcement was raised by many employers with respect to
OSHA,as illustrated by comments from this official at a large multi-state
manufacturer:
“The interpretation of standards by inspectors wiLl vary from region to region; some are
stricter than others. Because there is no single, strict OSHAinterpretation, inspectors can
interpret the standards differently from state to state. We have been cited for a violation in
one state that was acceptable in another state.@

A medium-size metal products manufacturer was frustrated by
inconsistency within a single office:
“Inspectors inconsistently applied the same safety and health standards at different times.
Different inspectors seemed to have different criteria as to what was considered safe or
unsafe; the same inspector would change hir mind from one visit to the next as to what
was an acceptable practice and what was not. We now use a ‘learn as we go’ approach, we
wait to respond to the results of state OSHAinspections,”

38Agencies employ avariety of enforcementstrategiesfor particular statutes.For example,MSHA
generallyinspectsmines two to four times eachyear, while OSJL4targetsinspectionsto complaints,
work&es in hazardousindustries and certain other conditions.WHD enforcesthe F’UA child labor
regulationsby targetinginspectionsto complaintsand specific industries and other criteria but
enforcesthe FMLA and the EmployeePolygraphProtectionAct only in responseto complaints.The
NLRB and the EEOCenforcestatutesunder their jurisdiction by respondingto charges.

39Thiscomment covereddifferent federalOSI-IAregionsand offices as well ss differencesacross
state-operatedsafety and health programs,where somevariation might be expected.
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Many Interviewed
Employers Believe
“Gotcha”Attitude
Discourages Constructive
Relationship

Many employers we interviewed believed that some regulatory agencies,
like OSHA,EEOC, and OFCCP have a “gotcha” attitude during their
enforcement efforts. They indicated that this attitude fails to acknowledge
some employers’ good faith compliance efforts and inhibits a more
constructive relationship in trying to resolve problems. These concerns
are highlighted in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Selected Employer
Comments on Agency Attitudes
Towards Enforcement

Unions Interviewed Report
Lackadaisical Enforcement
From Some Agencies

Most of the union representatives we interviewed had concerns about
regulatory agencies’enforcement efforts. They believe that agency
enforcement is not sufficiently vigorous. In some cases, agencies do not
respond to requests for inspections, in other cases union representatives
believe that inspections are not thorough or that agency officials interpret
standards to favor employers. Union representatives think this lack of
enforcement makes workers reluctant to exercise their rights, such as
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cliscrimination or wage violation complaints. Figure 3.5 ihstrates
union officials’ views on regulatory agencies’enforcement efforts.

filing

Figure 3.5: Selected Union Comments
on Agency Attitudes towards
Enforcement
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Employers Interviewed
Identify Concerns About
VagueLaws and
Regulations

Employers we interviewed identified concerns about vague language in
laws and regulations that they believed hinder their ability to comply and
leave them subject to lawsuits. Some employers that we interviewed
mentioned difficulties with the regulations associated with new statutes
like the FMU and the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA). They also had
questions about the interpretation of various federal statutes. For
example, employers were uncertain about the meaning of the term
“reasonable accommodation” under the ADA. This lack of clarity,
employers said, combined with the lack of understanding of federal
regulations, contributed to a fear of being sued. Figure 3.6 highlights some
of these concerns.
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Flgure 3.6: Sellected Employer
Comments on V8gUl B L8WS 8lll d
Regulations
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Employers Interviewed
Say Most Paperwork
Requirements Manageable
but Sometimes of Limited
Value

Many employers that we interviewed said that they had routinized most
workplace-related paperwork requirements so that they posed little
difficulty to their daily operations. Several also identified requirements,
like OSHA’Srequirement to record data on workplace i@ries, as having
positive effects for their business or for society. However, many employers
we interviewed also questioned the value of some requirements, despite
their ability to comply, and viewed others, especially those regarding ERISA
and F’MLA,as particularly onerous, confusing, or expensive to meet.
Many of the employers had routinized procedures to such an extent that
the requirements became an accepted part of doing business. For example,
most of the employers we talked to said that, regarding FLSA payroll record
requirements, they had automated payroll systems and viewed payroll
recordkeeping as a routine clerical function. Most employers believed that
the EEO-1 forms required by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, state
Unemployment Insurance program reporting forms, and the worker
notifications triggered by WARN and COBRA did not pose difflculties.40
Employers also told us that they considered some paperwork
requirements to be useful to their operations. Officials at a large paper
manufacturer believed that maintaining osw-required injury logs was an
important way to help prevent and investigate workplace injuries. Officials
at a large hospital agreed, saying that they “would have created an injury
log even if OSI-Uhadn’t required it.”
Health and safety staff at a medium-size auto parts manufacturing plant
had similar views:
“We had no problems complying with the OSHA 200 injury and illness log...We believe that
an OSHA injury log is avery important
requirement
and support it....”

maintaining

However, the positive view of OSHA’S
injury reporting requirements was not
universally shared. An offEal we spoke to at a large trucking company
stated that, in his industry, although similar data must be reported to OSHA
and the Department of Transportation (DOT), the forms are different,
making more work for them. He said:

%o employerswith high employeehunover said they experiencedsome difficulties with COBRA.
However,evenhere the problem was more the cost of providing the benefit rather than the paperwork
requirementsfor administration.For example,a large hotel managementcompanysaid that although
“the paperwork is very cumbersomeand confusing...theysuffer a loss ratio of 800percent....Workers
who opt for the benefitsare usually the sickest ones;financially, they kill us...Asa low-payingindustry
with high turnover, COBRArequirementshurt us disproportionately...”
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“The OSIUform 200 is burdensome and redundant. The state and DOTrequire similar reports
but all forms are just different enough that one won’t
suffice for the other....”

that ask for many of the same thiigs

In other cases, many employers we interviewed either did not understand
the purpose of some paperwork requirements or questioned their value in
meeting the objectives of the law, even though they were able to comply
fairly easily. For example, to complete the I-9 forms required by IRCA,
employers we visited described how their staff checked identification
documents, processed and maintained the forms, and incorporated the
paperwork into their hiring process with little diffi~ulty.~~ As one empIoyer
described it, “It’s just something we have to do.” Yet many of these and
other employers questioned its value in deterring illegal immigration, like
this official at a medium-sized mall order firm:
“[The I-9] seems like it doesn’t mean much,...[Company] staff feel silly having to explain to
new workers why it needs to be filled out....We’d love it if the law went away.++ although
IRCAis not a problem to comply with,...it is a ridiculous law; it serves no purpose. We have
never heard of anyone catching an illegal immigrant [through the I-9 requirement], and
there are many migrant workers in the area.”

Officials from a medium-size fruit packer echoed these sentiments:
“The rules serve absolutely no purpose other than to alienate our workers...IRCA is a joke,
just requiring employers to jump through hoops to enforce the law. Even though we are
fairly sure that there are some illegal aliens, there are no ‘undocumented’ workers.,,We
know of a flea market about 8 miles away where anyone can get a social security number
and card for $20 each. When we place documents that we know for certain are official next
to these, we cannot tell them apart...As much as 50 percent of our field workers may be
illegal.”

Some employers also questioned the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
requirement of CJSHA’
Hazard
S
Communication Standard.42Employers told
us that they generally had no problems collecting MSDSSand maintaining
accessible files on them. Even so, several employers could not understand
the value of maintaining these MSDSSwhen, in their opinions, they were
either too technical for workers to understand or useless to workers who
4’TheImmigration Reform and Control Act of 1986,which amendedthe Immigration and Nationality
Act, requiresall employers to complete an EmploymentEligibility Verification Form, or “I-9,” to verify
the employee’sidentity and eligibility to work in the United States.
420SHA’Hazard
s
CommunicationStandardrequiresthat employersmaintain a file of MSDSs for the
hazardouschemicalsthey use in their businesses.MSDSs contain information on particuIar
characteristicsof chemicals,mcluding their chemicaland common names,physical characteristics,
hazards,recommendedhandlingprecautions,and emergencytreatment.
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were illiterate or only read Spanish.43For example, the officials at the
medium-sized fruit packing company told us:
“The MSDSsheet.s...are only available in English and some of the workers at the company
only speak Spanish....[and] some are not literate in any language. This local area..&
70 percent Hispanic...The words [on the ~BDSS] are very technical...If the worker cannot
read the MSDSthey are missing key information that may be needed in an emergency and
may end up hurting other workers.”

A large oil refinery official voiced similar concerns:
“The MSDSsare not useful to the employees on the floor. They are useful to the safety
specialists but the technical parts of them are beyond what the operator can understand
and are just fled away. For all of their effort, workers don’t get many benefits from this
information.”

Officials from a local union representing workers in paper mills where
strong chemicals are used said:
"MSDSsheets show how to handle certain chemicals, but they don’t tell what the limits of
exposure are. The workers cannot understand the MSDS.They do help some but they could
help a lot more. They have too much information and are provided about too many
chemicals. As a result, they are too often ignored when they are needed. It’s like crying
wolf.”

Employer’s negative views concerning MSDSS were not unanimous. The
health and safety staff of a large auto parts manufacturing plant liked the
MSDS requirements and used them in their employee training programs on
the handling of hazardous substances. Company officials believed that the
MSDS helped to improve the employee awareness of workplace hazards and
a safer workplace.44
Employers described some paperwork requirements that they found to be
particularly burdensome. These included paperwork requirements

%I a 1991report, we cited severalstudieswhich found that many MSDSsare written in languagefar

abovethe averageworker’s readingability. F’roma representativesurvey of employersin selected
industries,we also found that 66 percent of all employerswho received MSDSs believed that all or
almost ah of them were too technicalfor the typical employee.see OccupationalSafety& Health
OSHAAction Neededto Improve ComplianceWith HazardCommunication Standard(GAOIHRD-924,
Nov. 26, 1991),p. 5.
?rhe MSDS may provide the beneficial effect of removingchemicalhazardsfrom the workplace.We
found that despite MSDSs’weaknesses in format and language,almost 30 percent of employers

surveyedsaid they replaceda hazardouschemicalwith a less hazardousone becauseofinformation
they receivedon an MSDS.SeeOccupationalSafetyand Health:Employers’JZxperiencesin Complying
with the HazardCommunicationStandard(GAO/HRD-9262BR,
May 8,1992),pp. 67.
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concerning FMLA,the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
and ERISA. According to these employers, such recordkeeping can be
cumbersome and costly, and many reported concerns about tracking
FNLA’Sintermittent leave provisions.46 For example, officials from a
medium-size mail order company told us:
“IThe paperwork requirements of] FWLAwill require some extra work.... The complicated
part of the paperwork is the rolling period aspect of intermittent leave.”

Officials from a large hospital described their concerns about the FWLA’S
paperwork regarding the tracking of intermittent leave:
under FMLAhas the potential for being [a] tremendous [burden] for us.
Each hour of leave used (vacation, sick, etc.) must be designated beforehand (not
retroactively) as to whether it is part of the employee’s IWLA allotment or not. It was
imposed by an accounting rather than a human resource management mentality.,& is a
nightmare of paperwork that will be potentially extremely costly and fundamentally alters
the relationship of the hospital with its employees.”
“Recordkeeping

Many employers also told us about concerns with paperwork requirements
associated with the annual at&native action report necessary to meet
OFCCP federal contractor regulations. A large paper manufacturing
company official had this to say:
“Much paperwork is required under Executive Order 11246 for our affirmative action plans,
but the process is antiquated (from the 1960s) and should be done away with, or
modernized and streamlined. Our company has over 70 different facilities. Each facility
must prepare an affirmative action plan and the plan is at least 3 inches thick. EEO-1s are
fine and there should be some awareness to the political correctness of a company’s
actions, but the information [required] in the affirmative action plans is silly, and
[comprises] artificial categories.”

Employers we talked to typically described completing these forms as
cumbersome, complicated, and time-consuming.

“FMLA states that under some circumstances, employees may take intermitrent leave-taking leave in
smaller amounts than the 12 weeks permitted by the act through a reduction of the normal weekly or
daily work schedule. Intermittent leave is Nowed when it is medically necessary to care for a
seriously ill family member, or because the employee is seriously ill and unable to work. See glossary.
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Employers we interviewed reserved their most serious concerns for
paperwork required by ERISA+~ Many believed that the law and associated
requirements were extremely complex. A medium-sized insurance
company told us they pay a contractor $25,000 annually to administer the
company’s pension plan. It used to manage the plan in-house but:
“Because the requirements were so complicated and we were required to have an actuary
for cerlMcation, we were forced to contract out.... We are concerned about the extensive
amount of time it takes to complete them.”

Employers, small and large, believed ERISA’S statutes and requirements
were too complex to be administered in-house. Many contract out for help
and expertise. A large hotel employer voiced concerns about this body of
regulation:
“We wonder if anyone ever looks at the 5600 forms. It requires lots of information,
including irrelevant information, that we can’t understand the need for...We spend a lot of
money complying with ERISA,much of it to consultants. If our consultant makes a mistake
on any of the financial or paperwork requirements, the employer (and the employees) ends

UP paying.”

Employers and
Unions say They want
More Input in Agency
Processes

Some employers and most union officials that we interviewed said that
they wanted greater input on parts of the agencies’regulatory processes.
E mp 1oyers sought more input on the standard setting aspects of the
regulatory process, 47In contrast, union officials more often sought
inclusion in aspects of the agency’s enforcement efforts and negotiations
over penalties and other sanctions. They identified OSHAand FLSA as
particular areas of concern. They believed that this lack of input generally
led to inferior regulation and reduced protection for workers. Figure 3.7
illustrates employer and union concerns about exclusion from various
regulatory processes.

&Amongother paperwork duties, ERISArequiresemployersto completeseveralforms, including the
Form 6600seriesfor Labor’sPensionWelfareBenefitsAdministration (PWBA) and the Internal
RevenueService,and SummaryAnnual Reportsand SummaryPlan Descriptionsfor PWBA.See
glossasy.
47Under the Administrative ProcedureAct, agenciesare generallyrequired to solicit public comment
beforepublishing a final regulation,including changesin existing regulation.However,agenciesare
not.requiredto havepublic hearings.Under this act, somespecific statutesprovide for hearingson
rules.
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Figure 3.7: Selected Employer an
Union Comments on Input Into
Regulatory Process0

“The bloodborne disease standard establishes for employees exposed to blood, infectious
materials, and other body flulds that contain bloodborne pathogens (see glossary). This was one
of OSHA’s largest rulemaking efforts; the agency received public comments from thousands of
participants.
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Some Employers and
Unions Believe That
Regulations Are Failing to
Address New Workplace
Developments

HOW

Some employers and union representatives we interviewed also reported
the inability of current workplace rules to regulate different forms of
business organizations, work practices, or employer-employee
relationships without causing employers some difficulty or failing to
protect workers adequately. Some employers cited examples including the
application of existing civil rights protections to temporary employees,
agencies’inability to address alternative corporate structures for
compliance purposes, and recent NLRB decisions covering the use of
labor-management workplace committees in nonunion settings. Several
union officials that we talked to also described problems that they
believed resulted in some workers not having adequate workplace
protections. h-r particular, they reported current IRS regulations governing
the classification of employees as independent contractors, which they
believe are too lax in permitting employers to reclassify employees as
independent contractors to avoid making various pension, unemployment
insurance, workers compensation, and other payments.
Officials from a large temporary employment company had concerns
regarding their rights and liabilities as a “co-employer” under civil rights
laws:
“The question of co-employment liability is a definite problem for us. Generally, we try to
work with the customer to make sure that all laws and regulations are being met. This does
not always work. Last year, for instance, we were named in a civil lawsuit filed by a
temporary employee [we had referred] against another company. The woman filed a suit
[against the client company] for an act that discriminated against her because [of her race].
[The client company] said it was not the employer and that we were responsible. Although
the issue of responsibility was never clearly defmedby the court, the court said the client
company was the co-employer and liable [in this instance]. However, we felt we should
have never been namedbecause the employeenever reportedthe incident to us and there
was no way for us to rectify the situation.”

Some employers are developing forms of organization that are based on
functional operation rather than geographic location. However, because
some agencies do not recognize those forms of organization, the
employers may experience additional regulatory difficulties. For example,
officials from a large electronics manufacturing company said:
“...One problem
basis. However,
The company is
geographic site.
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across each geographic location, as do [our] chip design and software groups. Thus, at any
one geographic location or site, the members of a particular group will actually be in closer
contact with members of their business group at other geographic locations than with
members of other groups at their own geographic site...OFCCP does not take into account
a firms’ corporate structure in placing its paperwork requirements on companies.... This
results in an additional data collection burden on us. Further, it may make us appear
statistically out of compliance with OFCCP
affumative action requirements when we really
are in compliance...”

Some employers and union officials we interviewed had comments related
to the regulation and the growth in the number of independent
contractors. Two employers described a growing tendency of employees
voluntarily terminating their employment to become independent
contractors but then maintaining their health benefits through their
previous employer for the entire COBRA benefit period. Although they
believed that such actions could increase employer’s health care costs,
both employers did not believe that it was a major problem. However, an
offG%l from an international union had a concern with the application of
the current IRSdefinition of independent contractor:
“..+Many large Grms in our industry are increasingly laying off craft and technical workers
them as independent contractors. This permits the companies to avoid making
pension contributions as well as [avoid] paying a variety of other taxes (Unemployment
Insurance, social security, etc.). Individual employees can file with IRSfor a determination
of employee status. In many cases in our industry, IRS has ruled that the workers are not
independent contractom However, employees have to know their rights and find out how
and where to file a petition. In addition, unions or other third parties are unable to file with
IRS for employee status determinations.”

and rehiring

Finally, many employers throughout the nation have been using some
variation of quality circle or total quality management teams to improve
workplace productivity and communications. However, many employers
interviewed said that recent NLRB case decisions like Electromation have
raised questions as to whether such committees are “employer-dominated
unions” and, thus, illegal under the NLRA.~They said they were uncertain
as to what constitutes legal cooperation between workers and
management.

@Tworecent NLRBdecisions(Electromation and DuPont) haveruled that certain types of
labor-managementconunittees,in certain situations-for exampleduring a union organizing
drive-violate section 8(a)(2) of the NLRAwhich prohibits the formation of employer-dominated
“company”unions.Seeglossary.
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“...Good regulation requires four things: (1) access to information on the regulations,
(2) clariiication of grey areas, (3) agency dialogue with the regulated population, and
(4) good enforcement....“An official from a small securities company

The employer and union representatives we interviewed urged regulatory
agencies to develop a more service oriented approach by making
information more accessible, improving educational outreach to
employers, workers, and unions, and allowing greater input into agency
standard setting and enforcement efforts. Several employer and union
representatives suggested more staff and training for regulatory agencies
to improve agencies’service orientation. They also identified various
forms of alternative dispute resolution, including mediation and
arbitration, as potentially useful vehicles to reduce workplace conflict.
Employers and union representatives also suggested legislative changes to
workplace statutes. Although many employer and union representatives
we interviewed called for some reform of the National Labor Relations
Act, the two groups have different perspectives on the provisions to be
changed.
Many employers and union representatives we interviewed had
recommendations for improving employer and worker access to
regulatory information. They urged that agencies provide better access to
information in many different regulatory areas, including civil rights,
occupational health and safety, family and medical leave, and pensions.
Employer and union representatives we visited had many suggestions on
how to provide this access, including

Employers, Unions
Interviewed Say
Better Access to
Agency Information
Needed

. establishing toll-free hot-lines, the use of computer bulletin boards,
software, and disks to transmit regulatory information and assist
employers in developing their own regulatory policies;
. setting up information offices with staff who would be available to answer
questions, provide education and outreach services, and issue regularly
published newsletters on regulatory developments; and
making the Federal Register and guidance associated with regulatory
requirements more readable, and issuing regulations and related
information in languages in addition to English.

l
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Employers, Unions
Interviewed Say
Increased
Collaboration in
Regulatory Process,
Greater Outreach
Effort Needed

Many employers and unions we visited suggested that government
agencies could foster greater compliance by increasing the amount of
technical assistance they provide to employers and educating workers
more effectively about their rights, Several employers and unions also
urged that agencies collaborate more closely by allowing for greater input
by union and employer representatives during the regulatory standard
setting and enforcement processes.
Improved education and technical assistance was identified by employer
and employee representatives as one way to foster greater collaboration
between regulatory agencies, workers and unions. Several employers we
visited recommended an expansion of OSHA’S
Voluntary Protection
Program (VPP). Other employers suggested getting greater input during the
regulatory process beyond public comment from smaller businesses,
writing regulations in clearer more understandable language, making
existing standards more streamlined or performance oriented, expanding
resources for training and education for workers and employers, and
improving interagency coordination. Most of the suggestions from
employers and union representatives involved OSHA,although some
targeted other agencies.
Union representatives we talked to identified increasing worker and
employer knowledge about their rights and responsibilities under the laws
that would foster compliance and fair enforcement. A local union
representing health care workers told us:
“The best way of assuring that civil rights and other laws are enforced properly is to
educate employees of their rights.”

An official from an international electronics union added:
“Education is crucial: the only way to compensate for the lack of personnel-which
is not
going to change-is to expand educational activities. If outreach and education were
sufficient and employers were educated, there would be no need for on-site conmltations.”

Union representatives also mentioned that union input into the
enforcement of OSHA,FLSA, and ERISA would be desirable. Like empIoyers,
most suggestions from the union representatives we interviewed focused
on OSHAwhere they sought greater labor participation in discussions on
citations and penalties. One union official representing paperworkers
sought more inclusion in the settlement process:
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“We don’t like how we are left out of the process after the inspection has been made, even
though we may have been involved in initiating the process-filing
the complaint. The only
input we are currently allowed is on the abatement time. We should be allowed to
participate all the way through the process: we should have input into the remedy, the
settlement process.”

A local union official representing health care workers felt strongly that
there should be more and direct union involvement in the procedures for
settling wage and overtime claims for workers.

Some Employers
Interviewed Suggest
Streamlining Statutes and
Agency Consolidation

Some employers believed that streamlining the statutes themselves could
reduce regulatory confusion, especially for small employers. One
employer we visited suggested that the Congress reexamine the number of
agencies that regulate the workplace with the aim of coordinating federal
workplace regulation both within and across agencies. However, another
employer believed that because of the wide variety of workplace
regulations and the need for detailed knowledge of particular regulations
and how they apply to different industries, agency consolidation could
actually impede agency performance and regulatory oversight.
Some employers we talked to suggested that the Congress review some
statutes in order to make the provisions more uniform. They believe that
uniformity would make it easier for employers to understand their
responsibilities and comply with them. As officials from a construction
management company explained:
“The various lawmaking bodies need to provide clear direction. For example, a
discrimination claim plays out differently under the various acts. Employers act
pro-actively or defensively because there are so many issues to consider. It becomes
virtually impossible to know them all. If you were a small employer, you would be entirely
overwhelmed. As a result, employers end up with interpretative battles at the agency level
and the civil level.”

One employer believed that consolidating agencies into a single agency
overseeing workplace regulations could reduce the amount of workplace
regulation. OffMals from a large electronics manufacturer said:
“There are too many different agencies and laws regulating the workplace...Congress
should look to consolidate some of these agencies and streamline some of the many federal
statutes in a more rational manner. An example of the variation in regulation is the large
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number of posting and notices employers must comply with. These notifications come
from many state and federal government agencies and can fill up an entire plant wall.”

However, another employer disagreed with this assessment, fearing that
agency consolidation could erode even the current level of knowledge of
agency staff. Officials from a large auto manufacturer explained:
“Agency consolidation would be a step backwards...The workplace is not over-regulated;
abuse of the laws must be reduced. You’d get an agency that was a jack of all trades and a
master of none....What is really needed is to further increase the expertise of each group
and refine their duties...Consolidation
would only make it a lot worse.”

Many Agencies Need
More Staff and
Training, Employers
and Unions
Interviewed Say

Some employers and employee representatives suggested that within the
current structure improved training for agency staff and increased staffing
and resources could improve the regulatory process. Several employers
and unions recommended that EEOC staff be given additional training to
improve their case handling and provide EEOC with additional staff
resources. They believe that such increases could increase EEOC’S
effectiveness; employers also believe it would help them handle civil rights
complaints.
Several employers stated that EEOC staff currently do not have sufficient
personnel and training to do their jobs properly. For example, an offkial
of a large transportation company indicated:
"EEOCneeds to better tram its workers, be fair and reasonable, ask for only necessary
documentation when they open a case, and reduce turnover somehow.”

A large retail employer had a similar opinion, believing that state EEO staff
were typically not well-trained and could benefit from additional training
and staff.
Officials from a large international union agreed that agencies such as
and WHD need more resources and better trained staff to be
effective. A health and safety official from a large international union
stated:

OSHA, EEOC,

“OSHAlacks the personnel to fulfill its regulatory mandate. With only 1,100 [federal]
inspectors, there is no way they can enforce regulations in so many workplaces.”
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Like employers, union representatives cited the need to reduce EEOC'S
overwhelming caseload and expedite the resolution of cases. In a typical
example, representatives of a local union of hotel workers noted that EEOC
WEIS" ...totalIy overburdened with its existing caseload” and said “More
funding and staffing is needed for effective EEO enforcement.” Officials
from a local union representing construction workers believed that WEID
needed more resources to conduct prevailing wage surveys effectively
under the Davis-Bacon Act. They said that WHD wage surveys are based on
incorrect data, resulting in inaccurate prevailing wage determinations. Our
recent report found that wage determinations were based on low-quality
data and that the average age of a wage survey is more than 7 years.49

Some Employers and
Unions Identified
Alternative Dispute
Procedures as Useful
to Resolve Workplace
Conflict

Several employers we interviewed discussed their experiences with
various forms of alternative dispute resolution to resolve workplace
disputes, including binding arbitration and mediation, that could help to
reduce lawsuits. Some employers we talked to established company
programs to resolve workplace disputes; others have used existing
mediation services, like the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
(FMCS)and industrywide arbitration procedures. These employers believe
that alternative dispute resolution practices show promise in protecting
workers and generally supported their expansion to avoid lengthy
litigation. Most union officials believed that encouraging the use of binding
arbitration during the negotiation of first contracts would reduce
workplace conflict and better protect workers’ rights.
One employer we interviewed had established an internal binding
arbitration procedure to resolve certain types of workplace disputes like
terminations. Officials described a procedure they use where any
employee who has been terminated has three days within which he or she
can appeal the firing to an internal peer review panel.” Under this
procedure, workers can appeal their terminations within 3 days by
choosing one of two panels to hear their appeal-one panel is composed
of six workers and one manager, another panel is composed of three
senior managers. Most workers choose the worker-dominated panel. The
workers who sit on the panel are chosen randomly by the company.61
Workers employed on the same work team as the terminated employee are
4gDavis-BaconAct(GAo/HEHS-949SR,Feb.7,
1994),pp.Z,3,and 6.
WThe panelsdid not adjudicate

discrimination.

other types of workplacedisputeslike sexualharassmentor

“Participating employees’
namesare randomlyselected.Selectedemployeesare not requiredto
participate.
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not allowed to sit on the panel. A company official described a typical
hearing:
“An administrative staff member (management person) presents the case to the panel as to
why the person was terminated. The employee has an opportunity to rebut. A question and
answer period follows. The panel members then vote in a secret ballot to either uphold or
reinstate the [worker]. Reinstated [workers] receive back wages and their old job. The
decisions of the panel are binding and cannot be overridden by the company. The entire
process takes about two hours.”

In 1993, the company held about 80 panels. Although the panel system was
not established to discourage workers ii-om filing suits, company officials
believe that it probably reduces litigation somewhat. They indicate that
such procedures hold promise for expansion and point out that court
decisions on issues raised by such panels are comparable to those reached
through formal binding arbitration.
Some employers we interviewed also suggested that some form of binding
arbitration be utilized to resolve workplace disputes. For example, a
representative of a large electronics manufacturer stated:
“We believe that employees typically do not do well relying on individual civil suits to
obtain redress...Some sort of binding arbitration procedure or a ‘labor court’ which would
resolve complaints more quickly would be more effective in protecting workers’ rights. A
more specialized approach to labor law is needed; employees should not have to rely
increasingly on litigation to exercise their rights in the workplace.”

The official from a small securities firm who served on industry arbitration
panels supported the idea of an industrywide arbitration panel, but
believed that his industry’s procedure as currently structured did not work
effectively on employment discrimination cases.62He believed that this
was because the arbitrators often have no understanding of the civil rights

6@l”hrough
the FederalArbitration Act of 1926,the securitiesindustry has a long-standingpractice of
using mandatory binding arbitration as a legislated alternative to litigation in the resolution of industry

and employment-relateddisputes.A registeredbrokeragerepresentativefiles a discrimination
complaint for arbitration with a Self RegulatingOrganization.Theseorganizations,such as the New
York Stock Exchangeand the NationalAssociationof SecuritiesDealers,operateand regulatemarkets
in the securitiesindustry and enforcestandardsof conduct for memberfirms. They requireregistered
representativesto file a U-4 form that setscertain conditionsof employment,including the mandatory
use of arbitration to resolve all disputesthat cannotbe settledwith their companies.Federaland state
courts haveupheldthe legality of U-4 forms: signatoriesmust undergomandatoryarbitration in lieu of
court litigation. The organizationselectsarbitrators to serveon an arbitration panel.Arbitrators are
classified as ‘industry” arbitrators-professionals from the industry associatedwith a memberfirm,
such as retirees,attorneys,or accountantsor “public”arbitrators who are not from the industry. Panel
membersreview evidencefrom both parties and render a decisionbasedon their views of the case.
Thesedecisionsare usually final and binding.
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laws that protect workers from dis criminatoly practices in the workplace
before coming to their current employer?
“Arbitration is very effective when it focuses on industry practice issues but not when it
comes to discrimination cases. Some of the arbitrators and panelists are industry people
who are very familiar with securities but know nothing about [employment]
discrimination...Moreover, the briefs prepared for arbitrators are usually short because
everyone is so familiar with securities issues. But in discrimination cases, short briefs are
insufficient

to fully educate arbitrators

and provide enough information

for a fully-informed

decision. More detail and preparation time are needed. The result is that people don’t get
fair judgments because no one knows the law, yet the complainants can’t get satisfaction
outside this process.”

Several union officials we talked to also suggested that Congress amend
the NLRA to require binding arbitration during the negotiation of a first
contract at a newly organized bargaining unit. As one official from an
international union explained:
“Even after a workplace is organized it is very difficult to get a Cxst contract.
quarter of all newly organized workplaces get a first contract. A requirement
arbitration in the event of a bargaining impasse would ensure that employees
collective bargaining agreement without having to resort to a work stoppage
of workplace conflict.”

Only about a
of binding
receive a
or other type

Some employers suggested a greater regulatory reliance on mediation to
resolve civil rights and other workplace conflicts to avoid the high costs of
litigation. For example, off&A& from a large hotel management company
reported that they had some success using a nonbinding mediation
process to avoid civil rights lawsuits. They recommended the expansion of
such procedures as a means to resolve workplace disputes, for example,
making EEOC require mediation as a practice before litigation.6q

630~rrecent report, EmploymentDiscrimination How RegisteredRepresentativesFare in
7, 30 1994),found that the Securitiesand Exchange
Discrimination Disputes (GAO/HEHS-94-1’Mar.
Commissiondoesnot know whetherthe industry is’fairly and impartially resolving discrimination
disputes.Arbitrators are not assignedto panelson the basis of subject matter expertise.When
consideringemploymentor discrimination cases,it may be appropriatefor the panel to include at least
one arbitrator with expertisein employmentor discrimination law. SeeGAO/HE@-94-17,pp. 3,9, and
12.

“EEOC alreadyrequiresconciliation before litigation. Conciliationinvolves an agencyofficial
facilitating an agreementbetweenthe two parties;mediationrequiresa non-agencyofficial to assist
the parties in reachingan agreement.
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A few employers we interviewed had taken advantage of existing
alternative dispute resolution services like those offered by the ~cs.~’
These employers were generally positive about WCS or had constructive
suggestions to improve its services. For example, officials at a large retail
department store company said:
“We often deal with mediators from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service during
contract disputes and have found them very useful in resolving contract difficulties.”

An official from an international electronics union agreed:
"FMCSstaff have been very valuable during negotiations and strike situations. This has been
true especially for major disputes like some of the bargaining rounds we’ve had....”

Although their experience was less positive, officials from a large oil
refining company believed that FMCSprovided a useful function and “could
provide a better service if they became specialists in certain industries....”

Legislative Changes in
Some Areas

employers had concerns about current labor law’s treatment of
labor-management committees, they generally supported existing law.
Union representatives’ greatest legislative concern was with reform of the
NLEL4.

Both employers and employee representatives we interviewed had
suggestions for amending legislation in many regulatory areas. Smaller
employers, perhaps because they are not covered by as many laws,
typically had fewer and less specific suggestions for legislative changes
than larger employers and many of their recommendations addressed state
rather than federal workplace laws. For example, owners of a small
commercial construction company suggested changes to their state’s
unemployment insurance law, while officials from a small securities
company wanted to amend recent state health insurance legislation. The
owner of a small homebuilding company urged reform of his state’s
workers’ compensation program.
Larger employers we interviewed had many suggestions for amending
many workplace statutes, such as workers’ compensation and
S6Employers
and unions engagedin bargainingunder the NLIU may requestthe servicesof FMCSto
resolvedisputes.
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unemployment insurance laws. A number of suggestions also addressed
issues of federal preemption of state laws (FNILAand FLSA), expanding
employers’ scheduling flexibility regarding the use of alternative work
schedules (FLSA) and reducing potential civil rights lawsuits. Some large
employers, while concerned with federal workplace regulation, favor
federal preemption of state regulation. These employers said they
preferred one policy or requirement covering their employees in all states.
This is evident in their views on family and medical leave policy and OSHA.
Multi-state employers were more likely to favor federal workplace
regulation over state workplace regulation; several cited family and
medical leaves6as a good candidate for federal preemption. For example,
officials from a large hotel management company complained:
“Family and Medical Leave Act compliance is inefficient because of the inconsistency
firm to comply with inconsistent state policies. It
requires more administrative effort and is cumbersome.

across states. It’s hard for a multi-state

“We have had to generate several different forms to cope with the variety of regulations.
We would Iike to see the federal government ‘own’ the policy and preempt state laws. The
Family and Medical Leave Act should be the standard throughout the country.”

Officials from a large paper manufacturer agreed:
“When the federal law conflicts with the state law, it just adds a layer of dif&dty
employer and it is costly. Having federal prc-emption would be better.“67

for the

This multi-state employer also identified OSHA as another statute that
should have federal preemption. They were troubled by states that:
“...have their own way of doing things, making it difficult for the company to develop and
monitor a single corporate policy. It is only about 6 to 10 states that differ markedly but
that drives us crazy...Some states, for instance, require firms to record an illness from
hearing loss at a decibel level that differs from federal standards. Because our statistics are
based on the latter, we must keep two sets of records...And keeping up with the changes in
both federal and state regulations is very burdensome.”

VMLA does not supersede state medical leave laws that are more “generous” than the federal statute.
See figure 2.2.

?3ome smaller employers preferred state law over federalstatutory coverage.For example,officials
from a medium-size fruit packing company preferred the state family leave law to FMLA because the
statelaw did not require employers who offer health benefits to continue providing those benefits to
workers taking leave. They believed that while offering health benefits puts them at a competitive
disadvantage with other packers who did not provide any benefits, having to pay these additional
health costs under FkKA puts them at an even greaterdisadvantage.
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Union officials also had recommendations for modifying workplace laws,
many of which concentrated on expanding coverage of existing laws to
smaller employers and par&time employees, expanding the magnitude and
duration of existing benefits, and providing workers and unions with more
input in pension administration. Union officials sought greater
participation in OSHA’Ssettlement process than is now allowed, and
supported current congressional efforts to reform the Occupational and
Safety and Health Act.
Many large employers and union representatives we visited suggested
amendments to NLRAthat would improve labor-management relations.
Unions generally mentioned changes that would expedite certification
procedures, prohibit certain management practices, increase penalties,
and reduce delays. However, many employers focused on legislative
changes that would reduce NLRB restrictions on the use of
labor-management workplace committees and often opposed changes
suggested by the unions.
The union representatives we visited identified labor law
reform-amendment of the NLRA-as their most important area of
legislative change, Union representatives we talked to were virtually
unanimous in stating that the NLRA currently was not protecting workers’
rights to organize. Unions mentioned the inadequacy of existing penalty
violations that are compounded by lengthy delays in enforcement. In
response, they suggested that the Congress amend the act to permit a card
check certification process similar to one used in several Canadian
provinces to protect workers’ rights to organize without coercion,
increasing the penalties for unfair labor practices, establishing some form
of binding arbitration in the event of an impasse during first contract
negotiations, and expanding access rights to employees during organizing
drives.
Union representatives also described problems facing unionized workers
from employers’ use of striker replacements, including their use to punish
strikers. To address these concerns, most union representatives we
interviewed urged the Congress to pass the Workplace Fairness Act, which
would prohibit the use of striker replacements.
Employers’ perspectives were more mixed regarding labor law reform,
Most small employers interviewed had no experience with the NLRA and
often were not familiar with the law. Some of the larger employers felt
comfortable with existing law, with some expressing strong opposition to
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the changes proposed by the unions. Some empIoyers with unionized
employees had less difficulty with proposals to ban striker replacements,
although they said they did not support the legislation.
Many larger employers we interviewed voiced concern about the
consequences of recent NLEZBcases on labor-management workplace
committees. They believed that the Congress may have to amend the NLRA
to avoid greater restrictions on the use of labor-management workplace
committees like those specified in the Electromation and DuPont casess8
in future NLRBdecisions. (See figure 4.1.) Companies feared that the board
could expand existing decisions to prohibit their use of labor-management
committees to such an extent that their productivity and competitiveness
would be eroded. Some employers also disagreed with the idea that the
government should regulate such committees under any circumstances. In
contrast, some unionized employers discounted the effect of the
Electromation decision on nonunion employers and reported no effect on
their own operations from the cases. Unions we spoke with generally
supported the decisions.

68Employerconcernscenter upon two recent NLRBdecisions(Electromation and DuPont),which
haveruled that certain types of labor-managementcommittees,in certain situation-for example,
their establishmentduring a union organizingdrive-violate section Ba(2)of the NLFU,which
prohibits the formation of employer-dominatedunions.The fear is that this prohibition could be
expandedto prohibit the formation of total quality managementteamsand other forms of
labor-managementcommitteesestablishedin a nonunion setting.
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Figure 4.1: Selected Employer and
Union Comments on the Electromation
Decision
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Over the last few years, the public debate on federal regulation has moved
away from a narrow focus on economic competitiveness and the costs of
particular regulatory requirements. Today this discussion increasingly
concerns issues of regulatory implementation: when the government
decides to regulate, what is the most appropriate rulemaking strategy, and
how can regulatory goals be achieved more efficiently and at lower cost.
The purposes of the Commission on the Future of Worker-Management
Relations, the National Performance Review, Executive Order 12862, and
the agency and department performance agreements are all examples of
this shift in policy discourse.
We believe that the information collected from our in-depth interviews of a
broad range of 24 employers headquartered in 16 different states and from
over 20 different industries and 12 employee representatives, provides an
important contribution to this discussion. Rather than opposing most
workplace laws and their accompanying regulatory requirements, the
employers and union representatives we talked to strongly supported the
objectives behind most of the statutory framework of workplace
regulation. The fundamental concern of many of the employers and unions
revolved around the difficulties they had with how agencies carry out their
responsibilities. Many of the employers we talked to believed that the
current regulatory approach used by many agencies is largely adversarial,
characterized by poor communication, unfair and inconsistent
enforcement, and consists of vague laws and regulations that increase the
potential for lawsuits. Most unions agreed with this assessment, although
they also believed that many agencies were not vigorous enough in
enforcing existing regulatory protections.
The employer and union representatives we interviewed generally called
for changing agencies’approaches toward regulation. Further, they urged
agencies to develop a more service-oriented approach to workplace
regulation in order to facilitate compliance and achieve regulatory goals.
We were told this meant making accurate information about regulatory
rights and responsibilities more accessible; providing more technical
assistance, education, and outreach to employers, unions, and workers;
upgrading the skill levels of agency staff; and collaborating more closely
with employers and unions during various phases of the regulatory
process.
Although these opinions are based on interviews with a very small number
of employers and unions, they are indicative of the need for change. This
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work provides yet another piece to the puzzle of how to make regulation
work better.

Agency Comments

representatives cited in the report and believed that the essential
substance of the report was entirely consistent with Labor’s recent
initiatives to enhance its operations. However, although Labor found
credible our finding that employers and employee representatives
articulated general support for regulation of the workplace, Labor believed
that the anecdotal statements cited did not convey a completely balanced
view of regulation from these groups. Labor reiterated our caution that the
findings from the small number of interviews we conducted were not
generalizable to either the employer or employee representative
communities as a whole. Thus, care should be exercised in drawing
conclusions from them.
We emphasize that our findings are based on a very carefully drawn but
very small number of cases. Yet, despite its limitations, we believe that the
detailed, qualitative information collected from many hours of personal
interviews provides important insights into employers’ and unions’
experiences concerning federal workplace regulation. The case studies
include a widely varied group; large, medium, and small size employers
from a broad range of industries and a wide variety of states; local and
international unions; and non-union labor-management workplace
committees. Many of the findings presented in our report are consistent
with those obtained from an earlier mail survey we sent to almost 2,000
randomly selected employers in the construction, manufacturing and
selected service industries focusing on employers’ experiences in
complying with OSHA’SHazard Communication regulation.Kg We noted that
the suggestions and concerns articulated in many of the interviews
anticipated some of Labor’s recent initiatives to improve its service
orientation and that our findings also resonate with many members of the
broad based labor-management advisory committee that provided
assistance on this assignment. The information presented in this report is
additional anecdotal evidence that we offer for consideration in the public
discussion on workplace regulation.

%ee OccupationalSafety& Health:OSHAAction Neededto Improve ComplianceWith Hazard
CommunicationStandard(GAO/HRD-924,Nov. X,1991), and OccupationalSafety&Health:
Employers’Experiencesin ComplyingWith the HazardCommunicationStandard(GAOfHRD-92-63BR,
May 8,1992).
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Labor also questioned whether we had made any efforts to obtain
information corroborating or verifying particular interview comments. In
our case studies, we collected information about employers’ and employee
representatives’ actual experiences with different types of federal
workplace regulation. For example, we explicitly asked each employer
about his or her enforcement experiences under each workplace statute
and asked employers only to comment further in those areas where they
had experience. Unless specified, employer comments are based on these
experiences, Information about each employer’s enforcement experience
with a federal agency overseeing workplace regulation that they reported
to us is contained in appendix I. Many of the employers we interviewed
indicated that they had considerable experience with at least some federal
agencies overseeing workplace regulation.
To facilitate cooperation, we obtained a pledge from our congressional
requesters keeping the identities of the interviewees and their
organizations confidential. Thus, we were limited in our ability to
independently verify the accuracy of certain reported information because
in some cases such verification efforts could have compromised
confidentiality.
Labor also expressed concerns about misleading information some
employers reported about the laws and their statutory requirements. We
have reviewed and clarified these comments, incorporating technical
revisions into the report where appropriate. We believe the inaccurate
statements from some interviewees further demonstrates the lack of
information employers have concerning their regulatory duties. This
finding about the employers’ lack of regulatory knowledge and awareness
is also consistent with the findings from our prior work analyzing
employers’ experiences in complying with OSHA’SHazard Communication
Standard.
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We reviewed various federal statutes to identify those we believed to
comprise the framework of federal workplace regulation, focusing
primarily on those statutes overseeing aspects of the relationships
between private sector employers and workers. We used a case study
approach to collect information on actual employer and employee
representatives+ experiences with workplace regulation. We selected our
sites according to requester interests, advisory group suggestions, and to
ensure a broad mix of industries, employer sizes and geographic location.
Although our results are not generalizable to either the employer or
employee representative communities as a whole, they provide detailed,
qualitative information on actual strategies and efforts to comply with
current federal workplace regulation,

Identification of the
Major Federal
Statutes Comprising
the Framework of
Federal Worhlace
Regulation Ir

Focusing on the laws governing aspects of the relationship between
employers and workers in private sector workplaces, we reviewed various
federal statutes to identify those we believed to be the major statutes and
executive orders comprising the framework of federal workplace
regulation. Working with an expert legal consultant, Labor’s Office of the
Solicitor and an advisory group consisting of employer and labor union
representatives, we defined the framework of federal workplace
regulation as consisting of 26 statutes and one executive order.
To identify this framework, we first listed the major federal laws that
govern the workplace. We built an inventory of about 200 labor-related
statutes and executive orders using data from the Department of Labor
and other sources.GoBecause we wished to focus primarily on the typical
relationship between employers and workers in private sector workplaces,
we eliminated certain statutes and executive orders from our list
according to criteria we developed in consultation with an expert legal
consultant and an advisory group consisting of employer and labor union
representatives. We eliminated statutes that:
. primarily focused on criminal issues;
. applied to public employees or a small subset of private sector workers
(e.g., federal, state, and local government employers; the U.S. Postal
Service; business operations occurring in federal parks, forests, and other
public lands; employers who operate primarily under the jurisdiction of

@Weobtaineda list of “laws affectingthe workplace”from Labor’sOffice of the AssistantSecret;uyfor
Policy, which compilesa list of all statutesand regulations,including executiveorders,that it believes
affect workplaces.In addition,we conducteda searchof the legal literature to identify any other
federallaws that might belongin this group.
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Indian reservations; and activities of U.S. employers and employees
occurring in workplaces located on foreign soil);
primarily had a nonworkplace focus or covered fairly small, highly
regulated industries (for example, statutes governing issues such as
tax-related employment incentives like the targeted jobs tax credit,
mechanics liens or related methods of payment claims enforcement, the
nonworkplace regulation of chemicals, oversight of the nuclear industry);
and
concerned labor-related programs that were not related solely to
labor-management issues (for example, job training programs for welfare
recipients, and employment programs for disadvantaged youth).
Applying the criteria to our list left us with 26 statutes and one executive
order. We defined this group of statutes and the executive order as the
major statutes comprising the framework of federal workplace regulation.
(For the list of the statutes and the executive order, see Chapter 1.).
We selected 24 employers for our case study sites based on several
criteria, including their industry, number of employers, geographic
dispersion, the presence of a collective bargaining agreement covering
employees in at least one of their facilities and their participation in an
alternative resolution procedure regarding workplace disputes. To obtain
the views of employees, we conducted site visits with officials from 10
international unions and local unions, many of whom represented workers
either at the employers we visited or in industries in which the employers
we visited conducted their operations. We also visited worker
representatives of two labor-management workplace committees in
facilities not covered by a collective bargaining agreement.

Employer and
Employee
Experiences Within
the Framework of
Federal Workplace
Regulation

We established a labor-management advisory group composed of
representatives from a broad range of the business and labor communities
to help identify prospective employers and unions for interviews. Because
of the manner in which we selected our site visits, the information we
collected is not representative of the views of all employers or unions,
regardless of their size or industry.

Site Selection Criteria

We selected employers for our case study sites using the following criteria:
l

Industry mix: Because some major statutes were more significant for some
industries than others, we included employers from a variety of different
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industries. To cover employer experiences with many of our major
statutes, we also selected employers to ensure that at least one had a
pension or health plan, and that at least one was a federal contractor.
Employer size: Our site visits included a range of employer sizes because
the coverage of some maor statutes varies by employer size, and we
believe that smaller employers choose different compliance strategies than
larger employers.
Geographic dispersion: Since some states have a greater degree of state or
local workplace regulation than others, and this local. regulation may
interact with federal regulation, we ensured that our employers were
located in a number of differerk states. We also selected some multi-state
employers because state regulation may have particularly important
indications for them.
Prisence of collective bargaining agreements: We selected some
employers who had at least some employees covered by a collective
ba&&ng
agreement, employers with some form of permanent
labor-management workplace committee61 established outside the scope
of a collective bargaining agreement, and employers with no employees
covered by any collective agreements or committees.
Participation h an akernatiie dispute resolution procedure: We included
some employers who had implemented or participated in an alternative
resolution procedure for workplace disputes.“’
The sites were located in 16 states and the District of Columbia
Employers we visited represented over 20 different industries, including at
least one employer each from the health care, manufacturing, and
construction sectors. We generally conducted our visits with employers at
the headquarters facilities of each employer, although we also made one
visit to an employer’s branch plant. We used our advisory group to help
identify prospective employers and unions for interviews. Because of the
manner in which we selected our site visits, the information we collected
is not representative of the views of all employers or unions, regardless of
their size or industry.
Our site visits included a range of employer sizes. Using the number of
employees as a criteria, our sample of employers ranged from one with 11
employees to one with over 500,000 employees. Although the majority of
61These
committeesmay vary in scopeand structure from labor-managementhealth and safety
committeesto total quality managementor customersatisfactionteamswhere employeeand
managementrepresentativesmay resolve certain workplace disagreements.We collectedinformation
on the structure of thesecommitteesduring our site visits.
@+xamplesof such proceduresinclude empIoyersin the securitiesindustry which resolveemployment
discrimination complaintsthrough an induskywide binding arbitration procedure.
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employers operating in the U.S. economy are small, with most
establishments employing fewer than 5 workers, they account for a much
smaller number of all employees. (See figure 1.1.) The size groups
represented by our sample of employers account for over 75 percent of all
employees.
To obtain the views of employees, we talked with officials from
international unions and local unions, many of whom represented workers
either at the employers we visited or in the same industries of our
employers’ operations, We also visited worker representatives of two
labor-management workplace committees in facilities not covered by a
collective bargaining agreement.

Figure 1.1: Percent of U.S. Business
Establishments and Employees by
Establishment Size
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Case Study Protocols

During our visit to each employer and employee representative, we asked
about their experiences in the following areas:
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. Overall procedures and strategies for complying: how employers comply

with federal regulatory requirements.
. Strategies for record-keeping and reporting requirements: how employers

comply with federal recordkeeping and other paperwork duties.
. Sigticance of state and federal regulatory overlap: employer and
employee representatives’ perceptions concerning the extent to which
fed&i redations or federal and state regulations overlapped or
conflicted.
. Perceptions of federal regulatory enforcement: employer and employee
representatives’ experience with the enforcement of federal workplace
statutes.

General concerns with federal workplace regulation: aspects, if any, of
existing federal workplace statutes and regulations that employers and
employee representatives perceive as “serious” problems or important
concerns.
Positive aspects of federal workplace regulation: features of existing
federal regulations that employers and employee representatives think are
beneficial, either to the employers or employees.
Suggestions or changes that would improve federal workplace regulation:
employer and employee representatives’ suggestions for modifying federal
regulation to facilitate employer compliance.
9 The relative importance of federal workplace regulation: employer and
employee representatives’ perspectives concerning the relative
significance of federal workplace regulation compared with other types of
regulation (for example, environmental regulations) that may concern
employers.

l

l

l

We developed separate employer and employee representative interview
protocols to conduct our interviews. To ensure that our protocol captured
the necessary information, we pretested it with four employers of varying
sizes and industries, and two unions. The employer pretests included a
small manufacturing employer, a hospital, a large construction
management fum, and a large multi-state hotel employer, including one of
its individual hotel units and one of its food service operations. The unions
were a local union primarily representing employees in the retail food
industry and a local representing carpenters.63 Using the pretest results
and comments from our advisory group, we revised the topic agenda to
ensure that all questions were fair, relevant, and easy to understand and
answer. In addition, we tested the protocol to ensure that participation
would not be burdensome for the respondent.
B3Mostof the key themesthat emergedduring the pretestswere validatedby the employer,union, and
committee site visits.
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We sent a set of background information questions to employers and
unions for completion before our site visits, Using this background
information, we customized our protocol for each individual site visit.
Prior to our visits, we also asked each employer and union to arrange
meetings for us with those persons they believed to,be most
knowledgeable about workplace regulation in general. For smaller
employers, we generally interviewed the owner of the company,
accompanied by one or more ~taff.~ For larger employers, the interviews
usually included representation from the employer’s general counsel,
occupational safety and health department, or the employers’ benefits
department. In many cases, employer interview participants included
representatives from the employers’ corporate human resource
departments.6s Most of our visits were to the headquarters facility of each
employer.66 GAO staff trained in workplace regulatory issues conducted the
site visit interviews between October 1993 and February 1994.
At the international unions, interviewees included representatives from
the research and health and safety departments, benefits departments, and
in some cases a general counsel. Local union interviewees most often
included an elected local union official as well as organizers, local union
business agents, or other local union ~taff.~~To encourage interviewee
candor and openness, we obtained a pledge from our congressional
requesters stating that our interviews were not compliance audits and that
interviewee identities and the identities of their businesses or
organizations would not be disclosed,68
@Weextensivelyinterviewedrepresentativesat eachsite, with many meetingslastingthree or more
hours and in most cases,we conductedadditionaltelephoneinterviews to clarify information or obtain
additional data Dependingon the availability of key personnel,at somesites we conductedour
interviews with the employers’or unions’representativesas a group.At other sites,we conducted
separateinterviews with eachparticipant.
ffiApossibleconcern is that becausethe employmentof humanresourcesdepartmentpersonnelis
related to the processingof workplace regulations,they may impart a proregulatory bias in their
comments.This concernwas not a problem at smaller employersand somemedium-sizedemployers
where the companyowner participatedin the interviews.Even at larger employers,we generally
included in the interviews someemployerrepresentativesfrom departmentsother than human
resources.In addition, this potential bias may be balancedduring other interviews by employer
representativeswe interviewedwho had beeninvolved in agencyenforcementefforts that resultedin
fines or other sanctionsfor the firm. In thesecases,it could be arguedthat the employer
representativesmight conveyan anti-regulatorybias in their comments.
%Weincluded one visit to an employer at the branchplant level and severalpre-testswere conducted
at branch facilities.
67Theemployer identified those representativesof the nonunionIabor-managementcommitteesthey
believedwere most knowledgeableabout workplace regulatoryissues.
@Thispledgeseemedparticularly important in securingthe cooperationof the employerswe
interviewed.Union representativesappearedless concernedwith confidentiality.
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Information on
Employers’
Experience With
Workplace Regulatory
Enforcement Efforts

committees was to describe their actual experiences in operating under
various aspects of workplace regulation, including their compliance
strategies and their experiences with the enforcement efforts of particular
6gFor example, we explicitly asked each employer about
federd
agencies’
their enforcement
experiences under each workplace statute, discussing
them in further detail only in those instances where they said they had
actual experiences with a particular agency. Except where otherwise
noted, this report presents information that interviewees stated was their
organization’s actual experience with workplace regulation.
Employer experience with the enforcement efforts of at least some federal
agencies overseeing workplace regulation was fairly widespread. The
overwhelming number of employers we talked to reported enforcement
experiences with at least one federal agency and in many cases said that
they had experiences with two or more agencies.7*(See figure 1.2.) Only
two employers, a small securities firm and software consulting company,
reported no experience with any of these agencies7i Over half of all
participants said that they had enforcement experiences with two or more
federal agencies. In addition, about twothirds of the participating
employers said that they had been inspected by either federal OSHAor a
state-operated health and safety program that is overseen by federal OSHA.

RBForeachstatuteand the executiveorder, we askedemployersabout their experienceswith the
relevant enforcementagenciesunder that statute.
70Wedefine enforcementexperienceas an instancewhere the employerrepresentativesaid that the
companyhad beeninvolved in an inspection,audit, compliancereview OTsimilar action conductedby
a federalagencyoverseeingworkplaceregulationor a state-operatedhealth and safetyprogramduring
the previous few years.
%ne of theseemployersreported actualenforcementexpenencewith industry-specificfederal
agenciesthat provided someworkplacerelated oversight.
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Figure 1.2: Summary of Employers’ Enforcement Experiences by Federal Agency
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We did not independently verify the accuracy of the data provided by the
employer and employee representatives, either about their experiences
with federal agencies or about their compliance strategy with particular
laws and regulations. For some types of information, for example, the
facts related to a particular OSHAinspection, such verification could have
compromised the confidentiality of the case study participants,72 Other
information we collected regarding participants’ reaction or interpretation
of the experiences they reported to us is ultimately judgmental. We
conducted our review from August 1993 to March 1994 in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards.

%uch verification would have requiredthe examinationof individual employerinspectioncasefiles
which could have led to the identification of participating employersor unions.
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U.S. Department

May

01 L&or

Sohc~lor oi Labor
Washlnglon
DC

20210

24, 1994

Hr. Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller
General of the United
General
Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

States

Dear Mr. Bowsher:
Thank you for providing
the Department of Labor with the
draft General Accounting Office (GAO) roport ontitled,
"WORKPLACE
say
REGULATION: Agencies Need to Become Uore Service Oriented,
The purpose of this letter
is to provide
Employars and lhion8.n
you with technical
comments and corrections
on the draft which we
believe you should take into consideration
before publishing
the
report.
Enclosed you will find a *marked up" version of Volumes
I and II which corrects
numerous citations
and other
misstatements
of the laws.'
We take seriously
the comments from employers
and employee
represantatives
that GAO quotes throughout Volume I.
We know we
At the direction
of
can do a better
job to regulata and enforce.
Secretary Reich, the Department is undergoing major reinvention
efforts,
one aspect of which is to be a8 customsr friendly
as
without compromising our statutory
mandates to protect
possible,
the working men and women of this Nation.
Many of our component agencies, such as the Occupational
Safety and Bealth Administration,
the Wage and Hour Division,
the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, and the Pension
and Welfare Benefits Administration,
are undertaking
a wholesale
review of the manner and msthods in which they conduct their
regulatory
and enforcement activities.
We recognize
that changes
in the economy (such as information
technology advancaments and
the growth of the contingent
workforce)
require us to continually
reexamine our approaches to best enforce laws and facilitate
their goals.
An important element of our regulatory
and enforcement
reinvention
efforts
is increasing
the level of coordination
and
cooperation
between the agencies that make up the Labor
Department.
The Secretary created an Enforcement Council, which
I chair, consisting
of the leaders
of each agency with
enforcement responsibilities.
We have also reinvented
our
1 If GAO ha8 not already done so, you may wish to send a
copy of the draft to the Equal Employment Opportunity
commission
and the National Labor Relations
Board for their technical
review.
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regulatory

innovative
program.

of Labor

And we continue
to explore the creative
and
usas of technology in our enforcement and ragulatory

process.

It im in the context
of our embrace of change and
reinvention
that wa reviewed the comments in the draft report.
We view the draft
as an appropriate
first
step to a systematic
survey of employers an4 employees and their representatives
to
determine their views on the effectiveness
of the Department in
its raqulatory
and enforcement activities.
However, there are
technical
problems with the report as drafted which we believe
may weaken or undercut
its credibility.

Our primary concern is that the underlying
survey technique
neemm to be inappropriate
for
a final report which makes
on-site
The report is based on thirty-six
conclusory
statements.
interviews,
twenty-four
of employers and twelve of employee
Such a limited
sample is appropriate
at the
representatives.
initial
stage to give you an indication
of views and area8 of
further
study baaed on a formal
statistical
analysis
of a larger
scientifically
drawn sample.
The comments may be reflective
of sentiment in the employer
employee communities,
but such a limited
non-random
sample
For example,
not allow
for credible
generalized
findings.
there is no indication
in the draft report that GAO "went behind"
the interviews.
We think it would be important to know whether
the critical
employers quoted were ever the subject of a JJOL
enforcement effort.
Did GAO check to determine if the scenarios
described ever occurred or were they based on perception?
What
was the context of the statement
quoted? In addition,
the
opinion of a relatively
small number of employers compared to the
total universe of employers may not represent reality
throughout
the country.z

and
does

Now

on

p.

20.

In point
of fact,
the report,
at page l-11, admits to a
lack of representativeness:
"Because of the manner in which we
selected our site visits,
the information
we collected
is not
reprementative
Of the view Of 411 employars or unions,
raqardlese
of their size or industry."
(Emphasis added.)
This
survey deaign calls
into question the ability
of the GAO to make
broad generalizations
such as those in the chapter subheadings.

2 You may wish to compare the surveyed
population
in thin
report with the population
GAO surveyed in its
1992 report
entitled,
nEmployers' Experiencee
in Complying
with
the Hazard
Communication Standard" for which GAO surveyed approximately
2,000 construction,
manufacturing,
and selected service industry
employers.
2
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The report does state that both employers and employees
of the workplace;
a statement
support the need for regulation
Beyond that, the anecdotal
that we believe to be true.
statements do not present a fully
balanced picture
of our
This should
not be viewed as a surprising
regulatory
activities.
result
eince two-thirds
of the sample were chosen due to the fact
that they are employers who are the subject of, rather than the
primary beneficiary
of,
workplace regulation
and enforcement.
However, many employers do want to maintain oafe workplaces,
provide eecure pensione, and even find jobs or training
for
employees affected by plant closings.
we would welcome a report
based an surveys that identify
constructive
examples and ideae
for the Department to consider EIISit reinvents
ita regulatory
and
In&sad of focusing on problema, the
enforcement effort%.
Department could then focus on solutions.
In addition,
a few of your interviewaes
were misinformed
or
held misperceptions
about the laws and their statutory
mandates.
It is important not to give thie misinformation
a GAO stamp of
for
approval
by repeating
them. We believe it would be helpful
GAO to address such misperceptions
and incorrect
statements and
from the
indicate
what is driven by law, as distinguiehed
Department of Labor’s
discretionary
acts.
Now on p. 57.

Now on p. 70.

For example, on page 3-16 one employer criticized
the OSIiA200 log as requiring
the recording
of %very
glingla injury,
even
those requiring
no more than a band-aid."
In fact, the ntatute
and regulation8
exclude from the recordkeeping
requirement
minor
injuries
requiring
only first
aid treatment.
See, 29 U.S.C.
657(c)(2)
and 29 C.F.R. 1904.12(c)(3).'
In another example, the quote at the bottom of page 3-18
implies,
in the context of the report,
that the Department of
Labor requires
employers to complete the employment verification
Form I-9
and complains
about
ite
utility.
To the contrary,
the
Immigration
Reform and Control
Act of 3.986 required the Attorney
General, not the Secretary of Labor, to designate or establish
a
form on which employers attest that they have verified
that
an
employee
is not an unauthorized
alien
by examining
documentation
demonstrating
employment authorization
and identity.
We believe
and
GAO should point out such conflicts
between perception
statutory
mandate.

3 This exclusion
has been recognized
in
Report, "Assuring Accuracy in Employer Injury
Recorda":
"Labor requires
employera to keep
(called the OSHA log) of job-related
employee
injuries
that
required more than first
aid .

the 1988 GAO
and Illness
(1) a listing
illnesnc% or
. . .I' (At page 2.)

3
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Now on D, 61.

Labor

A third example is found on page 3-9 where an employer
complained about the lack of time to prepare for implementation
Here again,
in the context
of the Family and Medical Leave Act.
of the report,
this may be read as a "rush to judgement" by the
GAO should make it clear that the
Department of labor.
in this regard; it was the
Department of Labor had no discretion
Congreaa
that establishad
unusually short deadlines for the
promulgation
of the regulations
by the Secretary.'
Tha report appears to not take into account
the full
of certain
realities
of our political
and legal
systems that are beyond the control of the Labor Departmant.
For
complain that some
example, employers quoted in the report justly
regulations
and enforcement policies
are not uniformly
applied.
Yet the report does not acknowledge our federalist
system wherein
the Department (along with other Federal
agancias)
and atate
governments share the responsibility
for enforcing minimum labor
standards.
In this regard, the report should explain that, In
atatea
are state
addition
to the Federal OSHA law, over twenty
plan atatea
which administer
their own programs which must be @Iat
least as effective
in providing
safe and healthful
employment and
places of employment.lt
In the Fair Labor Standards Act
context,
the report should note the multiplicity
of Federal
District
Courts and thirteen
U.S. Courta of Appeal, many of
which have their
individual
slant
on the interpretation
of the
significance

Act.

Further,
employers quoted in the report voiced concern over
significant
ambiguities
in statutory
and regulatory
language.
The report should explain that congressional
compromieea born of
ef'forts
to accommodate legitimate
competing interests
frequently
produce ambiguously worded statutes.
W8 attampt to clarify
theae
ambiguities
by promulgating
interpretive
regulations.
Howavar,
this agency, as well as moat others, will often have difficulty
predicting
every possible contingency that might arise in the
workplace.
We strive
for that ideal, but our history
has shown
ua that it can take years of exparience
to understand fully
all
of the lmplicationa
of a congressional
enactment and adapt the
regulations
accordingly.
’ Section 404 of the Act reads:
"The Secretary ahall
prescribe
such regulations
aa are necaaeary
to carry out title
and this title
not later than 120 days after the enactment of
this Act."

Now on pp. 64 and 34.

' Many of the quotes regarding OSHA are actually
about State run programs.
See pages 3-12 and 3-13.
6 There are eighty-nine
district
plus one in the District
of Columbia
corresponding
jurisdiction.

I

complaints

courts in the fifty
states
and one in Puerto Rico with

4
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CommenteFromthe DepertmentofLebor

Given the draft report's
problematic
methodology, cars
should be taken not to overstate
the nature or breadth of its
The draft includes numerous instances of bold,
findings.
ccnclusory headlines and subheadlines that are, in reality,
based
on the comments of only one or two employers drawn from an
Taking statement8 out of context or
already small eample.
generalizing
from a single statement by an individual
employer
may mislead readers.
Nowon ~69.

A subheadline,
on page 3-17, states,
Value
of Some
All of the quotes are from
Paperwork Requirements Queetioned."
And, further,
the
none from employee representatives.
employers,
text underneath actually
contains quotes stating
the value of
certain paperwork requiremente cited, such as OSHA-200 log.
Similarly,
the discussion
of the OSHA Material
Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS) highlights
some employer complaints
in the text of the
report,
but the statement that, e5ome employere did believe that
the MSDS requirement had value" is buried in a footnote.7

Nowon p, 61.

potentially
misleading
headline
appears
on page 3-9:
AND UNIONS BELIEVE ENFORCEMENT
UNFAIR AND
credibility
to state that employere
INCONSISTENT." It stretches
and unions truly
magree*t on the Department of Labor's enforcement
activities.

Another

"WLOYERS

The report
should be careful not to present these
conjectures
as conclusions
either
directly
or by implication.
There is a risk of these statements
being
taken out of context,
with not only damaging results
to the Department of Labor, but
also to the credibility
of the General Accounting
Office.

CONCLUSION:
Although the draft report itself
does not make any specific
8ome conclusory
recommendations,
GAO in Chapter 4 sets forth
recommendations based on its interviews.
The Department of Labor
welcomes suggestions for improvements and the following
actions
are being undertaken:
. We are taking great
agency information.

steps to provide

better

access to

7 This is especially
troubling
in light of the fact that,
on the basis of a nationally
representative
Purvey of employers,
GAO concluded that "about 30 percent
of the employers eaid they
replaced hazardous chemicals used in their workplaces with less
hazardous ones because of information
they received on an lfSD5.1'
Experiences in Complying with the iiaeard
(See, %nployers~
Communication Standard", May 1992.)
5
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Commenta From the Department

of Labor

l
Within budget constraints
we are placing
emphasis on training
of agency staff.

. We are indeed exploring
dispute procedures.

greater

heightened

use of alternative

w The Secretary'e
Performance Agreement with the President
committed the Department to improved cuetomer service which
includes increased collaboration
in standard setting
and
enforcement procedures.
w We strongly
support reform of the Occupational
Safety and
We defer comment on amendments to the Rational
Health Act.
Labor
Relations
Act until the commission on the Future of
Worker-Menagement Relations has issued its report and we
to review the recommendations
it may
have had an opportunity
make.
The essential
substance of the draft report is entirely
consistent
with what we are trying to do at the Department of
Labor, which is the reason we are 80 concerned about the report's
accuracy.
In this light,
we urge the General Accounting Office
to consider these comments and those reflected
in the attached
“marked
up” copy of the report.
We recommend deferring
the
issuance of the report in final form until these matters have
been addressed.
We would be pleased
to offer any assistance
you
may need to make this report as complete and accurate as
possible.

Enclosure
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Sigurd R. Nilsen, Assistant Director
Charles A. Jeszeck, Project Manager, (202) 5127036
Ronni Schwartz, Senior Evaluator
Lise L. Levie, Senior Evaluator
Robert G. Crystal, Assistant General Counsel
Mary W. Reich, Attorney
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Affirmative Action Plan

Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OOFCCP) conducts
affumative action compliance reviews by, among other things, examining
an employer’s written documents and records, including a written
affirmative action plan. An afBrmative action plan details the steps a
contractor will take and has already taken to ensure equal employment
opportunity. Under executive order 11246, an employer’s affirmative
action plan compares the employment of women and minorities in the
employer’s workforce with the availability of women and minorities in the
labor force, establishes goals and timetables if necessary, and sets out
actions to increase the number of minorities and women in its workforce
when a conspicuous imbalance in the employer’s workforce is shown by
the underrepresentation of minorities and women.

Annual Return/Report
Form 5500

requires the Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plans, or
Form 5500 Series, to be filed with Treasury’s Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) on an annual basis by employee pension and welfare benefit plan
administrators or sponsors. Employee welfare benefit plans with fewer
than 100 participants are generally exempt from annual reports. The form
requires a variety of fmancial data on the benefit plan, including the plan’s
income and expenses, and assets and liabilities.

Binding Arbitration

Binding arbitration is the final and enforcing interpretation and resolution
of a dispute by a neutral person voluntarily designated by the mutual
agreement of all parties. The great majority of all collective bargaining
agreements governed by the National Labor Relations Act provide for fina
and binding arbitration of disputes that arise under the contract, rather
than seeking enforcement and interpretation through the courts. The
Supreme Court has ruled that decisions reached by arbitrators are final
and binding interpretations of the collective bargaining agreement, as long
as the parties agree to arbitrate the issue, the contract is followed by the
arbitrator in reaching the decision, the contract specifies that arbitration is
final and binding, and no gross errors or procedural unfairness occur.

Bloodborne Pathogens
Standard

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s bloodborne
pathogens standard prescribes safeguards to protect workers who may be
occupationally exposed to blood, other potentially infectious materials,
and certain other body fluids that contain bloodbome pathogens such as
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis B virus. The standard
identifies how to determine who has occupational exposure and how to

EWSA
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reduce workplace exposure to bloodborne pathogens. It also includes
preventative measures and other requirements, such as recordkeeping
requirements.

Card Check Certification

Under NLRA, in representation campaigns, the union usually obtains
recognition cards from a majority of the employees in the proposed unit
and then seeks voluntary recognition from the employer. Under the Act, ~XI
employer does not have to recognize a union voluntarily even if the union
has obtained cards from a majority of the employees, but can simply
decline recognition. If an employer declines to recognize a union, a
Board-supervised election results, or the Board can issue a bargaining
order if employer misconduct would preclude a fair election. This
contrasts with most Canadian provinces, where the provincial labor
boards will grant automatic certification when a union demonstrates
majority or a small super majority (55 percent) support. In Ontario,
automatic certification may also result from employer misconduct during
an organizing campaign, regardless of the level of union support.

COBRA Rights

Provisions of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
(COBRA) requires employers with 20 or more workers to extend existing
health insurance coverage for up to 18 months to employees who leave
work for any reason and to those whose work hours are reduced. Eligible
individuals must receive a notice informing them of their rights under
COBRA and describing the law, They have 60 days from the date of
notification to elect coverage. Participants can elect to maintain, at their
own expense, coverage under their health plan at a cost that is comparable
to what it would be if they were still members of the employer’s health
group.

Co-Employment (Joint
Employment)

The distribution of the legal rights and responsibilities of an employer
among more than one entity. For example, joint employer status may be
determined when more than one company performs management services
or exerts significant control over employees in a manner that meaningfully
affects the terms and conditions of employment. Others identify
co-employment in cases where one entity acts like a fiscal
employer-essentially performing human resource and personnel
functions-while another entity acts as the direct or common law
employer who hires, fires, and controls employee activities directly.
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Consultation Assistance

OSHA’Sconsultation assistance is a free service available to employers who
need help in establishing and maintaining a safe and healthy workplace.
Assistance includes identifying and correcting hazards, appraising work
practices, and developing and implementing workplace safety and health
programs, training, and education. No penalties or citations are issued
when consultants identify hazards and the employer’s identity is not
reported to OSHA’Sinspection staff.

Disability

Under the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Rehabilitation
Act, section 503, a person has a disability if she or he has a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activity,
a record of a substantially limiting impairment, or is regarded as having
such an impairment.

DuPont Case (311 NLRB
No. 88, May 28, 1993)

In this NLRB case involving the DuPont company, the Board ruled that the
company’s six safety committees and one fitness committee were
employer-dominated labor organizations within the meaning of NLFU, and
the employer violated the act when it bypassed the union in dealing with
the committees. The employer had established these committees
unilaterally and declined to bargain with the union over health and safety
issues. The safety committees dealt with employer complaints over safety,
bringing them to management to get them corrected. It also provided
monetary awards to employees who met work safety requirements.

EEO-1 Form

The Employer Information EEO-1 survey is mandated by Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act and Executive Order 11246. Based on the number of
employees and federal contract activities, employers with over 100
employees are required to file an EEO-1 report every year with the Joint
Reporting Committee (the Committee consists of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs). The survey asks for data on the company, the major activities
of the establishment, and the sex and race/ethnic category of employees
by various occupations.

Electromation (309 NLRB
No. 139,Dec. 16,1992)

In the NLRBcase involving Electromation Inc., the board ruled that the
company’s employee participation plans or “Action Committees” were
unlawfully dominated labor organizations and violated section 8(a)(2) of
NLRA. The company had created the committees several months before the
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union presented a recognition demand and the committees continued to
operate during the subsequent union organizing drive.

Ergonomics Standard

Ergonomics involves the assessment of the location, position and physical
dimensions of work tools, working postures, repetitive motions and
forceful actions that may result in a variety of long-term chronic
conditions such as repetitive cumulative trauma disorders,
musculoskeletal injuries and other stress-related injuries. Cumulative
trauma disorder is any physical disorder that develops from or is
aggravated by the cumulative application of biomechanical stress to
tissues and joints, such as bursitis, ligament and muscle sprains, or nerve
entrapment. California’s state 0sHAprogram is proposing ergonomic
standards that would establish minimum requirements for controlling
occupational exposure to the risk of developing cumulative trauma
disorder.

Experience Rating

A financing principle where the state Unemployment Insurance taxes paid
by individual employers reflect the benefit payment amounts that their
former employees receive (maintaining a positive relationship between an
employer’s tax rate and its experience with unemployment). Under
experience rating, employers with many unemployed workers receiving
Unemployment Insurance benefits-a high experience rating-would pay
a higher state Unemployment Insurance tax rate.

Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service

An independent government agency established by Title II of NLFiA to
mediate and conciliate labor disputes. The Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service’s objective is to prevent or minimize work stoppages
caused by disputes between labor and management in industries affecting
interstate commerce.

F’LSAExemptions

Some employees are exempt from minimum wage or overtime provisions,
or both, as defined under the Fair Labor Standards Act. Exemptions from
both minimum wage and overtime, for example, can include executive,
administrative and professional employees, outside sales personnel, or
employees of certain seasonal amusement or recreational establishments.
Examples of workers exempted from overtime provisions can include
sales persons, employees of motion picture theaters, and farmworkers.
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Hazard Communication
Standard

OSHA’Shazard communication standard requires that employees receive
information and training concerning chemical hazards in their workplaces.
Chemical manufacturers and importers must evaluate each chemical
substance they produce or import to determine if it is hazardous. For each
hazardous chemical, they must prepare a Material Safety Data Sheet (see
MSDS). Employers using hazardous chemicals must maintain a
worker-accessible file of MSDSS for all hazardous substances used in the
workplace and develop a written program describing how they will meet
the standard’s requirements.

Independent Contractor

Independent contractors are self-employed individuals who provide
services. For tax purposes, the conditions for classifying a worker as an
employee or an independent contractor come from common law, where
the degree of control, or right to control, that a business has over a worker
governs the classification. Typically, if a worker must follow instructions
on when, where, and how to do the work, he or she is more likely to be
classified as an employee. The IRS has 20 common law rules for
determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent
contractor. When a business classifies a worker as an employee, the
business must withhold income and social security, including medicare
taxes, as well as pay other employee-related payroll taxes like
unemployment insurance. Businesses need not withhold taxes on
independent contractors, although they must report payments of more
than $600 to the IRS on an information return.

Intermittent Leave
Provisions

The Family and Medical Leave Act provides that under some
circumstances, employees may take intermittent leave by taking time off
in blocks or reducing the normal weekly or daily work schedule.
Intermittent leave is allowed when it is medically necessary to care for a
seriously ill family member or because the employee is seriously ill and
unable to work. Use of intermittent leave for birth or placement for
adoption or foster care is subject to the employer’s approval If the need
for such leave is foreseeable, the employee is responsible for scheduling
the treatment so it does not unduly disrupt the employer’s operations,
subject to the approval of the health care provider. In such cases, the
employer may also transfer the employee temporarily to an alternative job
with equivalent pay and benefits that better accommodates recurring
periods of leave than the employee’s regular job.
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Leave Entitlement

An employer covered by FMLAmust grant an eligible employee up to 12
weeks of unpaid leave for one or more of the following reasons:
the birth or placement of a child for adoption or foster care,
. to care for an immediate family member with a serious health condition,
or
. to take medical leave when the employee is unable to work because of a
serious health condition.

l

Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS)

OSHA’Shazard communication standard requires chemical manufacturers
and importers to identify chemicals that are hazardous to workers. For
each chemical deemed hazardous, chemical manufacturers and importers
must prepare an MSDS providing details on its properties, hazards, safe use,
and handling. Employers must maintain a file of MSDSS for the chemicals
they use in their business and make it accessible to workers.

Medical/Paren& Leave

See leave entitlement.

Minimum Wage

FLSA sets standards of pay for employees of firms engaged in interstate and
foreign commerce. Employees covered by the act must receive a minimum
wage of $4.25 an hour for any hours worked upto 40 hours a week.
Beyond 40 hours, the employer must be paid the minimum wage on 1.5
times the regular hourly rate if subject to the act’s overtime provisions.
(See overtime pay below.)

National Mediation Board

An agency created by the Railway Labor Act to mediate labor disputes in
the railroad and air transport industties and to conduct elections allowing
workers to choose a bargaining representative.

Notification of Reductions
in Force

Under the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, employers
with 100 or more employees must provide at least 60 days advance notice
of an impending closure or mass layoff affecting 50 or more workers to the
state dislocated worker unit, local officials in the affected communities,
and affected workers or their representatives.

OSHA Form 200

OSHArequires employers to maintain a log on the worksite of
job-related/occupational injuries and illnesses. For each work-related
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illness and for each injury that requires more than first aid, the employer
must provide certain data, including a brief description of the injury or
illness, and the number of days that the employee was away from work or
assigned restricted duties. Employers are also required to describe each
injury and illness on a supplementary record of occupational injuries and
illnesses.

Overtime Pay

FTLSA sets standards for covered employers regarding the payment of
overtime wages. Unless specifically exempted, employees covered by the
act must receive overtime pay for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per
week at a rate not less than time and one-half of the employee’s regular
rate of pay. The act does not limit the number of hours employees may
work in any workweek, as long as they are paid in accordance with the
FUG’S
requirements. FLSA defines a workweek as a fixed and regularly
recurring period of 7 consecutive 24hour periods. A hospitaJ or residential
care establishment, however, may pay overtime on the basis of a 14-day
work period instead of a workweek.

Prevailing Wages

According to the Davis-Bacon Act and the Service Contract Act, the
prevailing rate is the rate of wages and fringe benefits paid to a majority of
workers in the classification of similar jobs in the area or, where there is
no majority, the average wage rate. The Secretary of Labor, through WHD,
is responsible for calculating the prevailing rate.

Programmed Inspections

OSHAconducts targeted health or safety inspections. Programmed or
targeted inspections are conducted at worksites that OSHAselects for
inspection; unprogrammed inspections are conducted in response to
complaints from employees, dangerous situations, the occurrence of
workplace fatalities, and other instances. OSHAarea offices and some state
programs determine their targeted safety inspections for high-hazard
manufacturing worksites on the basis of state industry injury incidence
rankings and worksite lists received from headquarters. Other targeted
inspections that do not rely on lost workday injury rates are used for
health inspections and for safety inspections of construction,
nonmanufacturing, and low-hazard manufacturing industries.

Reasonable
Accommodation

Under the Americans with Disabilities Act and section 503 of the
Rehabilitation Act, an employer is required to make a reasonable
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accommodation-that is, any change or adjustment to a job or work
environment-in order to provide an equal employment opportunity to a
qualified applicant or employee with a disability, unless this would impose
an undue hardship on the operation of the employer’s business. Examples
of reasonable accommodation include: making existing facilities used by
employees readily accessible to and usable by persons with disabilities;
job restructuring, modification of work schedules; reassignment to a
vacant position; acquiring or modifying equipment or devices; acijusting or
modifying exams, training materials, or policies; or providing readers or
interpreters. An employer is not required to lower quality or production
standards to make an accommodation or provide personal use items, such
as eyeglasses or hearing aids.

Serious Health Condition

Regulations promulgated under the FMLAdefine a serious health condition
as an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that
involves:
. any period of incapacity or treatment connected with inpatient care in a

hospital, hospice, or residential medical care facility;
any period of incapacity requiring absence of more than 3 calendar days
from work, school, or other regular daily activities that also involves
continuing treatment by a health care provider; or
. continuing treatment by or under the supervision of a health care provider
for a chronic or long-term health condition that is incurable or so serious
that, if not treated, would likely result in a period of incapacity of more
than 3 calendar days, and for prenatal care.

l

Settlement Procedure
@SW

State Operated Safety and
Health Programs

An employer receiving a citation and proposed penalty from OSHAcan opt
to participate in an informal conference with local OSHAofficials to
negotiate an informal settlement agreement. The employer, osfw Area
Office Director and at least one other OSHA employee hold an informal
conference where they discuss, among other things, the type of violation,
the amount of the penalty, the abatement actions to be taken, and the date
by which abatement must occur. OSHAencourages employers to ask for
these conferences to resolve disputed citations and penalties without
resorting to litigation, which can be time-consuming and expensive,
OSHAauthorizes states to operate their own safety and health programs.
Labor approves state programs and monitors their performance to make
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sure the programs remain “at least as effective” as the federal one. The
state must submit a detailed plan that describes how it will ensure
workers’ safety and health through appropriate legislation,
standard-setting, enforcement procedures, adequate funding and staff
training, and sufficient personnel. When OSHAgives a state final approval, it
relinquishes its right to concurrent enforcement. Federal OSHAprovides up
to 50 percent of program costs to state programs. State-administered
programs differ from OSHAin that they cover state and local government
employees; OSHAdoes not. As of the end of February 1994, OSHAhad given
final approval to 13 of the 21 state programs and has operational status
agreements, which informally limit federal enforcement authority, with the
remaining 8 states.

Summary Annual Report
(SW

Summary Plan Description
WV

requires employers with benefit plans to complete a Summary
Annual Report. This report contains simplified information from the
Annual Return/Report, or Form 500, on the financial activities of welfare
and pension plans. It must be provided to all participants annually.

ERISA

requires the administrator of an employee benefit plan to provide
every participant and beneficiary with a Summary Plan Description that is
easy to understand by the average person. The description must include
information such as a description of benefits and how the plan operates,
the circumstances that may result in disqualification or ineligibility, how to
calculate the amount of benefits, and how to file a claim. Copies of the
Summary Plan Description and any updates must be filed with the
Secretary of Labor. ERISA requires an update every time there are material
changes to the plan. Participants must be provided with all updated
versions of the SPD that reflect changes in the plan.
ERISA

Unemployment Insurance
Appeals Board
(Commission)

Each state has an unemployment insurance board or commission that
decides appeals by both claimants and employers generally based on
records prepared at the first level of appeal. Some state boards or
commissions hold hearings where additional evidence is presented. Other
state boards or commissions allow the parties to appear before them to
offer oral argument.

Unfair Labor Practices

NLRA prohibits employers, unions or their agents from engaging in certain
activities against each other or against employees that the Congress has
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designated as unfair labor practices. Examples of unfair labor practices by
employers include discrimination against employees because of union
membership, and interference with an employee’s right to organize.
Examples of unfair labor practices by unions include interference with
employee rights, or coercion of employers. The NLRB is authorized to
enforce these unfair labor practice provisions.

Union Security Clause

Union contract provisions requiring union membership are referred to as
union security clauses. There are three basic kinds of union security
clauses, all of which are enforced by the union:
l

l

l

Voluntary Protection
Program (VPP)

The union shop clause requires that an employee become a union member
on or after 30 days of employment (or after the 7th day in the construction
industry), or the effective date of the contract, whichever comes later.
The maintenance of membership clause requires that each employee who
is a union member on the effective date of the contract must remain a
member, but the initial decision is voluntary. The employee can resign
membership during a specified period before the contract’s termination
date. Membership is automatically renewed for anyone who does not
resign during this period.
The agency shop clause provides that employees do not have to join the
union but must pay a service fee. Under section 1403) of the Taft Hartley
amendments of NLRA, states may enact legislation that prohibits the
negotiation of union security clauses in collective bargaining.
OSHA’SVoluntary Protection Program is designed to recognize the success
of employers who have integrated safety and health programs into their
workplace, motivate others to do the same, and promote cooperation
between employers, employees, and OSHA. To be accepted in VPP,
employers must implement OSHA’Svoluntary guidelines. These guidelines
describe comprehensive safety and health programs in which employers
inspect their own worksites and correct hazards in order to reduce
accidents and injuries. Employers must also demonstrate management
commitment, employee involvement, adequate worksite hazard
identification, adequate plans to implement controls, and training and
education efforts to support the safety and health programs, Once
accepted, VPP participants are not subject to programmed or random OSHA
inspections.
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Workers’Compensation
Appeals Board

A state entity that issues decisions on disputed workers’ compensation
claims. State appeals boards are very different; no single definition can
describe a typical appeals board. Some state boards handle initial
decisions and appeals. Other states, like California’s appeals board, hear
cases appealed from lirst-level initial decisions. F’urther appeals are
handled by the state court of appeals.
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Family and Medical Leave Cost Estimate (GAomRD-9314R,
Feb, 1,1993).
Pension Plans: Hidden Liabilities Increase Claims Against Government
Dec.30,1992).

h-wmmceProgrm(GAO/HRD-937,

Underfunded State and Local Pension Plans (GAo/HRD-g%x$
Dec. 3,1992).
Private Pensions: Changes Can Produce a Modest Increase In Use of
Simplified Employee Pensions (GAo!HRD-92-1i9,
July 1,1!%2).
Employer-Based Health Insurance: High Costs, Wide Variation Threaten
Sept. 22, 1992).

SyStem(GAO/HRD-92-125,

Pension Plans: Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Needs to Improve
COfleCtiOnS
(GAOMRD-92-103, June 30, 1992).

PremiUItI
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Access to Health Care: States Respond to Growing Crisis
June 16, 1992).
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Access to Health Insurance: State Efforts to Assist Small Businesses
(GAomRD-9290, May 14, 1992).
Employee Benefits: Improved Plan Reporting and CPA Audits Can
Increase Protection Under ERISA IGAohFMD-92-14. hr. 9. 19921.
Tax Policy: Effects of Channinn the Tax Treatment of Fringe Benefits
(GAOIGGD-92-43, Apr. 7, 1992).
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Employer Welfare Arrangements (GAOmRD-92-40, Mar. 10,1992).
Private Pensions:
(GAOiHRD-92-31, Dec.

Efforts Underway to Improve Spousal Consent Forms
20, 1991).
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Emnlovee Benefits Effect of Bankruutcv on Retiree Health Benefits
(GAOiHRD-91-116, Aug. 30, 1991).
Private Health Insurance: Problems Caused by a Segmented Market
(GAO/HRD91-114, July2, 1991).
Pension Plans: Fiduciary Violations in Terminated Underfunded Plans
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Employers’ Plans (GAOfHRDBl&$ Mar. 291991).
Workers At Risk: Increased Numbers in Contingent Employment Lack
Insurance. Other Benefits IGAomRD-9166.
Mar. 8. 19911.
.
Pension Plans: Terminations, Asset Reversions, and Replacements
Following Leveraged Buyouts (GAOMRD-91-21, Mar. 41991).
Employee Benefits: Improvements Needed in Enforcing Health Insurance
Continuation Reauirements CGAOmRD-91-37. Dec. 18.1990).
L

.

Employee Stock Ownership Plans: Participants’ Benefits Generally
Increased, but Many Plans Terminated (GAOfHRD-91-28, Dec. 10, 1990).
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Private Pensions: Impact of New Vesting Rules Similar for Women and
Men (GAOmRD-90-101, Aug. 21, 1990).
Pension Plans: Public Plans in Four States Have Generally Similar Policies
and Practices (oAo,%RD-a@i33,
July 24,199O).
Employee Benefits: Extent of Muhiemployer Plan Retiree Health Coverage
(GAO/HRD-90-132, July 17, 1990).
Unemployment Insurance: Trust Fund Reserves Inadequate to Meet
Recession Needs '[GAOHRD-90-124, May 31,199O).
Health Insurance: Cost Increases Lead to Coverage Limitations and Cost
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Private Pensions Spousal Consent Forms Hard to Read and Lack
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Private Pensions: Impact of Vesting and Minimum Benefit and
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Leveraged Buy-Out Funds: Investments by Selected Pension Plans
(GAO/HRD-89-121, Aug. 1, 1989).
Employee Benefits Companies’Retiree Health Liabilities Large, Advance
FundingCostiy(~~0m~~-89-~1,
June14,1989).
Unemployment Insurance: Opportunities to Strengthen the Tax Collection
Process (GAOIHRDSS-5, June 8, 1989).
Employee Stock Ownership Plans: Allocation of Assets in Selected Plans
(GAOmRD-89-91, June 5, 1989).
Parental Leave: Revised Cost Estimate Reflecting the Impact of Spousal
Leave (GAomRD-89-68,
Apr. 6,198Q).
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Health Insurance: An Overview of the Working Uninsured (GAo/HRD-89-46,
Feb. 24,1989).
Private Pensions: Portability and Preservation of Vested Pension Benefits
(GAOiHRD-9-16BR, Feb. 3, 1989).
Employee Benefits: Company Actions to Limit Retiree Health Costs
Feb. 1, 1989).
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Pension Plans: Labor and IRSEnforcement of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (GAomRDB9-32, Jan, 23,1989).
Unemployment Insurance: Trust Fund Reserves Inadequate
Sept. 26,1988).
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Employment Discrimination: How Registered Representatives Fare in
Discrimination Disputes (GAo/HEHs-94-17,
Mar. 30, 1994).
Expanding Workload: Increases in Age Discrimination and Other
Charges Call for New Approach (GAOIHEHS-94-32, Feb. 9,1994).

EEOC'S

EEOC:hOvetiew(GAOfi'-HRD-93-30,

July27,1993).

Americans W ith Disabilities Act: Initial Accessibility Good But Important
Barriers Remain (GAO/PEMD-93-16, May 19,1993).
Census Reform: Early Outreach and Decisions Needed on Race and Ethnic
Questions (GAO/GGD-93-36, Jan. 28, 1993).
Age Employment Discrimination: EEOC'S Investigation of Charges Under
1967 Law (GAOMRD-92-82,
Sept. 4,1992).
Pay Equity: Washington State’s Efforts to Address Comr>arable Worth
(&O/G&2-87BR,
Jul; 1, 1992).
Vocational Rehabilitation: Clearer Guidance Could Help Focus Services on
Those W ith Severe Disabilities (GAO/HRD-~~-12, Nov. 26, 1991).
Older Americans Act: Administration on Aging Does Not Approve
Intrastate Funding Formulas (GAomRD9OS6, June 8,1999).
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Persons With Disabilities: Reports on Costs of Accommodations
(GAO/HRD-90-44BR, Jan.4, 1999).
Equal Employment Opportunity: EEOC and State Agencies Did Not Nly
Investigate Discrimination Charges (GAoiHRD-89-11, Oct. 11,1988).

and Health

1:Changes Needed in the Combined
Federal-State Approach (GAo/HEHs%-10,
Feb. 28,1994).
Health and Safety: DOE’s Implementation of a Comprehensive Health
Surveillance Program Is Slow (GAo/RcEu-94-47,
Dec. 16, 1993).
Occupational Safely and Health: Differences Between Program in the
United States and Canada (GAOmRD-94lWS, Dec. 6, 1993).
U.S.-Mexico Trade: The Work Environment at Eight U.S.-Owned
Maquiladora Auto Parts Plants (GAO/GGDM-22, Nov. 1,1993).
Mine Safety and Health: Tampering Scandal Led to Improved Sampling
Devices (GAo/Hnn-93-63,
Feb. 25, 1993).
Risk-Risk Analysis: OMB’s Review of a Proposed OSHARule (GAOIPEMD-92-33,
July 2, 1992).

A

Hazardous Waste: North Carolina Incinerator’s Noncompliance With
and OSHARequirements (GAOIRCED-92-78, June 39, 1992).

EPA

Occupational Safety & Health: Worksite Safety and Health Programs Show
~OT.TkiSe(GAO/HRD-92-68, Mayi9,1992).
Occupational Safety and Health: Options to Improve Hazard-Abatement
Procedures intheWorkplace(GAOmRD-92-106,
May 12, 1992).
Occupational Safety & Health: Employers’ Experiences in Complying With
the Hazard Communication Standard (GAOMRD-9%63BR, May 8, 1992).
Occupational Safety and Health: Penalties for Violations Are Well Below
Maximum Allowable Penalties (GAOIHRD-9248, Apr. 6, 1992).
Occupational Safety & Health: OSHAAction Needed to Improve Compliance
With Hazard Communication Standard (GAOiHRD-92-8, Nov. 26, 1991).
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Occupational Safety & Health: Inspectors’ Opinions on Improving
Effectiveness (GAOIHRD-91.SFS, Nov. 14, 1990).

OSHA

Occupational Safety & Health: Options for Improving Safety and Health in
the Workplace (GAOMRD-90-66BR, Aug. 24,199(l).
Occupational Safety & Health: California’s Resumption of Enforcement
Responsibility in the Private Sector (GAOmRD-89.82, Apr. 17, 1989).
Occupational Safety & Health: Assuring Accuracy in Employer Injury and
Illness Records (GAOmRD-89~23, Dec. 30,1988).
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i

Whistleblowers: Management of the Program to Protect Trucking
Company Employees Against Reprisal (GAoiGGD8fL123, Sept. 22,1988).
Y

Labor Relations

Labor-Management Relations: Tennessee Valley Authority Situation Needs
to Improve (GAOiGGD-91-129, Sept. 26, 1991).
Federal Labor Relations: A Program in Need of Reform (GAoKxxxx-loi,
July 30, 1991).
Labor-Management Relations: Strikes and the Use of Permanent Strike
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National Labor Relations Board: Action Needed to Improve
CaseProcessing Time at Headquarters (GAOmRD-91-29, Jan. 7, 1991).
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Paperwork Reduction: Reported Burden Hour Increases Reflect New
Estimates, Not Actual Changes (GAomMD-943,
Dec. 6,1%X3).
North American Free Trade Agreement: Assessment of Major Issues
(GAO/GGD-93-137,

Sept.

9, 19%).

Employee Drug Testing: Opportunities Exist to Lower Drug-Testing
Program Costs (GAO/GGD-m-13, Nov. 23, 1992).
Immigration and the Labor Market: Nonimmigrant. Alien Workers in the
United States (GAOPEMD-92-17, Apr. 28, 1992).
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Dislocated Workers: Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
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Dislocated Workers: Labor-Management Committees Enhance
Reemployment Assistance (GAOmRD-90-3, Nov. 21, 1989).
Plant Closings: Evaluation of Cost Estimate of Proposed Advance Notice
Requirement (GAOIHRD-E&71, Mar. 3,1988).
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Preface

This volume of GAO'S report on workplace regulation identifies various
characteristics of the 26 major statutes and 1 executive order comprising
the framework of federal regulation of the workplace, inchrding
.
.
.
.
.

a brief summary of the statute or the executive order,
scope of coverage,
nature of penalties,
reporting and disclosure requirements of each act or executive order, and
enforcement.
The 26 statutes and executive order appear in the following order:

l
.
l
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Fair Labor Standards Act
Davis-Bacon Act
Service Contract Act
Walsh-Healey Act
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
Group health plan continuation coverage provisions of the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
Unemployment Compensation Program provisions of the Social Security
Act
Family and Medical Leave Act
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
Equal Pay Act (amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act)
Executive Order 11246
Age Discrimination in Employment Act
Americans with Disabilities Act
Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act
Anti-Retaliatory provision of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act’
Occupational Safety and Health Act
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act
Drug Free Workplace Act
National Labor Relations Act
Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act
Railway Labor Act
Employee Polygraph Protection Act
Veterans Reemployment Rights law as enacted by the Selective Training
and Service Act and related statutes
‘This
provision is an exampleof similar provisions in many other statutes-such as the Fair Labor
StandardsAct, the OccupationalSafetyand Health Act, and the EmployeeRetirementIncome Security
Act-that prohibits employersfrom punishing employeesfor exercisingcertain rights.
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Employment provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by the lmmigration Reform and Control Act
. Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act

l

A description of our methodology in selecting these statutes is in volume I.

Janet L. Shikles
Assistant Comptroller General
Health, Education, and
Human Services Division
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Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C, 327 et
seq.1
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (29
U.S.C. 1801 et seq.)
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (29 U.S.C. 1001 et
seq.)
Group Health Plans Continuation Coverage Under the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of
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Unemployment Compensation Act Provisions of the Social
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Fair Labor Standards
Act (29 U.S.C. 201 et

Establishes minimum wage, overtime pay, and chid labor standards.

Coverage

Covers all employees of employers engaged in interstate commerce or the
production of goods for interstate commerce, and that meet a
volume-of-business requirement; also covers all employees engaged in
interstate commerce or in production of goods for commerce, or in
domestic service covered by the law, and all federal, state, and local
government employees. Does not apply to businesses with fewer than two
employees. 29 U.S.C. 203,206,207.

Definitions

Employee: Any individual employed by an employer, including federal
government employees, and state and local government employees, except
for state and local elected officials and their staff members or personal
appointees; but does not include anyone employed in agriculture by their
immediate family. 29 U.S.C. 203(e).
Employer: Includes any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest
of an employer in relation to an employee and includes a public agency,
but does not include any labor organization (other than when acting as an
employer) or anyone acting in the capacity of officer or agent of such
labor organization. 29 U.S.C. 203(d).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Every employer must maintain and preserve payroll records with certain
information, including names and addresses of employees, the time and
day each employee’s workweek begins, each employee’s hours worked
each workday, total daily or weekly hours, and total wages for each pay
period. The records must be maintained for 2 or 3 years depending on the
type of record.
Other requirements apply for certain types of employees, such as tipped
employees. 29 C.F.R. 516.1.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Secretary of Labor is authorized to supervise the payment of the
unpaid minimum wages and overtime compensation. The Secretary may
bring an action in any court of competent jurisdiction to recover unpaid
minimum wages, overtime compensation, and liquidated damages.
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Penalties assessed may be deducted from any sums the United States
owes to the person charged, or recovered in an action brought by the
Secretary, or ordered by the court and paid to the Secretary. 29 U.S.C.
216(b).
There is a private right of action under the act. However, the employees
right to sue is extinguished if the Secretary of Labor elects to sue on their
behalf. 29 U.S.C. 216@),(c).
Any person convicted of wilhklly violating the act is subject to a fine of
not more than $10,000, or to imprisonment for not more than six months,
or both; except that imprisonment is only available when a person has
been convicted of a prior willful violation. 29 U.&C. 216(a).
Any employer who violates the minimmn wage or maximum hours
provisions is liable to the employee or employees affected in the amount
of their unpaid wages and in an additional equal amount as liquidated
damages, and is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $1,000 per
violation for repeated or willful violations. 29 U.S.C. 216(b).
Any employer who violates the provisions relating to retaliation against an
employee is liable for such legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate,
including employment, reinstatement, promotion, and the payment of
wages lost and an additional equal amount as liquidated damages. 29
USC. 216(b).
Any person who violates the provisions of the act relating to child labor, or
any regulation issued under that section, is subject to a civil penalty not to
exceed $10,000 for each employee who was the subject of such a violation.
29 U.S.C. 216(e).
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Davis-Bacon Act (40
U.S.C. 276a et seq.)

Provides for payment of prevailing local wages and fringe benefits to
laborers and mechanics employed by contractors and subcontractors on
federal government contracts for construction, alteration, repair, painting,
or decorating of public buildings or public works.

Coverage

Covers laborers and mechanics of contractors and subcontractors of the
United States and District of Columbia governments on contracts in
excess of $2,000 for construction, alteration, or repair, including painting
and decorating, of public works or public buildings. Does not differentiate
by firm size. 40 U.S.C. 276a(a),

Definitions

Laborer or mechanic: Includes at least those workers whose duties are
manual or physical in nature (including those workers who use tools or
who are performing the work of a trade), as distinguished from mental or
managerial. It includes apprentices, trainees, and helpers. The term does
not apply to workers whose duties are primarily administrative, executive,
or clerical, rather than manual. Laborers and mechanics are covered
without regard to the nature of their contractual relationship with the
contractor or subcontractor. 29 C.F.R. 5.2(m).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Each contractor and subcontractor working on a contract covered by the
act is required to furnish weekly statements on the wages paid each
employee. These records must be preserved for 3 years from the date of
completion of the contract. 29 C.F.R. 5.5(a)(3).

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor is authorized to investigate allegations of
violations of the act. The contracting agency is authorized to withhold
from payment to the contractor amounts by which the contractor or
subcontractor underpaid workers under the act. 40 U.S.C. 276a(a). The
Comptroller General is authorized to pay underpaid workers from any
payments withheld under the contract any wages found to be due. The
Comptroller General is further authorized and is directed to distribute
throughout the government a list of contractors and subcontractors he
finds “disregarded” their obligations to employees under the act; the listed
parties are ineligible to do business with the government for 3 years. 40
U.S.C. 276a-2(a).
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Contractors and subcontractors who “disregard” the requirements of the
act are subject to contra& termination, payment of any additional cost for
completion of the work, and ineligibility for federal contracts for 3 years.
40 U.S.C. 267a-l,276a-2(a). Contractors and subcontractors are also
subject to civil or criminal penalties for the falsification of records. 18
USC. 1001.
Employees have a private right of action against the contractor to recover
wages due when the amount the government has withheld is insticient.
40 U.S.C. 276a-2(b).
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Service Contract Act
41 U.S.C. 351 et seq.)

Provides for payment of prevailing local wages and fringe benefits and
safety and health standards for employees of contractors and
subcontractors providing services under federal contracts.

Coverage

Covers employees of contractors and subcontractors, the federal and
District of Columbia governments on contracts in excess of $2,500 for the
furnishing of services. Does not differentiate by fnm size. 41 U.S.C. 352.

Definitions

Employer: Any contractor or subcontractor subject to the terms of the act;
does not include the U.S. government, its agencies, or instrumentalities. 29
C.F.R. 4. la.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Contractors and subcontractors performing work subject to the act are
required to make and maintain for 3 years from the completion of work
records containing basic employment information, including worker
classification, number of daily and weekly hours worked, rate of pay and
fringe benefits, and any deductions, rebates, or refunds. 29 C.F.R.
4.6(g)(l). The contractor must post notice in a prominent and accessible
place to all employees at the worksite of the requirements of the act
regarding payment of compensation and fringe benefits. 29 C.F.R. 4.185.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor is authorized to investigate and hold hearings
and make findings of fact to enforce the act. The contracting agency has
authority to withhold payment due the contractor in order to cover
amounts owed underpaid workers. If the payments withheld under a
contract are insufficient to reimburse all service employees, the federal
government may bring an action against the contractor or subcontractor
to recover the balance due. Any sums thus recovered shall be paid directly
to the underpaid employees. 41 U.S.C. 352-354; 29 C.F.R. 4.187.
Any violations of the minimum wage or fringe benefit requirements of the
act makes the responsible party liable for a sum equal to the amount of
any deductions, rebates, refunds, or underpayment of compensation due
any employee engaged in the performance of such contract. The contract
may upon written notice be canceled and the original contractor will be
liable for any additional cost incurred. Willful violators are subject to the
sanction of being ineligible for federal contracts for a period of 3 years. 41
U.S.C. 352.
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Walsh-Hedey Act (
U.S.C. 35 et seq.)

employees working on federal contracts for the manufacturing or
furnishing of materials, supplies, articles, or equipment.

Coverage

Covers employees of contractors and subcontractors of the U.S. and
District of Columbia government on contracts in excess of $10,000 for the
manufacture or furnishing of materials, supplies, articles, or equipment. 41
U.S.C. 35. Protections extend only to employees engaged in or connected
to the manufacture, fabrication, assembly, handling, supervision, or
shipment of materials required under the contract. It does not apply to
office or custodial work, nor to anyone in an executive, administrative,
professional, or outside salesperson capacity. Does not differentiate by
fun size. 41 C.F.R. 50-201.102,

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Contractors must keep basic labor records as well as a record of injuries.
41 C.F.R. 50-201.501,502. Contractors must post notice of the
requirements of the act in a prominent and readily accessible place at the
worksite. 41 C.F.R. 50.201.101.1.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor is authorized to investigate allegations of
violations of the act. Any employer, employee, labor or trade organization,
or other interested person or organization may report a breach or
violation, or apparent violation to the Department. After a report or
complaint has been filed,- or upon his own motion, the Secretary of Labor
may issue a formal complaint stating the charges. Charged parties have the
right to a hearing before an administrative law judge. The administrative
law judge issues an order including findings of fact and conclusions of law
and the amount of damages due (if a violation was found) and whether
debarment from federal contracting is warranted. The decision of the
administrative law judge is final unless a petition for review is filed within
20 days. 41 U.S.C. 36; 41 C.F.R. 50-203.1-203.12.
Any breach of the act renders the responsible party liable for liquidated
damages to the federal government plus whatever damages are owed to
any employees under the contract. The federal government has the right to
enter into open-market purchases for the completion of the contract and
to charge the original contractor any additional cost incurred. 41 USC. 36.
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Contract Work Hours
and Safety Standards
Act (40 U%.C. 327 et

Establishes standards for hours, overtime compensation, and safety for
employees working on federa and federally financed contracts and
subcontracts. It requires an employer on covered contracts to pay
time-and-a-half for hours in excess of 40 in a week.

Coverage

Covers laborers and mechanics of contractors and subcontractors of the
U.S. and District of Columbia governments and federally financed or
assisted contracts and subcontracts except that it does not apply to
contracts for transportation, or for transmission of intelligence
information, or for purchase of supplies or materials or articles ordinarily
available in the open market; also does not apply to contracts covered by
the Walsh-Healey Act. Does not differentiate by firm size. 40 U.S.C. 329.

Definitions

Laborer or mechanic: Includes at least those workers whose duties are
manual or physical in nature, as distinguished from mental or managerial,
and includes watchmen and guards. Laborers and mechanics are
considered employed regardless of any contractual relationship with the
contractor-even if they are independent contractors of the contractor,
they are considered “employed by” contractors and are covered by the act
to the extent that they perform the duties of a laborer or mechanic. 40
U.S.C. 329; 29 C.F.R. 5.2(m),(o).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Each contractor and subcontractor engaged in construction work covered
by the act is required to furnish weekly statements of the wages paid each
of its employees who worked during the preceding weekly payroll period.
These records must be preserved for 3 years from date of completion of
the contract. 29 C.F.R. 3.3.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Secretary of Labor has authority to sue to enforce compliance with
safety standards. 40 U.S.C. 330.
Designated inspectors report violations to the government, together with
names of workers who were permitted or required to work in violation of
the act. Amount of unpaid wages and liquidated damages are
administratively determined and that amount may be withheld from
payment to contractor. Employers have the right to appeal the withholding
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of money as liquidated damages to the head of the agency for which the
contract work was done. 40 U.S.C. 330.
Employers who fail to pay proper overtime wages are liable for unpaid
wages and liquidated damages of $10.00 per day for each employee who
should have been paid overtime wages but was not so paid. 40 U.S.C.
328(b)(2).
Anyone who intentionally violates any provision of the act is guilty of a
misdemeanor and subject to a fine of up to $1,000, imprisonment for up to
6 months, or both. 40 U.S.C. 332.
For noncompliance with safety standards, contract may be canceled by
contracting agency and contractor may be charged additional costs for
new contract to complete the work called for under the old contract. 40
U.S.C. 333(b).
For aggravated or willful or grossly negligent violations of the act,
contractor/subcontractor is subject to disbarment for a period not to
exceed three years. 40 U.S.C. 330(d); 29 C.F.R. 5.12(a)(l).
Employees have a private right of action against the contractor to recover
wages due when the amount the government has withheld is insufficient.
40 U.S.C. 330(b).
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Migrant and Seasonal
Agricultural Worker
Protection Act (29
USC. 1801 et seq.)

Provides protections for migrant and seasonal agricultural workers in their
dealings with farm labor contractors, agricultural employers, agricultural
associations, and providers of migrant housing.

Coverage

Applies to agricultural employers generally-i.+, any person who owns or
operates a farm, ranch, processing establishment, cannery, gin, packing
shed, or nursery, or who produces or conditions seed, and who either
recruits, solicits, hires, employs, furnishes, or transports any migrant or
seasonal agricultural worker. 29 USC. 1802(2). Covers individuals
employed in agricultural employment of a seasonal or other temporary
nature, who are required to be absent overnight from their permanent
place of residence; does not include any immediate family member of an
agricultural employer or a farm labor contractor, or any temporary
nonimmigrant alien who is authorized to work in agricultural employment
in the United States under the act. 29 U.S.C. 1802(S).

Definitions

Employer: Meaning as found in the Fair Labor Standards Act-i+,
includes any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest of any
employer in relation to an employee.
Employee: Meaning as found in the Fair Labor Standards Actindividual employed by an employer.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

i.e
LJ any

Each farm labor contractor, agricultural employer, and agricultural
association that recruits any migrant agricultural worker is required to
ascertain and disclose in writing to each such worker who is recruited for
employment the following information: place of employment; wage rates
to be paid; crops and kinds of activities on which the worker may be
employed; period of employment; transportation, housing, and any other
employee benefits to be provided, and any costs to be charged for each of
them; existence of any strike or other work stoppage, slowdown, or
interruption of the operations by employees at the place of employment;
and the existence of any arrangements with any owner or agent of any
establishment in the area of employment under which the farm labor
contractor, the agriculturaI employer, or the agricultural association is to
receive a commission or any other benefit resulting from any sales by such
establishment to the workers. 29 USC. 1821, 1831.
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Each farm labor contractor, agricultural employer, and agricultural
association that employs any migrant agricultural worker is required to
post in a conspicuous place at the place of employment a poster provided
by the Secretary setting forth the rights and protections afforded such
workers under the act, including the right of a migrant agricultural worker
to have, upon request, a written statement provided by the farm labor
contractor, agricultural employer, or agricultural association of the
information described in this section. 19 U.S.C. 1821,1831.
Each farm labor contractor, agricultural employer, and agricultural
association that provides housing for any migrant agricultural worker is
required to post in a conspicuous place or present to such worker a
statement of the terms and conditions, if any, of occupancy of such
housing. 20 U.&C. 1821,1823.
Each farm labor contractor, agricultural employer, and agricultural
association that employs any migrant agricultural worker is required, with
respect to each such worker, to make, keep, and preserve records for 3
years of the following information: the basis on which wages are paid;
number of piecework units earned, if paid on a piecework basis; number
of hours worked; total pay period earnings; specific sums withheld and the
purpose of each withholding. The employers also are required to provide
each worker, for each pay period, an itemized written statement of this
information. 29 U.S.C. 1821,1823.
Each farm labor contractor is required to provide to any other farm labor
contractor, and to any agricultural employer and agricultural association
to which such farm labor contractor has furnished migrant agricultural
workers, copies of all records with respect to each such worker that such
farm labor contractor is required to retain. The recipient of such records is
required to keep them for a period of 3 years from the end of the period of
employment. 29 U.S.C. 1821, 1823.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. The Secretary
of Labor may petition any appropriate district court of the United States
for temporary or permanent injunctive relief if the Secretary determines
that the act, or any regulation under the act, has been violated. 29 U.S.C.
1852.
The Secretary may impose a civil money penalty of not more than $1000
for each violation of the act or any regulation. 29 USC. 1853(a). The
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person assessed has the right to a hearing before an administrative law
judge. If no hearing is requested, the assessment constitutes a final and
unappealable order. If a hearing is requested, the initial agency decision is
made by an administrative law judge, and such decision becomes the final
order unless the Secretary modifies or vacates the decision. A final order
may be appealed to federal district court within 30 days from the date of
such order. 29 U.S.C. 1853(c),(d).
Any person who willfully and knowingly violates the act or any regulation
under the act is subject to a fine of not more than $1000 or imprisonment
for a term not. to exceed one year, or both. Conviction for any subsequent
violation of the act or any regulation subjects person to a fine of not more
than $10,000 or prison for a term not to exceed three years, or both. If a
farm labor contractor who commits a violation of section 1816
(prohibition on hiring illegal aliens) has been refused issuance or renewal
of, or has failed to obtain, a certificate of registration, or is a farm labor
contractor whose certificate has been suspended or revoked, the
contractor, upon conviction, is subject to a fine of not more than $10,000
or imprisonment for a term not to exceed three years, or both. 29 U.S.C.
1851.
There is a private right of action for employees under the act. Any person
aggrieved by a violation of the act or any regulation under the act by a
farm labor contractor, agricultural employer, agricultural association, or
other person may file suit in any district court of the U.S. having
jurisdiction of the parties. If the court finds that the respondent has
intentionally violated any provision of the act or any regulation under the
act, it may award damages up to and including an amount equal to the
amount of actual damages, or statutory damages of up to $500 per plaintiff
per violation, or other equitable relief. In determining damages to be
awarded, the court is authorized to consider whether an attempt was made
to resolve the issues in dispute before the resort to litigation. Any civil
action brought under this section is subject to appeal. 29 U.S.C. 1854.
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Employee Retirement
Income Security Act
(29 U.S.C. 1001 et

Establishes uniform standards for employee pension and welfare benefit
plans, including minimum participation, accrual, and vesting requirements,
fiduciary responsibilities, and reporting and disclosure requirements.

seq.)
Coverage

Applies to any employer or employee organization, or both, engaged in
commerce or any industry affecting commerce, that maintains a covered
employee benefit plan. Does not differentiate by fu-m size. 29 USC. 1003.

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Every person subject to a reporting and disclosure requirement must
maintain records of sufficient detail for matters of disclosure for a period
of not less than 6 years. Plan administrators must generally file an annual
financial report (Form 5500) and file a summary plan description (SPD)
every 5 years or every 10 years if no changes; receive a summary of
material modification (SMM). The plan administrator is required to furnish
each plan participant or beneficiary receiving benefits a summary annual
report (SAR)of financial information and an SPD when he or she becomes a
participant in the plan, or every 5 years if there have been modifications or
changes in the plan, or every 10 years if there have been no changes; and
must give an accrued benefit statement to the participant upon request. In
addition, the plan administrator must disclose copies of the plan, relevant
plan documents, collective-bargaining agreements, and certain other
relevant materials upon request of plan participant or beneficiaries. 29
U.S.C. 1021-1027.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. The Secretary
may assess civil monetary penalties. There are no punitive damages
available. Civil money penalties are available for failure to furnish
participant requested materials, failure to file annual reports, and for
prohibited transactions involving plans not covered by 4975 of the Internal
Revenue Code. 29 U.S.C. 1132.
Willful violation of the reporting and disclosure provisions subject a
person to a fine of not more than $5,000, imprisonment not to exceed 1
year, or both, except when not an individual, the fine may not exceed
$100’000.29 U.S.C. 1131.
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There is a private right of action under the act. A civil action may be
brought by a participant, beneficiary, or by the Secretary of Labor for civil
or equitable relief or to enforce provisions of the law. 29 U.S.C. 1132(g).
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Group Health Plans
Continuation
Coverage Under the
Consolidated
Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act
(COBRA) of 1985 (29
U.S.C. 1161 et seq.)

would lose coverage as a result of certain events to continue coverage at
their own expense for up to 18 months.

Coverage

Applies to all group health plans, except those for which employer
maintaining the plan normally employed fewer than 20 employees on a
typical business day during the preceding calendar year. 29 U.S.C. 1161.

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

None.

Enforcement and Penalties

Under 162(i)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, if an employer plan fails to
comply with the continuation coverage requirements, the employer is
subject to losing income tax deductions for all of its group health
insurance expenses. A plan administrator who fails to comply with COBRA'S
notice requirements is subject to a fine of up to $100 per day. 29 U.S.C.
1132(c).
There is a private right of action under the act, individual participants or
beneficiaries may sue to enforce their rights to continuation coverage. 29
U.S.C. 1132(a).
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Unemployment
Compensation Act
Provisions of the
Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 501 et seq.)

Authorizes federal grants for state unemployment compensation
administrations and provides the general framework for the operation of
state unemployment compensation programs.

Coverage

Determined by state law.

Definitions

No relevant definitions in federal statute.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Determined by state law.

Enforcement and Penalties

Penalties against individuals are determined by state law.
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Family and Medical
Leave Act (29 U.S.C.
2601 et seq.)

Requires employers to allow employees to take up to 1.2weeks of unpaid,
job-protected leave to take care of a sick child, spouse, or parent; for the
birth or adoption of a child; or for the employee’s own serious health
condition.

Coverage

Applies to all employers who have 50 or more employees who work 20 or
more calendar weeks in the current or preceding year, and whose
businesses affect commerce. 29 U.S.C. 2611(4)(A)+

Dlefinitions

Eligible employee: An employee who has been employed (ii) for at least 12
months by the employer with respect to whom leave is requested and (ii)
for at least 1,250 hours of service with such employer during the previous
1Zmonth period; does not include any federal officer or employee covered
by another law or any employee at a worksite where the employer stations
fewer than 50 people if the total number of company employees within 75
miles of that worksite is fewer than 50.29 U.S.C. 2611(2).
Employer: Any person engaged in commerce or in any industry or activity
affecting commerce who employs 50 or more employees for each working
day during each of 20 or more calendar workweeks in the current or
preceding calendar year; includes (i) any person who acts, directly or
indirectly, in the interest of an employer to any of the employees of such
employer; (ii) any successor in interest of an employer; and (iii) any
“public agency” as defined by the Fair Labor Standards Act. 29 U.S.C.
2611(4).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Employers are required to make, keep, and preserve records pertaining to
compliance with this act in accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act.
The regulations state that records will not be required for submission
more than once during any 12-month period, unless there is reasonable
cause to believe a violation of the act has occurred or the Department of
Labor has a complaint. There is no order or form required. Employers
must keep the following records: (1) basic payroll and identifying
employee data; (2) dates that leave covered by the act is taken; (3) if leave
is taken in increments of less than one full day, the hours of the leave;
(4) copies of the employee notices of leave furnished to the employer
under act, if in writing, and copies of all general and specific notices given
to employees as required under the act and the regulations; (5) any
documents describing employee benefits or employer policies and
practices regarding the taking of paid and unpaid leaves; (6) premium
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payments of employee benefits; and (7) records of any dispute between
the employer and an employee regarding designation of leave as leave
under the act, including any written statement from the employer or
employee of the reasons for the designation and for the disagreement.
Each employer is required to post and keep posted a notice, to be
prepared or approved by the Secretary, setting forth excerpts from, or
summaries of, the pertinent provisions of the act and information
pertaining to the frhng of a charge. 29 U.S.C. 2619.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Secretary of Labor has the same investigative authority as provided
under the Fair Labor Standards Act. 29 U.S.C. 2616.
Procedures for complaint resolution and investigations under the Fair
Labor Standards Act must be followed in handling complaints under the
act. 29 U.S.C. 2616@)(l).
District courts have jurisdiction, for cause shown, in an action brought by
the Secretary (1) to restrain violations, including restraint of any
withholding of payment of wages, salary, employment benefits, or other
compensation, plus interest, found by the court to be due eligible
employees; or (2) to award such other equitable relief as may be
appropriate including employment, reinstatement, and promotion. 29
U.S.C. 2617(d).
Any employer who violates the rights provided employees under this law
is liable to any eligible employee for damages equal to the amount of any
wages, salary, employment benefits, or other compensation denied or lost
due to a violation; or in a case in which wages, salary, employment
benefits, or other compensation have not been denied or lost, any actual
monetary losses sustained by the employee as a direct result of the
violation, such as providing care, up to a sum equal to 12 weeks of wages
or salary for the employee; and the interest on the amount described
above calculated at the prevailing rate; and an additional amount as
liquidated damages equal to the sum of the amount described above and
the interest described above, except that if an employer who has violated
the act proves to the satisfaction of the court that the act or omission was
in good faith and that the employer had reasonable grounds for believing
that the act or omission was not in violation of the act, the court may
reduce the amount of the liability. 29 U.S.C. 2617(a)(l).
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An action to recover damages or equitable relief may be maintained
against any employer (including a public agency) in any federal or state
court of competent jurisdiction by one or more employees for and on
behalf of (a) the employees; or (b) the employees and other employees
similarly situated. 29 U.S.C. 2617(a)(2).
There is a private right of action under the act. Eligible employees who are
not permitted to take leave or who are denied reinstatement at the end of
the leave, in violation of the act, may file a complaint with the Department
of Labor or file a private lawsuit against the employer to obtain damages
and other relief. However, this right is terminated if the Secretary of Labor
elects to file suit. 29 U.S.C. 2617(a)(4).
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Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act (42 U.S.C.
2000e et seq.)

Prohibits employment or membership discrimination by employers,
employment agencies, and unions on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin; prohibits discrimination in employment against women
affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condition,

Coverage

Applies to all industries. However, does not apply to an employer with
respect to the employment of aliens outside any state, or to a religious
corporation, association, educational institution, or society with respect to
the employment of individuals of a particular religion to perform work
connected with the carrying on by such corporation, association,
educational institution, or society of its activities. 42 U.S.C. 2000e-1. Does
not apply to employers with fewer than 15 employees for each of 20 or
more calendar weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any
agent of such a person. 42 USC. 2000e (b).

Definitions

Employee: One employed by the employer, but does not include any
person elected to public office in any state or political subdivision, or any
of an elected official’s personal staff, or an appointee on the policymaking
level, or an immediate adviser with respect to the exercise of the
constitutional or legal powers of the office. 42 USC. 2000e(f).
Employer: A person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has
15 or more employees for each working day in each of 20 or more calendar
weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any agent of such a
person, but does not include (1) the United States, a corporation wholly
owned by the federal government, an Indian tribe, or any department or
agency of the District of Columbia subject by statute to procedures of the
competitive service; or (2) a bona fide private membership club (other
than a labor organization) that is exempt from taxation under the Internal
Revenue Code. 42 U.S.C. 2000e@).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

There are several standard reports required by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Employers having 100 or more employees,
certain joint labor-management committees, local unions that have 100 or
more members, state and local governments, elementary and secondary
schools that have 15 or more employees, and institutions of higher
education that have 15 or more employees, are all required to file different
reports containing information relating to employment practices. The
Commission retains the right to ask for additional information and
requires employers to keep records for I-3 years. 29 C.F.R. 1602.
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Enforcement and Penalties

The act established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
which is empowered to prevent anyone from engaging in unlawful
employment practices, i.e., employment discrimination based on race,
color, religion, sex or n&nal origin. Aggrieved parties have the right to
file a complaint with the Commission based on an unlawful employment
practice. The Co mmission is empowered to investigate the claim, and if
the Commission determines that there is reasonable cause to believe the
charge is true, it is required to attempt to eliminate the unlawful practice
by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion. If the
Commission is unable to secure a conciIiation agreement, it may bring a
civil action against any respondent named in the charge. Where the
respondent is a government, governmental agency or political subdivision,
the Commission must refer the charge to the Attorney General, who may
bring a civil action against the respondent. 42 U.S.C. 2OOOe-5(b).
In the case of an alleged unlawful employment practice occurring in a
state or one of its political subdivisions, which has a state or local law
prohibiting the unlawful employment practice alleged and establishing or
authorizing a state or local authority to grant or seek relief from such
practice or to institute criminal proceedings. No charge may be filed by the
person aggrieved before the expiration of sixty days after proceedings
have been commenced under state or local law unless such proceedings
have been earlier terminated. 42 USC. 2OOOe-5(c).
If within 30 days after a charge has been filed with the Commission or
within 30 days after expiration of any deferral period the Commission has
been unable to secure from the respondent a conciliation agreement
acceptable to the Commission, the Commission may bring a civil action
against any respondent not a government, governmental agency, or a
political subdivision named in the charge. In the case of a respondent
which is a government, governmental agency, or political subdivision, if
the Commission has been unable to secue a conciliation agreement
acceptable to the Commission, the Commission shall take no further
action and shall refer the case to the Attorney General who may bring a
civil action against such respondent in the appropriate United States
district court. The person or persons aggrieved have the right to intervene
in a civil action brought by the Commission or the Attorney General in a
case involving a government, government agency, or political subdivision.
If a charge filed with the Commission has been dismissed by the
Commission or if the Commission fails to file a civil action within a
specified period, or the Commission has not entered into a conciliation
agreement to which the person aggrieved is a party, the Commission, or
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the Attorney General in a case involving a government, governmental
agency, or political subdivision, shall so notify the person aggrieved and
within 90 days after the giving of such notice a civil action may be brought
against the respondent named in the charge (A) by the person claiming to
be aggrieved or (B) if such charge was filed by a member of the
Commission, by any person whom the charge alleges was aggrieved by the
alleged unlawful employment practice. 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(f)(l).
Whenever a charge is filed with the Commission and the Commission
concludes on the basis of a preliminary investigation that prompt judicial
action is necessary to carry out the purposes of the act, the Commissioner,
or the Attorney General in a case involving a government, governmental
agency, or political subdivision, may bring an action for appropriate
temporary or preliminary relief pending final disposition of charge. 42
U.S.C. 2000e-5(f)(2).
If the court finds that the respondent has intentionally engaged in or is
intentionally engaging in an unlawful employment practice charged in the
complaint, the court may errjoin the respondent from engaging in such
unlawful employment practice, and order such affirmative action as may
be appropriate, which may include, but is not limited to, reinstatement or
hiring of employees, with or without back pay, or any other equitable relief
as the court deems appropriate. 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(g).
Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that any
person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of
resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights secured by the act, and
that the pattern or practice is of such a nature and is intended to deny the
full exercise of the rights provided, the Attorney General may bring a civil
action in the appropriate district court of the United States. 42 U.S.C.
2000e-6(a).
There is a private right of action under the act. In any case where the
Commission or the Attorney General does not bring a civil action, the
charging party may bring a civil action in federal district court against the
respondent. 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(f)(l).
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Equal Pay Act (29
U.S.C. 206(d))

The Equal Pay Act was an amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act in
1963. For information, see the Fair Labor Standards Act discussions.
Under 29 US.C. 206(d)(3), wages withheld in violation of the equal pay
provisions are deemed to be unpaid minimum wages or unpaid overtime
compensation under the Fair Labor Standards Act.
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Executive Order
11246

on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin by federal
contractors and subcontractors, and requires the contractors and
subcontractors to take affirmative action to ensure that employees and
applicants are treated without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

Coverage

Applies to contractors and subcontractors who perform government
contracts or federally assisted construction contracts that total at least
$10,000 in a 12-month period. 41 C.F.R. W-1.1,60-1.5. The order applies to
firms of all sizes. Nonconstruction contractors with 50 or more employees
and federal contracts in excess of $50,000 have greater affirmative action
obligations. There are some exemptions. For example, religiously oriented
schools may employ employees of a particular religion if the organization
is, in whole or part, owned, managed, supported, or controlled by a
particular religion or religious corporation. Contractors on or near Indian
reservations may publicly announce a preference in employment for
Native Americans living on or near the reservation. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.5.

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Covered employers are required to file Standard Form 100
(EEO-1) annually. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.7.
The Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
(OFCCP) or the applicant (for federal assistance invoking a construction
contract) may require the employer to keep employment or other records
and to furnish, in the form requested, within reasonable limits, such
information as the Director or the applicant deems necessary for the
administration of the order. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.7(a)(3).
Federal agencies are directed to require each bidder or prospective prime
contractor and proposed subcontractor, where appropriate, to state in the
bid or in writing at the outset of negotiations for the contract: (i) whether
it has developed and has on file at each establishment affirmative action
programs; and (ii) whether it has participated in any previous contract or
subcontract subject to the equal opportunity clause; and (iii) whether it
has filed ah reports due under the applicable filing requirements. 41 C.F.R.
60-1.7(b).
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Special recordkeeping requirements exist for nonconstruction contractors
with 50 or more employees and a contract in excess of $50,000, for
construction contractors, and with respect to employee selection
procedures used by all covered contractors. 41 C.F.R. 60-2,60-3, and 60-4.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Director of OFCCP, Department of Labor, is responsible for enforcing
the order. Violations of the order, equal opportunity contract clause, the
regulations, or applicable construction industry equal employment
opportunity requirements, may result in the institution of administrative or
judicial proceedings to enforce the order. Violations may be found based
on (i) a complaint investigation; (ii) analysis of an affirmative action
program; (iii) the results of an on-site review of the contractor’s
compliance with the order and its regulations; (iv) a contractor’s refusal to
submit an affirmative action program; (v) a contractor’s refusal to allow an
on-site compliance review; (vi) a contractor’s refusal to supply records or
other information as required by regulations or construction industry
requirements; (vii) any substantial or material violation or the threat of a
substantial or material violation of the contractual provisions of the order,
or of the rules and regulations. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.26(a).
If the investigation of a complaint, or a compliance review, results in a
determination of violation, and the violations have not been corrected in
accordance with conciliation procedures, OFCCP may institute an
administrative enforcement proceeding to enjoin the violations, to seek
appropriate relief (which may include back pay), and to impose sanctions.
If the contractor refuses to submit an affirmative action program, or
refuses to supply records or other requested information, or refuses to
allow the compliance agency access to its premises for an on-site review,
and if conciliation efforts are unsuccessful, OFCCP
may go directly to
administrative enforcement proceedings to enjoin the violations, and
impose appropriate sanctions, 41 C.F.R. 60-1.26(a)(Z).
Whenever the Director has reason to believe that there is substantial or
material violation of the contractual provisions of the order or of the rules
or regulations he or she may refer the matter to the Solicitor of Labor to
institute administrative enforcement proceedings or refer the matter to the
Department of Justice to enforce the contractual provisions of the order,
to seek injunctive and/or other relief, including back pay. 41 C.F.R.
60-1.26(a)(2).

If it is determined after a hearing (or after the contractor has waived a
hearing) that the contractor is violating the order or the regulations, the
Secretary shall issue an administrative order enjoining the violations and
requiring the contractor to provide whatever remedies are appropriate,
and imposing whatever sanctions are appropriate. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.26(d).
Whenever a matter has been referred to the Department of Justice for
consideration of judicial proceedings, the Attorney General may bring a
civil action in the appropriate federal district court, requesting a
temporary restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction, and an
order for such additional relief, including back pay, deemed necessary or
appropriate to ensure the full enjoyment of the rights secured by the order.
41 C.F.R. 60-1.26(e).
The Attorney General may, subject to approval by the Director, initiate
independent investigations of employers he/she has reason to believe may
be in violation of the order. If, upon investigation, the Attorney General
determines that a violation has taken place, he shall make reasonable
efforts to secure compliance with the contract provisions of the order. If
the efforts are unsuccessful, the Attorney General may, with the approval
of the Director, bring a civil action in the appropriate federal district court.
41 C.F.R. 60.1.26(f).
The Director shall distribute periodically a list to all executive agencies
and departments giving the names of prime contractors and
subcontractors who have been declared ineligible for contracts under the
regulations and the order. 41 C.F.R. 60-1.30.
Violations of the order may result in the institution of administrative or
judicial enforcement proceedings, The order is enforced primarily through
administrative proceedings instituted by OFCCP to erljoin violations, obtain
make-whole relief, and impose federal contract sanctions, including
contract cancellation, suspension, or debarment. Violations may be
referred to the Department of Justice for enforcement. 41 C.F.R.
60-1.26(e)(3).
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Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (29
U.S.C. 621 et seq.)

Prohibits discrimination on the basis of age against people 40 years and
older, in employment and employee benefits.

Coverage

Applies to all employers engaged in industry affecting commerce who
have 20 or more employees for each working day in each of 20 or more
calendar weeks in the current or preceding calendar year. Covers only
employees aged 40 and older. 29 USC. 623,630.

Definitions

Employer: A person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has
20 or more employees for each working day in each of 20 or more calendar
weeks in the current or preceding calendar year. The term also means
(1) any agent of such person and (2) a state or political subdivision of a
state, and any agency or instrumentality of a state or political subdivision
of a state, and any interstate agency, but such term does not include the
United States or a corporation wholly owned by the United States. 29
U.S.C. 630(b).
Employee: An individual employed by any employer except that the term
shall not include any person elected to public offrice in any state or
political subdivision of any state by the qualified voters thereof, or any
person chosen by such officer to be on such officer’s personal staff, or an
appointee on the policymaking level or an immediate adviser with respect
to the exercise of the constitutional or legal powers of the office. The
exemption set out above does not include employees subject to the civil
service laws of a state government, government agency, or political
subdivision, The term “employee” includes any individual who is a citizen
of the United States employed by an employer in a workplace in a foreign
country. 29 U.S.C. 630(f).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has the power to require
recordkeeping. Every employer must make and keep payroll and other
personnel records for 3 years. The records must contain basic information,
such as name, address and date of birth, as well as rate of pay and
compensation earned each week. 29 U.S.C. 626(a), 29 C.F.R. 1627.3.
Employers must also keep a record for 1 year of all job applications,
resumes, or any other form of employment inquiry whenever submitted in
response to an advertisement or anticipated job openings, including
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records pertaining to the failure or refusal to hire any individual. 29 C.F.R.
1627.3.
Employers must also keep records pertaining to promotion, demotion,
transfer, selection for training, layoff, recall or discharge of any employee,
job orders submitted by the employer to an employment agency or labor
organization for recruitment of personnel for job openings, test papers
completed by applicants or candidates for any position that disclose the
results of any employer administered aptitude or other employment test
considered by the employer in connection with any personnel action, and
any advertisements or notices to the public or to employees relating to job
openings, promotions, training programs, or opportunities for overtime
work. 29 C.F.R. 1627.3(b)(l).
Every employer is required to keep on file copies of any employee benefit
plans, such as pension and insurance plans, as well as copies of any
seniority systems and merit systems that are in writing, for the full period
the plan or system is in effect and for at least 1 year after its termination. If
the plan or system is not in writing, a memorandum fully outlining the
terms of such plan or system and the manner in which it has been
communicated to the affected employees, together with notations relating
to any changes or revisions thereto, shall be kept on file for a like period.
29 C.F.R. 1627.3(b)(2).
A record related to any enforcement action must be kept until a final
disposition is made. 29 C.F.R. 1627.3(b)(3).
Employment agencies and labor organizations must keep similar specific
records as well. 29 C.F.R. 1627.4, 1627.5.
Notices must be posted in conspicuous places by every employer,
employment agency, and labor organization that has an obligation under
the act. 29 C.F.R. 1627.10.

Enforcement and Penalties

The act is enforced consistent with procedures provided in the Fair Labor
Standards Act. The Equal Employment Opportunities Commission is
responsible for enforcing the act. Amounts owed to a person as a result of
a violation of the act are deemed to be unpaid minimum wages or unpaid
overtime compensation. Liquidated damages are only available in cases of
wilKul violations of the act. A court enforcing the act has authority to
grant judgements compelling employment, reinstatement or promotion, or
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enforcing the liability for amounts deemed to be unpaid minimum wages
or unpaid overtime compensation under the act, Before instituting any
action under this section, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
must attempt to eliminate the discriminatory practices or practices
alleged, and to gain voluntary compliance with the requirements of the act,
through informal methods of conciliation, conference, and persuasion. 29
U.S.C. 626(b).
Criminal penalties may be imposed if an individual forcibly resists,
opposes, impedes, intimidates, or interferes with a duly authorized
representative of the EEOC while engaged in the performance of duties
under the act. Violators are subject to a fine of not more than $500 or
imprisonment for not more than one year, or both; however, no person
may be imprisoned under this section except when there has been a prior
conviction of the act. 29 U.S.C. 629.
There is a private right of action under the act. Any person aggrieved may
bring a civil action in any court of competent jurisdiction. However, the
private right of action by an individual will terminate upon the
commencement of an action by the EEOC to enforce the right of such
employee under the act. 29 U.S.C. 626(c).
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Americans With
Disabilities Act (42
U.S.C. 12101 et seq.)

Prohibits employment discrimination (and discrimination in other areas)
against individuals wit-b disabilities, and requires employers to make
“reasonable accommodations” for disabilities unless doing so could cause
undue hardship to the employer.

Coverage

Title I (Employment) does not apply to employers with fewer than 15
employees, private membership clubs, the federal government or
corporations wholly owned by the government, or Indian tribes; does not
apply to employers with fewer than 25 employees prior to July 7, 1994;
after that date, will not apply to employers with fewer than 15 employees.
42 U.S.C. 12111.

Definitions

Employee: An individual employed by an employer. 42 U.S.C. 12111(4).
Employer: A person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has
15 or more employees for each working day in each of 20 or more calendar
weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any agent of such
person, except that, for 2 years following the effective date of this title
(7/26/92), an employer means a person engaged in an industry affecting
commerce who has 25 or more employees for each working day in each of
20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding year, or an agent of
such person. An employer does not include the United States, a
corporation wholly owned by the government of the United States, a
Native American tribe, or a bona fide private membership club (other than
a labor organization) that is exempt from taxation under the Internal
Revenue Code. 42 U.S.C. 12111(5).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Employers are required to preserve personnel records for 1 to 3 years 29
C.F.R. 1602.14.

Enforcement and Penalties

Same enforcement as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. 12117.
Penalties are compensatory and equitable relief, attorney fees and costs.
42 U.S.C. 12117(a).
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Section 503 of the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973 (29 U.S.C. 793)

Prohibits government contractors and subcontractors from discriminating
in employment on the basis of disability, and requires them to take
affirmative action to employ, and advance in employment, individuals with
disabilities.

Coverage

Applies to all government contracts and subcontracts for the furnishing of
personal property and supplies or services (including construction) in
excess of $10,000. Does not differentiate by firm size. 29 U.S.C. 793(a).

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Employers are required to maintain for 1 year records regarding
complaints and actions taken on the complaints. 41 C.F.R. 60-741.52.

Enforcement and Penahies

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. Complaints may
be filed with the Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs, Department of Labor. Complaints are then referred to the
contractor for resolution. If the complainant is dissatisfied with the
contractor’s resolution, there is a DOL investigation. The regulations
provide for administrative hearings and judicial appeal. 41 C.F.R. 60-741,
subpart B.
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Anti-Retaliatory
Provision of the
Surface
Transportation
Assistance Act (49
U.S.C. App. 2305)

Prohibits the discharge or other discriminatory action against an employee
for filing a complaint or instituting a proceeding relating to a violation of a
commercial motor vehicle safety rule or regulation or for refusing to
operate a vehicle that is in violation of such a rule or regulation, or
because of fear of serious injury due to an unsafe condition.

Coverage

Covers private-sector employees of commercial motor carriers who in the
course of their employment directly affect commercial motor vehicle
safety, and covers employees working with motor vehicles with gross
vehicle weight ratings of 10,000 or more pounds, those designed to
transport more than 10 passengers including the driver, and those used in
the transport of hazardous materials. Does not differentiate by firm size.
49 USC. app. 2301 (l),(2).

Definitions

Employee: (1) A driver of a commercial motor vehicle (including an
independent contractor while in the course of personally operating a
commercial motor vehicle), (2) a mechanic, (3) a freight handler, or
(4) any individual, other than an employer, who is employed by a
commercial motor carrier and who in the course of his or her employment
directly affects commercial motor vehicle safety; but such term does not
include employees of federal, state, or local governments who are acting
within the course of such employment. 29 C.F.R. 1978.101.
Employer: Any person engaged in a business affecting commerce who
owns or leases a commercial motor vehicle in connection with that
business, or assigns employees to operate such a vehicle in commerce, but
such term does not include federal, state, or local governments. 49 U.S.C.
app. 2301.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

None.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. An employee or
someone on the employee’s behalf may file a complaint with the
Occupational Safety and Health Commission within 180 days after a
violation occurs. 29 C.F.R. 1978.102. The Commission is required to
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investigate and gather data. 29 C.F.R. 1978,103.After the investigation, and
within 60 days of ftling of the complaint, the Assistant Secretary must
issue written findings as to whether there is reasonable cause to believe
that a violation has occurred. If he fmds reasonable cause, he shall
accompany his findings with a preliminary order. The order will include,
where appropriate, a requirement that the named person abate the
violation, reinstate the complainant to his or her former position, together
with compensation (including back pay), and payment of compensatory
damages. At complainant’s request, the amount awarded may also include
the complainant’s costs and expenses (including attorney’s fees)
reasonably incurred filing the complaint. 29 C.F.R. 1978.104.
Within 30 days of receipt of the findings or preliminary order the
complainant or the named person, or both, may file objections to the
findings or preliminary order and request a hearing on the record. 29
C.F.R. 1978.105
The administrative law judge (AIJ) is required to issue a decision within 30
days after the close of the record. The decision must contain appropriate
findings, conclusions, and, if a violation is found, an order pertaining to
the remedy which, may provide for reinstatement of a discharged
employee and may issue complainant’s costs and expenses if complainant
prevailed. Within 120 days after the issuance of the ALJ’Sdecision and
order, the Secretary shall issue a final decision and order. 29 C.F.R.
1978.109. Within 60 days of a fmal order, any person adversely affected or
aggrieved may file a position for review with the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the circuit in which the violation occurred. Whenever any person fails to
comply with a prehminary order of reinstatement or a fmal order or the
terms of a settlement agreement, the Secretary may file a civil action
seeking enforcement of the order in federal district court. 29 C.F.R.
1978.113.
If, in response to a complaint the Secretary determines a violation has
occurred he shall order (i> the person who committed such violation to
take affirmative action to abate the violation; (ii) such person to reinstate
the complainant to complainant’s former position together with the
compensation (including back pay), terms, conditions, and privileges of
the complainant’s employment, and (iii) compensatory damages. The
Secretary, at the request of the complainant, may assess a sum equal to the
aggregate amount of all costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the
complainant in bringing the complaint. 49 U.S.C. App. 2305(c)(2)(B).
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Occupational Safety
and Health Act (29
U.S.C. 651 et seq.)

from recognized hazards that can cause death or serious physical harm;
provides for the establishment of safety and health standards that
employers and employees must adhere to.

Coverage

Applies to all employment performed in a workplace in the United States
and certain enumerated commonwealths, territories and possessions. Selfemployed persons are not covered. The act also does not cover safety in
industries regulated by other federal agencies, such as mining and much of
the nuclear industry, for which safety is regulated by other federal
agencies. It applies to employers regardless of size, but appropriations
legislation has limited OSHAinspection activity with respect to small,
low-hazard businesses. 29 U.S.C. 653.

Definitions

Employee: A person employed by a business that affects commerce. 29
U.S.C. 652.
Employer: A person engaged in a business affecting commerce who has
employees, but does not include the United States or any state or political
subdivision of a state. 29 U.S.C. 652.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Every employer must keep and make available records relating to
occupational illnesses and injuries in the manner specified by regulations
in 29 C.F.R. 1904. Among other things, OSHAregulations require employers
to keep logs and summaries of occupational illness and irljuries; to
disclose certain injury, illness, and exposure records to OSHA,employees,
and their representatives; and to make an oral report to OSHAof any
incident resulting in the death of one or more employees or the inpatient
hospitalization of three or more employees. 29 U.S.C. 657(c).
In addition, the Department of Labor has issued regulations requiring
recordkeeping in connection with specific health or safety hazards-ee,
in connection with employee exposure TVparticular toxic substances in
the workplace.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Secretary of Labor has the authority to inspect and investigate
workplaces. If the Secretary finds a violation, he may issue a citation
(which provides a period for correction) and propose a penalty and
provide a period for the employer to contest. If an employer fails to notify
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the Secretary that he intends to contest within 15 days and an employee
has not informed the Secretary that they consider the time for abatement
to be unreasonable, the order becomes final and is unappealable. If the
employer or an employee notifies the Secretary of intention to contest, a
hearing is set before the Occupational Safety and Health Commission. If
after a fmal order is issued the Secretary has reason to believe an
employer has failed to correct a violation for which a citation has been
issued within the stated period, the employer is liable for additional
penalties. If an employer shows a good faith effort to comply with the
abatement requirements of a citation, and the abatement has not been
completed because of factors beyond his reasonable control, the
Secretary, after an opportunity for a hearing, shah issue an order affuming
or modifying the abatement requirements in such citation. 29 US.C. 659.
The potential civil penalty for willful violations is $70,000, with a $5,000
minimum. Maximum available penalty for serious and other-than-serious
violations is up to $70,000 for each repeat violation, and up to $7,000 for
failure to post required documents. 29 U.S.C. 666.
Any employer who willfully violates any standard, rule, order, or
regulation and that violation caused death to any employee, shah, upon
conviction, be punished by a fine of up to $250,000 for an individual and
$500,000 for an organization or by imprisonment for not more than 6
months, or by both; except that if the conviction is for a violation
committed after a first conviction of such person, punishment shall be
imprisonment for up to one year. 29 U.S.C. 666.
Any person who gives advance notice of any inspection to be conducted
under the act, without authority from the Secretary or his designees, is
subject, upon conviction, to a fine of up to $250,000 for an individual and
$500,000 for an organization or imprisonment for up to six months, or
both, 29 U.S.C. 666.
Whoever knowingly makes any false statement, representation, or
certification in any application, record, report, plan, or other document
ftied or required to be maintained pursuant to the act shall, upon
conviction, be subject to a fine of up to $100,000 for an individual and
$200,000 for an organization or imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. 29
U.S.C. 666.
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FederA Mine Safety
and Health Act (30
U.S.C. 801 et seq.)

Requires mine operators to comply with health and safety standards and
requirements established to protect miners.

Coverage

Applies to all coal and other mines, the products of which enter interstate
commerce, or the operations or products of which affect interstate
commerce, and each operator of a mine, and every miner working in a
mine. Does not differentiate by size of business. 30 U.S.C. 801,803.

Definitions

None relevant.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Each operator is required to maintain at the mine office a supply of Mine
Accident, Injury, and Illness Report Form 7000-1, and to report each
accident, occupational injury, or occupational illness at the mine. 30 U.S.C.
813(h), 30 C.F.R. 50.20.

Enforcement and Penalties

Authorized representatives of the Secretary of Labor are required to make
frequent inspections and investigations of health and safety conditions,
including causes of accidents in mines. 30 U.S.C. 813(a).
The Secretary of Labor while conducting an investigation of any accident
or other occurrence may hold hearings, and sign and issue subpoenas for
attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of documents.
29 U.S.C. 813(b).
Whenever a representative of the miners or a miner himself has reasonable
grounds to believe that a violation of a mandatory health or safety
standard exists, the representative or the miner has a right to obtain an
immediate inspection by giving notice to the Secretary or his
representative. If, upon investigation, the Secretary finds a violation of a
mandatory health or safety standard, he shah issue a citation to the
operator, fixing a reasonable time for abatement. If the violation has not
been abated in the time prescribed and no extension is appropriate, an
authorized representative of the Secretary may issue a withdrawal order
(an order withdrawing everyone from the mine and prohibiting all but
specified individuals from entering the mine) until the violation is abated.
A representative of the Secretary can also issue withdrawal orders when
an imminent danger is discovered, or for certain violations by an operator
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who has been determined to have a pattern of violations. A representative
of the Secretary can require that a miner found lacking in safety training
be withdrawn from the mine until such training is received. While the
miner is receiving training and prohibited from entering the mine, he may
not be discharged, or discriminated against and may not lose
compensation. 30 U.S.C. 813(g).
The civil penalty for violation of the act or a mandatory health or safety
standard is a fine of up to $50,000 for each violation, The civil penalty for
failure to correct a violation for which a citation has been issued within
the time provided for correction is a fine of up to $5,000 for each day
during which the violation continues. 30 U.S.C. 820(a). Miners may be
lined $250 for willful violation of smoking standards. 30 U.S.C. 820(g).
Any operator who willfully violates a mandatory health or safety standard
or knowingly fails or refuses to comply with any order to correct a
violation is, upon conviction, subject to a fme of up to $250,000 for an
individual and $500,000 for an organization, or imprisonment for up to one
year, or both; except that if the conviction is for a violation committed
after the first conviction of such operator under the act, punishment shall
be imprisonment for up to 5 years. 30 U.S.C. 820(d).
In addition, civil penalties may be assessed and criminal proceeding
pursued against corporate directors, officers, or agents who knowingly or
willfully violate mandatory standards or fail to comply with orders. 30
U.S.C. 820(c).
A person who gives advance notice of any inspection conducted under the
act is, upon conviction, subject to a fme of up $250,000 for an individual,
imprisonment for not more than six months, or both. 30 U.S.C. 820(e).
Whoever knowingly makes any false statement or representation in any
application, record, or other document filed or required by the act is, upon
conviction, subject to a fine of up to $250,000 for an individual and
$500,000 for an organization, imprisonment for not more than 5 years, or
both. 30 U.&C. 820(f).
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Drug Free Workplace
Act (41 U.S.C. 701 et

maintain a drug free workplace.

Coverage

Applies to all federal grantees and federal contractors with contract
amounts of $25,000 or more. 41 U.S.C. 701,702.

Definitions

Employee: The employee of a grantee or contractor directly engaged in the
performance of work pursuant to the provisions of the grant or contract,
41 U.S.C. 706.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Federal grantees and contractors must publish a statement notifying
employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation,
possession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee’s
or contractor’s workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken
against employees for violations of such prohibition. 41 U.S.C.
7WMNA),(B),
7W4(lXAMB).
Grantees and contractors must offer drug-free awareness programs to
inform employees about (i) the dangers of drug abuse in the workplace,
(ii) the grantee’s or contractor’s policy of maintaining a drug-free
workplace, (iii) any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and
employee assistance programs, and (iv) the penalties imposed upon
employees for drug abuse violations. 41 U.S.C. 701(a)(l)(A),(B),
702(a)(WO,(B)~
The grantee or contractor must notify the employee that, as a condition of
employment, the employee must abide by the terms of the grant or
contract and must notify the employer of any criminal drug statute
conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace no later than 5 days
after such conviction. 41 U.S.C. 701(a)(l)(A),(B), 702(a)(l)(A),(B).
The contractor or grantee must notify the contracting or granting agency
within 10 days after receiving notice of a conviction from an employee or
otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction. 41 U.S.C.
7OWW(N,(B),
702@)(WMW.
The contractor or grantee must impose a sanction on, or require
satisfactory participation in a drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation
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program by, any employee who is so convicted, and such employee must
make a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace
through implementation of provisions of the act. 41 USC.
7WNNA),W,
702(a)(l)(A),@).

Enforcement and Penalties

Contracting agencies enforce the act. If a contracting officer determines,
in writing, that cause for suspension of payments, termination, or
suspension or debarment exists, appropriate action shall be initiated by a
contracting officer of the agency. Upon issuance of any final decision
under this subsection requiring debarment of a contractor or individual,
such contractor or individual shall be ineligible for award of any contract
by any federal agency, and for participation in any future procurement by
any federal agency for a period specified, not to exceed 5 years. 41 C.F.R.
701(b)@),(3).
Each grant or contract awarded by a federal agency shall be subject to
suspension of payments under the grant or contract, or termination, or
both, and the contractor or grantee shall be subject to suspension or
debarment if the head of the agency determines that (1) the contractor or
grantee has made a false certification; (2) the contractor or grantee has
failed to carry out the requirements of the contract relating to notice of a
drug free policy and setting up of a drug free awareness program; or
(3) such a number of the employees of the contractor or grantee have been
convicted of violations of criminal drug statutes for illegal activities
occurring in the workplace as to indicate the contractor or grantee has
failed to make a good faith effort to provide a drug-free workplace as
required by the act. 41 U.S.C. 701(b), 702(b).
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National. Labor
Relations Act (29
U.S.C. 151 et seq.)

Protects certain rights of workers, including the right to organize and
bargain collectively through representation of their own choice.

Coverage

Applies to all employers and employees in their relationships with labor
organizations whose activities affect commerce. Does not differentiate by
firm size. 29 U.S.C. 141(b).

Definitions

Employer: Any person acting as an agent of an employer, directly or
indirectly, but does not include the United States or any wholly owned
government corporation, or any Federal Reserve bank, or any state or
political subdivision thereof, or any person subject to the Railway Labor
Act, or any labor organization (other than when acting as an employer), or
anyone acting in the capacity of officer or agent of such labor
organization. 29 U.S.C. 152.
Employee: Includes any employee, and is not limited to the employees of a
particular employer, unless the act explicitly states otherwise, and
includes any individual whose work has ceased as a consequence of, or in
connection with, any current labor dispute or because of any unfair labor
practice, and who has not obtained any other regular and substantially
equivalent employment, but does not include any individual employed as
an agricultural laborer, or in the domestic service of any family or person
at his or her home, or any individual employed by his or her parent or
spouse, or any individual having the status of an independent contractor,
or any individual employed as a supervisor, or any individual employed by
an employer subject to the Railway Labor Act, or by any other person who
is not an employer as herein defined.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

None.

Enforcement and Penalties

The National Labor Relations Board has authority to enforce the act.
Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged or is engaging in any
unfair labor practice, the Board, or any agent or agency designated by the
Board for such purposes, has the power to issue a complaint stating the
charges in that respect and containing a notice of hearing before the Board
or a member thereof, or before a designated agent or agency. No
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complaint may be issued, however, for any unfair labor practice occurring
more than 6 months prior to the filing of the charge with the Board, unless
the aggrieved person was prevented from Ning such charge by reason of
service in the armed forces, in which event the 6-month period shall be
computed from the day of his discharge. 29 U.S,C, 160(b).
Any person who willfully resists, prevents, impedes, or interferes with any
member of the Board or any of its agents or agencies in the performance
of duties pursuant to this act is subject to a tie of not more than $5,000 or
imprisonment for up to 1 year, or both. 29 U.S.C. 162.
The Board has authority, upon issuance of a complaint charging that any
person has engaged or is engaging in an unfair labor practice, to seek
appropriate temporary relief or a restraining order in federal district court.
29 U.S.C. 162.
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Labor-Management
Reporting and
Disclosure Act (29
U.S.C. 401 et seq.)

Requires reporting and disclosure of certain financial transactions and
administrative practices of labor organizations and employers; establishes
basic rights for members of labor organizations; and provides standards
for the election of officers of labor organizations.

Coverage

Applies to unions and any employer engaged in an industry affecting
commerce that may deal with any labor organization concerning
grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or
conditions of work. The United States, states, and their political
subdivisions are excluded. Does not differentiate by firm size. 29 U.S.C.
402.

Definitions

Employee: Any individual employed by an employer, and includes any
individual whose work has ceased as a consequence of, or in connection
with, any current labor dispute or because of any unfair labor practice or
because of exclusion from a labor organization in any manner or for any
reason inconsistent with the requirements of the act. 29 U.S.C. 402(f).
Employer: Any employer or any group or association of employers
engaged in an industry affecting commerce (1) which is, with respect to
employees engaged in an industry affecting commerce, an employer within
the meaning of any law of the United States relating to the employment of
any employees; or (2) which may deal with any labor organization
concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of
employment, or conditions of work, and includes any person acting
directly or indirectly as an employer or as an agent of an employer in
relation to an employee, but does not include the United States or any
corporation wholly owned by the United States, or any state or political
subdivision thereof. 29 U.S.C. 402(e),

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Every employer who in any fLscal year made (1) any payment or loan,
direct or indirect, of money or other thing of value (including reimbursed
expenses), or any promise or agreement therefor, to any labor
organization or officer, agent, shop steward, or other representative of a
labor organization, or employee of any labor organization, except certain
payments or loans such as those made by a bank or other credit
institution; (2) any payment (including reimbursed expenses) to any of his
or her employees, or any group or committee of such employees to
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persuade other employees to exercise or not to exercise, or as the manner
of exercising, the right to organize and bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing unless such payments were
contemporaneously or previously disclosed to such other employees;
(3) any expenditure, during the fLscal year, where an object thereof,
directly or indirectly, is to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in
the exercise of the right to organize and bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, or is to obtain information
concerning the activities of employees or a labor organization in
connection with a labor dispute involving such employer, except for use
solely in conjunction with an administrative or arbitral proceeding or a
criminal or civil judicial proceeding; (4) any agreement or arrangement
with a labor relations consultant or other independent contractor or
organization pursuant to which such person undertakes activities where
an object thereof, directly or indirectly, is to persuade employees to
exercise or not to exercise, or persuade employees as to the manner of
exercising, the right to organize and bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, or undertakes to supply such
employer with information concerning the activities of employees or a
labor organization in connection with a labor dispute involving such
employer, except information for use solely in conjunction with an
administrative or arbitral proceeding or a criminal or civil judicial
proceeding; or (5) any payment (including reimbursed expenses) pursuant
to an agreement or arrangement described in (4) above is required to file
with the Secretary of Labor a report showing in detail the date and amount
of each such payment, loan, promise, agreement, or arrangement and the
name, address, and position, if any, in any firm or labor organization of the
person to whom it was made and a full explanation of the circumstances
of all such payments, including the terms of any agreement or
understanding pursuant to which they were made. 29 U.S.C. 433.
Every person who pursuant to any agreement or arrangement with an
employer undertakes activities where an object is, directly or indirectly,
(1) to persuade employees to exercise or not to exercise, or persuade
employees as to the manner of exercising, the right to organize and
bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing; or
(2) to supply an employer with information concerning the activities of
employees or a labor organization in connection with a labor dispute
involving such employer, except information for use solely in conjunction
with an administrative
or arbitral proceeding or a criminal or civil judicial
proceeding is required to file within 30 days after entering into such
agreement or arrangement a report with the Secretary containing the name
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under which such person is engaged in doing business and the address of
its principal office, and a detailed statement of the terms and conditions of
such agreement or arrangement. Every such person shall file annually,
with respect to each fiscal year during which payments were made as a
result of such an agreement or arrangement, a report with the Secretary
containing a statement (A) of its receipts of any kind from employers on
account of labor relations advice or services, designating the sources
thereof, and (B) of its disbursements of any kind, in connection with such
services and the purposes thereof. In each such case such information
shah be set forth in such categories as the Secretary prescribes. 29 U.S.C.
433.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. Whenever it
appears that any person has violated or is about to violate any of the
provisions of Title II of the act, including the reporting and disclosure
requirements, the Secretary of Labor may bring a civil action for such
relief (including injunctions) as may be appropriate. 29 U.S.C. 440.
The Secretary has the power when he believes it necessary in order to
determine whether any person has violated or is about to violate any
provision of the act (except subchapter II (Bill of Rights of members of
labor organizations)) to make an investigation and in connection therewith
to enter such places and inspect such records and accounts and question
such persons as he deems necessary to enable him to determine the facts.
The Secretary may report to interested persons or officials concerning the
facts required to be shown in any report or any other matter which he
deems to be appropriate as a result of such an investigation, The Secretary
may issue subpoenas for the testimony of witnesses and production of
records. 29 USC. 521.
Willful violations of bonding provisions are punishable by a fine of up to
$10,000, or imprisonment for up to 1 year, or both. 29 U.S.C. 439(a)+ There
is a $10,000 penalty and/or 5 years imprisonment for violation of fiduciary
provisions. 29 U.S.C. 501(c).
Any person who makes a false statement or representation of a material
fact, knowing it to be false, or who knowingly fails to disclose a material
fact, in any document, report, or other information required under the act
is subject to a fine of up to $10,000, or imprisonment for up to 1 year, or
both. 29 U.S.C. 439(b).
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Any person who willfully makes a false entry in or wilfully conceals,
withholds, or destroys any books, records, reports, or statements required
to be kept by any provision of the act is subject to a fine of up to $10,000,
or imprisonment for up to 1 year, or both. 29 USC. 439(c).
Each individual required to sign reports under the act is personally
responsible for the filing of such reports and for any statement contained
therein which he knows to be false. 29 U.S.C. 439(d).
There is a private right of action under the act for individuals to sue labor
organizations. 29 USC. 412.
E
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Railway Labor Act (45
U.S.C. 151 et seq.)

Sets out the rights and responsibilities of management and workers
regarding labor organizing and labor disputes in the rail and airline
industries and establishes the National Railroad Acljustment Board and the
National Mediation Board to help resolve labor disputes and prevent work
stoppages in these industries.

Coverage

The act applies only to collective-bargaining agreements covering
employees of rail and air carriers. Does not differentiate by firm size. Does
not cover certain rail operations in coal mines. 45 U.S.C. 151.

Definitions

Employee: Every person in the service of a carrier who does work defined
as that of an employee in the orders of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. 45 U.S.C. llil(fifth).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

The act requires carriers to post notification to employees that all disputes
between the carrier and its employees will be handled according to the
requirements of the act, Carriers must post, verbatim, the act’s provisions
relating to representation, organization, and collective bargaining, and the
prohibition against agreements to join or not join unions. 45 U.S.C.
152(eighth).

Enforcement and Penalties

The representative of a carrier’s employees may apply to the United States
Attorney to institute and prosecute all necessary proceedings for the
enforcement of the act’s provisions and for the punishment for all
violations, and for costs and expenses. 45 U.S.C. 152 (tenth).
A willful violation is a misdemeanor. Upon conviction, an offender is
subject to a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000, or
imprisonment, or both. 45 U.S.C. 152(tenth).
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Protection Act (29
U.S.C. 2001 et seq.)

the course of employment.

Coverage

Applies to any employer engaged in or affecting commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce. 29 U.S.C. 2002. The act applies to all
employees of covered employers regardless of their citizenship status and
to foreign corporations operating in the United States. 29 C.F.R. 801.3. It
does not apply to federal, state, or local government employees. It applies
to all other industries with the specific exception of polygraph
examinations given by the federal government in the performance of any
counterintelligence
function, to experts under contract to the Defense
Department, or any of their contractors, or any experts or contractors
working for the Department of Energy in connection with atomic energy
defense. It also does not apply to the examination in the performance of
any intelligence or counterintelligence function, of anyone employed by,
consulting for, assigned to, or detailed to the National Security Agency,
Defense Intelligence Agency, Central Intelligence Agency, or under
contract with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Does not differentiate
by firm size. 29 U.S.C. 2006.

Definitions

Employee: Includes any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest
of an employer in relation to an employee or prospective employee. 29
U.S.C. 2001.

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Every employer subject to the act shall post and keep posted a notice
explaining the act. Records must be kept for 3 years from the date the
examination was conducted. The employer must keep, in connection with
an ongoing investigation involving economic loss or iqjury, the statement
that sets forth the specific incident or activity under investigation and the
basis for testing that particular employee; in connection with an
investigation of criminal or other misconduct involving, or potentially
involving, loss or injury to the manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of a
controlled substance, records specifically identifying the loss or injury in
question and the nature of the employee’s access to the person or property
that is the subject of the investigation; with respect to employees
examined under any exemptions for private employers, a copy of the
written statement that sets forth the time, place, and rights of the
examinee; a copy of the notice to the examiner of persons to be examined;
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and all opinions and reports prepared by the examiner. The examiner
himself or herself must keep copies of all written opinions, reports, charts,
written questions, lists, and other records relating to polygraph tests. 29
C.F.R. 801.30.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Department of Labor has authority to enforce the act. An employer
who violates any provision of the act may be assessed a penalty of not
more than $10,000.29 U.S.C. 2005(b),(c).
The Secretary of Labor may issue subpoenas to compel attendance at any
hearing or investigation, Federal district court may issue temporary or
permanent restraining orders and injunctions, and such legal or equitable
relief incident thereto as is appropriate, including, but not limited to,
employment, reinstatement, promotion and the payment of lost wages and
benefits. 29 U.S.C. 2004(b).
The rights and procedures provided by the act may not be waived by
contract or otherwise, unless such waiver is part of a written settlement
agreed to an signed by the parties to the pending action or complaint
under the act. 29 U.S.C. 2005(d).
There is a private right of action under the act. An employer who violates
this law is liable to the employee or the prospective employee affected by
such violation for such legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate,
including, but not limited to employment, reinstatement, promotion, and
the payment of lost wages and benefits. No such action may be
commenced more than 3 years after the date of the alleged violation. 29
U.S.C. 2005(c).
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Veterans
Reemployment Rights
Law (38 USC. 4301
et. seq.)

Provides reemployment rights for people returning from active duty or
reserve training in the armed forces or National Guard.

Coverage

Applies to all employers, whether private or public organizations,
including the United States and the states and their subdivisions. Covers
all veterans who are discharged honorably in any of the services including
reserves, Public Health, and National Guard. Until July 26,1994, it applies
to employers having 25 or more employees for each working day in each
of 20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding year. On and
after July 26, 1994, it applies to employers having 15 or more employees
for 20 or more such weeks. 38 U.S.C. 4307 (c)(l)(A),(B).

Definitions

Employer: Includes agent of employer; does not include the United States,
a corporation wholly owned by the government of the United States, an
Indian tribe, or a bona fide private membership club (other than a labor
organization) that is exempt from taxation under the Internal Revenue
Code for purposes of complying with the requirement that employers
make reasonable accommodation for disabled veterans. 38 U.S.C.
43OVc)(lXA),@).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

None.

Enforcement and Penalties

The act is enforced through ftig suit in court. Upon application to the
United States attorney or comparable official for any district in which such
private employer maintains a place of business, or in which such state or
political subdivision thereof exercises authority or carries out its
functions, by any person claiming to be entitled to the benefits provided by
the act, such United States attorney or official, if reasonably satisfied that
the person so applying is entitled to such benefits, shall appear and act as
attorney for such person in the amicable adjustment of the claim or in the
filing of any motion, petition, or other appropriate pleading and the
prosecution thereof to require such employer to comply with the act. No
fees or court costs may be assessed against any person who applies for
such benefits. No state statute of limitations applies to any proceedings
under the act. 38 U.S.C. 4302.
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If the employer, who is a private employer or a state or political
subdivision, fails or refuses to comply with the act, the district court of the
United States for any district in which such private employer maintains a
place of business, or in which such state or political subdivision thereof
exercises authority or carries out its functions, has the power, upon the
filing of a motion, petition, or other appropriate pleading by the person
entitled to the benefits of such provisions, to require such employer to
comply with such provisions and to compensate such person for any loss
of wages or benefits suffered by reason of such employer’s unlawful
action. Any such compensation shall be in addition to and shall not be
deemed to diminish any of the benefits provided for in the act. 38 USC.
4302.

f
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Employment
Provisions of the
Immigration and
Nationality Act, as
Amended by the
Immigration Reform
and Control Act (8
U.S.C. 1101 et seq.)

Prohibits the hiring of illegal aliens and imposes certain duties on
employers in hiring; prohibits employment discrimination against legal
aliens; and authorizes but limits the use of imported temporary
agricultural workers.

Coverage

Applies to all employers without regard to industry or size. However,
special provisions are made for the hiring of people in certain occupations.
For example, any employer may file a petition with the Attorney General
to hire aliens who are outstanding professors or teachers, multinational
executives or managers, members of the professions with advanced
degrees or aliens of exceptional ability, skilled workers or professionals,
or certain unskilled laborers. 8 USC. 1154(a)(l)(D); 8 C.F.R. 204.5(c). A
group or association of employers of seasonal agricultural workers may
request the Secretaries of Labor and Agriculture to raise the number of
such workers allowed into the country to perform such services based on
a showing of need. 8 U.S.C. 1161 (a)(7)(A).

Definitions

H-ZA worker: A nonimmi grant coming temporarily to the United States to
perform agricultural labor or services. 8 U.S.C. llOl(a)(l)(ii)(a),
1188(i)(2).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Verification of Employment Eligibility: (1) A person or entity that hires or
recruits or refers for a fee an individual for employment must ensure that
the individual properly fills out section 1 of Form I-9 and presents
evidence of identity and employment eligibility. Employers or their agents
must physically examine documentation and complete section 2 of Form
I-9, (2) If an individual’s employment authorization expires, employer,
recruiter, or referrer must reverify on Form I-9 that the individual is still
authorized to work. 8 C.F.R. 274a.2.
A person or entity who employs special agricultural workers (ending with
fscal year 1992) whose status was changed from temporary to permanent
residence shall furnish to the government, and in certain circumstances to
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the alien, a certificate indicating the number of days the worker was
employed by that employer for seasonal agricultural services. 8 U.S.C.
1161(b)(2)
Farm labor contractors, agricultural employers, or agricultural
associations that are also family or small businesses under 29 U.S.C. 1803
shall not knowingly provide false or misleading information to an alien
special agricultural worker concerning the terms, conditions, or existence
of agricultural employment, 8 U.S.C. 1161(f)(2).
Employers shall make available, for public examination, the labor
condition application filed with the Secretary of Labor. 8 U.S.C.
1182(n)(l).
Farm labor organizations and associations of agricultural employers may
receive applications from individuals seeking to enter the United States
temporarily to perform special agricultural services. 8 U.S.C. 210@)(2)(A).
An employer must attest on a designated form that it has verified that an
individual it has hired is not an unauthorized alien. The form must be
retained and be available for inspection by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service or Department of Labor. 8 U.S.C. 274A.

Enforcement and Penalties

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has authority to enforce
the act. It may issue subpoenas to obtain employment records from
employer of special agricultural workers to verify employee’s eligibility as
an alien lawfully admitted for temporary residence. 8 U.S.C. 1225; 8 C.F.R.
210,3(b)(4), 287.4.
Complaints involving violations of the employment of aliens section of the
act may be filed with INS. INS may investigate without filing a formal

complaint. Alleged violators are entitled to a hearing before an
administrative law judge. 8 U.S.C. 1324a(e); 8 C.F.R. 274a.9.
The Secretary of Labor is directed to establish a process for the receipt,
investigation and disposition of complaints regarding a facility’s failure to
meet conditions attested to or a facility’s misrepresentation of a material
fact regarding conditions that justifying hiring alien nurses. The Secretary
shall conduct an investigation if he believes there is reasonable cause that
a facility fails to meet conditions attested to, If a basis exists, opportunity
for a hearing is available within 60 days. 8 U.S.C. 1182(m)(2)(E)(ii),(iii).
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The Secretary of Labor is directed to establish a process for the receipt,
investigation, and disposition of complaints regarding a petitioner’s failure
to meet conditions specified in an application or a misrepresentation of a
material fact in an application for employment of non-immigrants in
specialty occupations or as fashion models. 8 U.S.C. 1182@)(2)(A).
The Attorney General is directed to provide a process for reviewing and
acting upon petitions by employers to impart aliens to work as executives,
managers, or to impart special knowledge in a U.S. subsidiary or affiliate. 8
U.S.C. 1184(c)(2)(C).
Violations of 8 U.S.C. 1161(b)(2) (failing to provide certification or making
false statements of a material fact), may result in civil monetary penalties.
8 U.S.C. 1161(f)(4).
If a facility fails to meet a condition attested to or makes a
misrepresentation of a material fact, regarding the hiring of alien nurses,
the Secretary of Labor may impose administrative remedies, including civil
monetary penalties of up to $1,000 per violation, and shall order the
payment of any back pay due. Future petitions may not be approved for at
least 1 year. 8 USC. 1182(m)(2)(E)(iv), (v).
If an employer wihfully fails to meet the wages or working conditions
attested to, or fails to meet another condition attested to or makes a
misrepresentation of a material fact, regarding the hiring of temporary
nonimmigrant workers in specialty occupations or as fashion models, the
Secretary of Labor shall notify the Attorney General and impose such
other administrative remedies as he deems appropriate, including the
imposition of civil monetary penalties not to exceed $1,000 per violation,
The Attorney General shall not approve petitions filed by the employer for
at least 1 year. If back pay is due, the Secretary shall order such payment.
8 U.S.C. 1181(n)(2)(C), (D).
Violations of section 27411of Act (hiring of aliens, verification and
documentation requirements): Criminal - up to $3,000 for each violation,
imprisoned for not more than 6 months; Civil - cease and desist order
enjoining of pattern or practice violations and fines on a sliding scale from
$100 to $10,000. 8 U.S.C. 274A(e)(4); 8 C.F.R. 274a.10.
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Workers Adjustment
and Retraining
Notification Act (29
U.S.C. 2101 et seq.)

and mass layoffs.

Coverage

Applies to business enterprises that employ 100 or more employees,
excluding part-time employees; or 100 or more employees including
part-time employees, who in the aggregate work at least 4,000 hours per
week, exclusive of overtime. It covers the permanent shutdown of a single
site of employment or an identifiable unit within a single site of
employment that results in an employment loss during a 30-day period for
50 or more employees, excluding part-time employees, or a mass layoff or
action that is not a closing and results in an employment loss during a
30-day period for between 50 and 500 workers (excluding par-time
workers) at a single site of employment if that number is at least
33 percent of the work force at the single site of employment or for more
than 500 workers (excluding part-time workers). 29 USC. 2101.

Definitions

Affected employees: Employees who may reasonably be expected to
experience an employment loss as a consequence of a proposed plant
closing or mass layoff by their employer. 29 USC. 2101(5).
Single site of employment: A single facility or plant or a group of related
facilities, like a campus or multibuilding factory. 20 C.F.R. 639.3(i).

Recordkeeping and
Disclosure Requirements

Employers are required to serve written notice of a plant closing or mass
layoff at least 60 days, with some exceptions, before the event takes
place-they must give notice to affected employees or their
representatives, the state dislocated worker unit, and the chief elected
official of a unit of local government. 29 U.S.C. 2101; 20 C.F.R. 639.4,639.7.
Notice to the relevant state dislocated worker unit and to a designated
local official must contain specific information: (1) name and address of
employment site where layoff is to occur and the name and telephone
number of a company official to contact for further information; (2) a
statement as to whether the planned action is expected to be permanent or
temporary and, if the entire plant is to be closed, a statement to that effect;
(3) the expected date of the first separation and the anticipated schedule
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for making separations; (4) the job titles of positions to be affected and the
number of affected employees in each job classification; (5) an indication
as to whether or not bumping rights exist; and (6) the name of each union
representing affected employees and the name and address of the chief
elected officer of each union. Notices containing some of this same
information must also be sent to representatives of affected employees or
the employees themselves if they are not represented, 20 C.F.R. 639.6,
639.7.

Enforcement and Penalties

Enforcement is in the courts through private actions instituted by
employees. Employees, their representatives and units of local
government may initiate civil actions against employers believed to be in
violation of the act. The Department of Labor has no legal standing in any
enforcement action and is not in a position to issue advisory opinions. 29
U.S.C. 2104; 20 C.F.R. 639,1(d).
Any employer who orders a plant closing or mass layoff in violation of the
Act is liable to each employee who suffers an employment loss as a result
of the closing for back pay for each day of violation and benefits under an
employee benefit plan, including the cost of medical expenses incurred
during the employment loss which would has been covered under an
employee benefit plan, including the cost of medical expenses incurred
during the employment loss which would have been covered under an
employee benefit plan if the employment loss had not occurred. The
liability is calculated for the period of the violation, up to a maximum of 60
days, but in no event for more than one-half the number of days the
employee was employed by the employer. 29 U.S.C. 2104.(a).
Any employer who violates the notice provisions for the act with respect
to a unit of local government shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$500 per day. A person seeking to enforce liability under the Act may sue
in any district court of U.S. for any district in which the violation is alleged
to have occurred or in which the employer transacts business. 29 U.S.C.
2 104(a)(3).
The remedies described above are the exclusive remedies for any violation
of the act. A Federal court shall not have the authority to eqjoin a plant
closing or a mass layoff. 29 U.S.C. 2104(b).
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